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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent technological advances, like sensors available in smart phones and e-coaching apps, offer radically new methods for support systems. This research aims at investigating how such new technologies can be used to support people to cope better with stress at work, to prevent burn-out. The EU Horizon2020 call on ‘Health, Demographic Change and Wellbeing’ (Horizon2020 2015) highlights the importance of personalized health, in particular aiming to ‘improve our ability to monitor health and to prevent, detect, treat and manage disease’.

A successful implementation of such a new support system for well-being at work, however, poses challenges in several research areas:

1. Behavioral/Social Sciences and Occupational Health: To build an effective support system, relevant existing work stress theories should be applied. Traditionally, social sciences collect data using questionnaires. New sensors and e-coaching technologies, however, provide interesting alternative means to collect data and provide interventions. The challenge is to extend, refine and formalize existing theories in such a way, that they can incorporate new data acquisition and processing technology.

2. Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence: To build an innovative support system, the possibilities of new technologies should be investigated. We are in particular interested in the potential of different sensors to infer relevant aspects of the user’s current context. Collecting data with sensors is rather simple, the challenge is to make sense of this low level data, e.g. in terms of the tasks worked on, experienced stress or mental effort.

3. User-oriented Design and Requirements Engineering: To build a user-friendly support system, the needs and concerns of users should be taken into account. A system that uses sensors to collect data may in particular
pose privacy concerns that need to be addressed. The challenge is to harmonize functional requirements and privacy requirements in the design of context aware systems.

We address the challenges from these three different research fields. Therefore, this thesis contributes to a better understanding of how theoretical (work stress) models can be operationalized, and how sensors can be used to infer context aspects (relevant to work stress). Moreover, it contributes to a better understanding of how theoretical and technological insights can be combined with input on user needs and concerns, to build effective, innovative and user-friendly support systems.

1.1 Motivation: Support technology to manage stress at work

The support system that we aim to develop addresses the problem of work stress. We probably all know stressful working days. Imagine Bob, a typical knowledge worker, who is predominantly concerned with interpreting and generating information.

Bob gets into the office at 9, starts up his computer, takes a look at his emails and calendar and plans what things he has to do this day. Then he starts working on one of the important tasks that have to be completed this week. When an e-mail comes in, he quickly reads it. As it is not relevant to him, he continues his task. When a colleague drops by, Bob looks up and talks to him, which results in some more to-do’s for the day. As they are quite urgent, Bob decides to do them right away. After completion he switches back to his previous task and continues his working day. At 5 ‘o clock Bob notices that he has not completed all planned tasks yet and he feels somewhat stressed. He starts wondering where the time went and whether he should work overtime again to finish up.

Bob and many other knowledge workers experience typical working days like this, which can easily cause stress (Michie, 2002). The question is: When does stress become a danger to well-being? And how can we help people to handle stress appropriately?

To date, the problem of work stress is often approached with questionnaires in which employees are asked to rate various aspects of their work (e.g. Zwi- eten et al., 2014; Kraan et al., 2000), followed by department wide interventions, such as redesigning the work or providing training. As knowledge workers are relatively flexible in their work (when they do what and how they work),
there is great potential for them to contribute to the improvement of their own well-being.

New technologies are emerging, such as new sensors, smart reasoning and e-coaching apps. Trends like ‘quantified self’ (see e.g. http://quantifiedself.com) already show a potential of collecting personal sensor data (e.g. heart rate, activity patterns) for health improvement. In their paper on technology for well-being, Ijsselsteijn et al. (2006) describe that advancements in sensing and interpretation are promising. They further state that using technology for improving well-being has many advantages, e.g. its persistence or objectiveness, the possibility to provide just-in-time notifications with relevant, actionable information or their supportive and motivating role.

In the SWELL project (Smart Reasoning for Well-being at Home and at Work)\(^1\) we explore how new pervasive context aware systems (CAS) can address well-being at work at an individual level. With ‘pervasive’ we mean, that the systems are integrated into the day to day working scenario. With ‘context aware’ we mean, that the system takes into account information about the current context of the user. Figure 1.1 depicts our approach. We see possibilities in using unobtrusive and easily available sensors to capture the knowledge workers behavior (e.g. computer interactions, webcam for facial expressions, Kinect for postures) and infer the current working context and mental state. Based upon this information, we aim to develop supporting technology that is context-aware, so optimally adapted to the situation and state of the user. Knowledge workers can then directly act, gaining a more healthy work style and preventing stress building up.

\(^1\)http://www.swell-project.net
1.2 Approach

To develop a, theoretically and empirically grounded, context aware support system, we take a multi-disciplinary approach. We apply the situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008) and combine theory on work stress with technological possibilities, taking in mind input on user needs. The remainder of this thesis is therefore divided into three parts: 1) Theory, 2) Technology, and 3) Users.

1. **Theory** provides a foundation for the design of CAS and yields claims, e.g. what effect a specific functionality would have.

2. **Technology** yields core functions for the system, e.g. sensors are used to infer context information.

3. **User demands** provide use cases, i.e. the context in which the final system is used, like the scenario of Bob.

Claims, core functions and use cases together describe the system specification and provide requirements for the system. Note that sCE does not prescribe a specific order in time; the sCE-processes are iterative and can partially take place in parallel. A first specification of the system can be evaluated with users and then be further refined.

![Figure 1.2: Situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) approach](image)
1.3 Theory: Work stress and interventions

The general objective of the SWELL system is to improve well-being at work. In the first part of our research (Chapter 2), we delve into work stress and intervention theory to build an understanding of the problem of work stress and find determinants to address.

Different disciplines view the world from different angles: work psychology describes high level principles (e.g. demands vs. resources); biology describes low level physiological processes (e.g. changes in heart rate); and behavioral psychology describes determinants to address for behavioral change (e.g. motivation). New technologies bring new possibilities. With sensors, we can do measurements in real-time, e.g. monitor computer activities or changes in heart rate. With pervasive technology we can enable support that is context aware, i.e. optimally adapted to the situation and state of the user. We think that psychology can benefit from utilizing new technological possibilities, whereas system designers can benefit from using existing theories. To really do multidisciplinary work like this, it is necessary that the experts understand each others domains well, which is challenging.

In Chapter 2, we take up the challenge to relate theories from different fields to each other (i.e. work stress, interventions and behavioral change) and provide a unified overall framework regarding well-being at work, that serves as a theoretical basis. We aim to answer the following research questions: RQ1 ‘Which concepts are relevant with respect to well-being at work?’ and RQ2 ‘Which person, work and context conditions can lead to negative stress?’ In our work, we aim to integrate new technological possibilities into the theoretical framework. We answer the following questions: RQ3 ‘How can sensors be applied to automatically infer stress and the context in which it appears?’ and RQ4 ‘Which interventions can be provided by means of pervasive technology to help a knowledge worker improve his well-being at work?’ Our framework aims to bring the fields of psychology and software engineering closer together to address well-being at work in an innovative way. Based upon this framework, we formulate requirements for the envisioned system for improving well-being at work. We present four resulting prototypes, and first evaluation studies with potential end-users.
1.4 Technology: Inferring working context and mental states

In the second part of our research, we investigate computational approaches to inferring the user’s current working context and mental state from unobtrusive sensors (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6).

To be able to test our algorithms for context and mental state detection, a rich dataset is required. In related work, we find several drawbacks: Work in the area of affective computing investigates the possibility of inferring stress and emotion from sensor data. We found that often rather sophisticated, expensive and/or obtrusive equipment is used (e.g. eye tracker, body sensors) in controlled lab settings. Typically standardized tasks are used, such as remembering digits to manipulate mental effort, or watching emotional movie excerpts to influence emotions. These tasks are not representative of ‘real’ office work. Work on user state modeling is often performed in a process control context, e.g. on naval ships or in flight control. Only little work is done on user state modeling in an office context.

**Dataset.** In Chapter 3, we describe how we created a dataset, that overcomes drawbacks that are typically observed in related work: Instead of a rather artificial task, we used a realistic office setting while stressors were manipulated systematically (time pressure, email interruptions). Instead of expensive and/or obtrusive equipment, we use a varied set of (unobtrusive and easily available) sensors: computer logging, video, Kinect 3D and body sensors. Finally, instead of only collecting data for our own use, the dataset is made available to the scientific community, in raw and already preprocessed form.

**Task recognition.** By looking back at their own working behavior, knowledge workers might get a better grip on their work style and improve it. Some commercial off-the-shelf computer applications present an overview of time spent per application and websites browsed (e.g. [http://www.manictime.com/](http://www.manictime.com/)), but these require the user to interpret for which task a specific program or website was used. Minimal effort should be required from the user. We aim at automatic recognition of tasks based on computer activities. In related work on user activity recognition, activities with rather clear structures and predefined steps are being modeled (e.g. computer activities such as form filling or planning a meeting (Rath, Devaurs, and Lindstaedt, 2009); user’s goals in a computer game (Albrecht et al., 1997)). Therefore, often model-based classification is applied, e.g. modeling the sequence of actions in time.

In Chapter 4, we investigate the following research question: **RQ5 ‘Can knowledge workers’ tasks be recognized based upon computer interactions?’** These tasks are
less structured and sequences are more spontaneous. We apply different machine learning approaches to real-world office data.

**Visual analytics.** Ideally, we want to provide knowledge workers insight in their work behavior and how this relates to their well-being. In general, the affective computing community often uses black-box machine learning algorithms to classify sensor data directly into mental states (see Sharma and Gedeon (2012)). The focus is most often on generating one model, that generalizes well to new users. We are, however, more interested in behavioral patterns of individual users, that are related to stress. Visualizing such patterns may give users more insight and actionable information than just a stress labeling.

In Chapter 5 we address the research question: RQ6 *‘How can sensor data be used to gain insight into work behavior, specifically related to stress at work?’*. We apply visual analytics to the SWELL-KW dataset. In an iterative approach, we combine automatic data analysis procedures with visualization techniques, to gain deeper insight into the data. We specifically focus on differences between users and how to cope with them in data processing and visualization. The final aim is to develop a visualization system for individual users that gives insight in a large amount of behavioral data recorded with sensors.

**Detecting stress.** We are interested in detecting work stress. We identified two methodological and applied machine learning challenges: a) In related work often sophisticated sensors (e.g. eye tracker, body sensors) are used in controlled lab settings; and b) often one general model is learned over all users, which is currently the typical statistical modeling approach for e.g. emotion or stress recognition. However, we found that people differ in their (work) behavior: normal behavior of users already differs. The way in which people express mental effort or stress may also differ.

In Chapter 6 we therefore aim to address these challenges. We see possibilities to build human state estimation techniques by combining information from multiple weak indicator variables based on physically unobtrusive measurements. We answer our research question: RQ7 *‘Can we distinguish stressful from non-stressful working conditions, and can we estimate mental states of office workers by using several unobtrusive sensors?’*. We present how well several machine learning approaches perform on this task. We also present the most useful modalities and features. The other research question we answer is: RQ8 *‘How important are individual differences?’* Especially for estimating mental states, individual differences seem to play an important role, so we decided to build models for particular user groups.
1.5 Users: Needs and concerns

In the third part of our research, we delve into human-centered design, for developing effective and user-friendly context aware support systems (Chapters 7 and 8).

To provide contextualized and personalized support, context aware systems need to collect personal data. Tension may arise between technological possibilities of building rich user models and concerns that users might have, in particular regarding privacy. However, a compact and coherent development method, that balances functionality and privacy needs, is lacking. The main focus is investigating how a system applying user modeling can be designed in a way, that takes the user’s privacy concerns into account.

In Chapter 7 we address the following research question: **RQ9** ‘How can we refine the ‘situated cognitive engineering’ methodology on two aspects: a) defining the context during the requirements engineering process, and b) addressing functional and non-functional requirements coherently?’ The development of the SWELL system provides an interesting use-case with challenges around personal data collections. We particularly focus on analyzing user concerns, complementing the analysis with a privacy impact assessment, and suggesting ways to address privacy in CAS.

In Chapter 8, we focus on privacy and user trust in CAS. We first answer the research question: **RQ10** ‘How should privacy be addressed in the design of CAS?’ We then present a user study, in which we address the research question: **RQ11** ‘What effect does information on privacy by design have on users?’ We test two hypotheses: a) ‘When users have access to detailed information on data collection and privacy by design, they have less privacy concerns and more trust in the system.’ b) ‘Users have a more positive attitude towards using the CAS, as a consequence of increased trust in the system.’
1.6 My publications


Chapter 1. Introduction

Workshop on Context-awareness in Retrieval and Recommendation (CARR @ ECIR 2014) (Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 13-16 April 2014).


Chapter 2

Deriving requirements for pervasive well-being technology from work stress and intervention theory: Framework and case study

Ideally, new support systems are grounded in existing work stress and intervention theory. However, there is a large diversity of theories and these theories do hardly provide explicit directions for technology design. In this chapter, we present a comprehensive and concise framework that can be used to design pervasive technologies that support knowledge workers to decrease stress. Based on a literature study, we 1) identify concepts relevant to well-being at work, and 2) select different work stress models to find causes of work stress that can be addressed. From a technical perspective, we then 3) describe how sensors can be used to infer stress and the context in which it appears. Finally, we 4) use intervention and behavioral change theory to further specify interventions that can be provided by means of pervasive technology. The resulting framework combines theories on work stress and interventions, and integrates technological possibilities of sensing and support. We used this framework to derive requirements for pervasive well-being technology, and present 4 prototypes that were implemented. Evaluation studies show that potential end users are positive. Finally, we provide 7 key research challenges that were identified in the area of pervasive systems for well-being.

---

This chapter is based on Koldijk, Kraaij, and Neerincx (2016). “Deriving requirements for pervasive well-being technology from work stress and intervention theory: Framework and case study”. Published in: Journal of Medical Internet Research: mHealth and uHealth.
Chapter 2. Deriving requirements from work stress and intervention theory

2.1 Introduction

Employees often report the experience of stress at work, which is related to their well-being. In this research we focus on the population of knowledge workers, who are predominantly concerned with interpreting and generating information. Stress is easily caused by their typical working conditions (Michie, 2002). Several tasks that need to be finished before a deadline, and their course of action is not always self-planned but also determined by external causes, like phone calls, mails, information requests, other persons or appointments (Czerwinski, Horvitz, and Wilhite, 2004a). According to Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Nachreiner, et al. (2001) the feeling of demands outgrowing personal resources causes stress. Employees may fall short to handle adequately with stress (coping), or may fail to relax or detach from work in the evenings, impairing recovery. When stress builds up this can be a danger to well-being, in the worst case resulting in burn-out. The employee should recognize when stress becomes problematic. Stress can either directly lead to illness through its physiological effects or indirectly, through maladaptive health behavior, such as smoking, poor eating habits or lack of sleep (J. Bakker et al., 2012). Following the definition by Selye (1956), an employee complaining about stress might thus mean that his working conditions are very demanding (the stressor), or that he feels that demands put upon him are higher than he can take (the perception of stressors) or that he feels stress reactions in his body (the experience of stress). To date, the problem of work stress is often approached with questionnaires in which employees are asked to rate various aspects of their work (e.g. Zwieten et al., 2014; Kraan et al., 2000), followed by department wide interventions (e.g. providing training).

As knowledge workers are relatively flexible in their work (when they do what and how they work), there is great potential for them to contribute to the improvement of their own well-being. New technologies are emerging, such as sensors available in smart phones, smart reasoning and e-coaching apps. In the SWELL project (Smart Reasoning for Well-being at Home and at Work (SWELL project 2015)) we see potential in using such new pervasive technologies to address well-being at work at an individual level (Koldijk, 2012). We see possibilities in using unobtrusive and easily available sensors to capture the knowledge workers behavior (e.g. computer interactions, webcam for facial expressions) and infer stress and the context in which it appears. Based upon this information, we aim to develop a system with a suite of support applications, that are context aware, i.e. optimally adapted to the situation and state of the user. Knowledge workers can then directly act, gaining a more healthy work style and preventing stress building up. Trends like ‘quantified self’ already show the
potential of collecting personal sensor data (e.g. heart rate, activity patterns) for health improvement. In their paper on technology for well-being, IJsselsteijn et al. (2006) describe that advancements in sensing and interpretation are promising. They further state that using technology for improving well-being has many advantages, e.g. its persistence or objectiveness, the possibility to provide just-in-time notifications with relevant, actionable information or their supportive and motivating role.

To develop a theoretically and empirically grounded stress self-management system, we take a multi-disciplinary approach. By means of situated cognitive engineering (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008) we combine theory on work stress with input on user needs, taking in mind technological possibilities (see Figure 2.1). In this way, we generate a functional system specification with core functions and claims, which is then evaluated with users. The main focus of this chapter is the theoretical foundation. The general objective of the SWELL system is to improve well-being at work. An important question is: What defines well-being at work and what causes well-being? Many relevant theories are provided by several disciplines, e.g. Work Psychology, Biology or Behavioral Psychology. However, theories are diverse and different disciplines view the world from different angles, e.g. using different levels of abstraction. The big question is: How do different concepts relate to each other? One comprehensive and practical framework, that can be used as theoretical basis for the design of the envisioned self-management support, is still lacking. Moreover, psychological theories are often rather abstract and for implementing a solution many choices need to be made. We investigate the role of new technologies, which also provide new opportunities to study behavior, as well as new means to influence behavior.
The main contribution of this chapter is therefore a general and pragmatic framework (see Figure 2.2), which combines various stress and intervention theories, as well as possibilities for real-time measurements and interventions with technology. This framework can be used for developing technologies addressing well-being at work, as is demonstrated in our SWELL use case. Moreover, we show that, vice versa, new technologies can also be used for theory building. Our research questions and the remainder of the chapter are structured around our framework in the following way:

- First, an initial study on user needs is shortly described, as a starting point for the system design.

- Then, we answer our first research question: Which concepts are relevant with respect to well-being at work? Several concepts related to well-being at work are presented: ‘burn-out’, ‘engagement’ and ‘stress’ (red/orange parts).

- We then answer our second research question: Which person, work and context conditions can lead to negative stress? We present different work

---

Figure 2.2: Our framework, combining various stress and intervention theories, as well as possibilities for real-time measurements and interventions with technology.
stress models, that describe how stress in working environments is caused (blue parts).

- Then, we turn to our third research question: How can sensors be applied to automatically infer stress and the context in which it appears? We integrate knowledge on technical possibilities here (grey parts).

- Finally, we answer our fourth research question: Which interventions can be provided by means of pervasive technology to help a knowledge worker improve his well-being at work? Intervention theory for addressing work stress is presented (green parts). We also describe some technical possibilities for support (black parts).

- After having presented this framework, the envisioned system and first prototypes of technical support are presented, as well as results from evaluation studies with potential end users.

- We finish with a conclusions and discussion section, in which we present 7 research challenges that we identified.

### 2.2 Initial study on user needs

Following the situated cognitive engineering methodology (Neerincx and Lindenber, 2008), we start with input from potential end users.

We held interviews with 5 knowledge workers who had experienced burnout and organized a workshop with 7 employees to establish user needs. Knowledge workers indicated that the system should provide them an overview of performed work, preferably in combination with work behavior and the associated subjective experience. This information can then be used by the user to gain insight into work processes. For example, at the end of the day an overview could be provided on how time was spent and how stress evolved. Moreover, users indicated that they would want help in the form of tips. Ideally the tips are also well-timed, taking into account the user’s current context. Finally, users indicated that the system could actively support them during their work. The system can take an active role in supporting the user, e.g. by filtering irrelevant emails or finding information relevant to the current work topic. We also identified some important factors to address, e.g. not irritating users and addressing privacy. Important is also the flexibility of the SWELL system, e.g. regarding the sensors used and the frequency of feedback.

This user input was used to guide the further design of the system. In the next sections we focus on important relevant domain knowledge.
2.3 Well-being at work concepts

In this section we aim to answer our first research question: Which concepts are relevant with respect to well-being at work? To answer this question, we performed a literature review (P. Vos, van Staalduinen, and Koldijk, 2010). The search engine ‘Web of science’ was used with the keywords: well being, commitment, satisfaction, stress and engagement. Based on 23 scientific publications an overview of the different concepts was made. The literature review revealed that there are many different related concepts and a many different models. Finally, the concepts ‘engagement’ and ‘stress’ were chosen, as they seemed most suitable to capture with sensors. In this section, we first describe the concept of engagement in more detail (see Figure 2.2). Then, literature regarding stress and its consequences is presented.

![Figure 2.3: Well-being at work concepts ‘burnout’ and ‘engagement’, and ideas to infer certain aspects from captured (sensor) data.](image)

2.3.1 Engagement and burn-out

The relationship people have with their jobs can be described as a continuum between engagement and burn-out according to Maslach and Leiter (2008), see
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Figure 2.3. They distinguish 3 dimensions: 1) Individual strain (exhaustion vs. energy), 2) Interpersonal context (cynicism vs. involvement), and 3) Self-evaluation (inefficacy vs. efficacy). According to this terminology, an engaged employee feels energy, involvement and efficacy. His state can be characterized as worrisome when he feels exhaustion (discouraged by chronic, overwhelming demands), cynicism (distance oneself emotionally and cognitively from one’s work) and/or inefficacy (reduced sense of effectiveness/ personal accomplishment), which characterizes burnout (Maslach, W. B. Schaufeli, and Leiter, 2001). According to Maslach and Leiter (2008), a low score on burn-out means high engagement and vice versa. They further state that “engagement represents a desired goal for any burnout interventions.” (p. 499).

W. B. Schaufeli et al. (2002) define burn-out and job engagement as two distinct concepts that can be measured independently. The describe engagement as the combination of vigor (high levels of energy and the willingness to invest effort), dedication (a sense of significance, enthusiasm and challenge) and absorption (being fully concentrated and deeply engrossed in one’s work). The first two concepts are similar to those described by Maslach and Leiter (2008). The main difference lies in the third dimension, absorption, which is not the opposite of inefficacy, but a different aspect.

2.3.2 Stress

Besides engagement or burn-out, a relevant concept that can be experienced in the office from day to day is stress. In work by Le Fevre, Matheny, and Kolt (2003) we find that: “Selye (1964) was the first to use the term ‘stress’ to describe a set of physical and psychological responses to adverse conditions or influences.” (p. 727). However, in research we find that the term stress is often used to refer to different things. Le Fevre, Matheny, and Kolt (2003) write:

“Selye (1956) used the term ‘stressor’ to describe the external force or influence acting on the individual and ‘stress’ to denote the resulting reaction, terminology adopted by many others (e.g. Code and Langan-Fox, 2001; Maslach, 1998; Quick et al., 2001). Some authors have used stress to denote such external forces and strain to denote the resulting reaction (e.g. Edwards, 1998), while others failed to clearly define how they were using the terminology at all (e.g. Smit and Schabracq, 1998; Wiholm et al., 2000). Further, some have simply used stress as a blanket term covering the whole process of external influence, appraisal, reaction, and effect (e.g. Deary et al., 1996).” (p. 728).
In our work we use the definition by Selye (see Figure 2.2). An environmental demand, or stressor, leads to a perception of the stressor, which is dependent on the particular characteristics of the individual. The individual’s perception of the stressor results in a particular experience of stress. An employee complaining about stress might thus mean that his working conditions are very demanding (the stressor), or that he feels that demands put upon him are higher than he can take (the perception of stressors) or that he feels stress reactions in his body (the experience of stress).

Selye (1975) distinguishes good stress (eustress) and bad stress (distress). Some amount of stress is not harmful and might even be beneficial to gain concentration and focus. Eustress occurs when the person experiences the right amount of demand. Distress occurs when a person experiences too much or too little demand. This is related to the Yerkes Dodson Law (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908), which describes that (empirically) performance improves with arousal, up to a certain point, after which it declines again.

Individual characteristics and appraisal play an important role in the experience of stress. The same stressor can be seen as problem, leading to negative emotions, causing distress, or as challenge, leading to positive emotions, causing eustress (Le Fevre, Matheny, and Kolt, 2003). This can depend on the amount of resources or feeling of control that the individual has. So even changing the mind-set of a knowledge worker could help him cope better with stressors. More details on the balance of demands and personal resources can be found in the section on work stress models.

Figure 2.4: Stress reactions of the body, and measuring possibilities.
The body’s short and long term reactions to stress can, from a biological perspective, be captured in 3 stages (General Adaptation Syndrome; Selye, 1950, see Figure 2.4): 1) Alarm reaction - the fight or flight response; 2) Resistance - the body adapts to the stressor; and 3) Exhaustion - the body’s resistance decreases due to long-term stress. The alarm reaction causes adrenaline to spread through the body and blood pressure rises (reaction of the nervous system). Under very stressful conditions, a shift in hormone production may take place, increasing stress hormones like cortisol, which increases blood sugar, but also suppresses the immune system (reaction of the hormonal system). This stress response system works well for dealing with short term stressors. When the stressor disappears the body gains back its natural balance. When the level of the stress hormone cortisol is high for a prolonged time, however, this has negative effects, e.g. on the brain. This shows the importance of recovery.

With lack of recovery, stress can accumulate and lead to health problems. Extended periods of stress can cause (see e.g. (Bressert, 2015)): Physical reactions (e.g. increased blood pressure, muscle tension, headache and sleeping problems); Cognitive reactions (e.g. problems with concentrating, problems with setting priorities and decreased efficiency in work); Emotions (e.g. irritation, feeling restless, tense and anxious); Changes in behavior (e.g. avoiding social contact, more risk taking, not being able to relax and increased complaining). Moreover, J. Bakker et al. (2012) explain that stress can not only directly lead to illness through its physiological effects, but also indirectly, through maladaptive health behavior, such as smoking, poor eating habits or lack of sleep.

Moreover, in Chronobiology, scientists describe ultradian and circadian bodily rhythms (e.g. Mejean et al., 1988). Circadian rhythms describe the human’s natural body rhythm throughout a day. Depending on daytime (light) and bodily processes (e.g. digestion), the human body traverses typical states with fluctuations from alert and active to relaxed and sleepy. There also seem to be morning types and evening types that differ in their states throughout the day. Ultradian rhythms describe recurrent cycles throughout the day. Rossi and Nimmons (1991) explain that every 90-120 minutes the body signals that it needs rest and change in activity. They describe that ignoring your body rhythm causes stress.

### 2.3.3 Conclusions: Relevant concepts for the system

In this section we aimed to answer our first research question: Which concepts are relevant with respect to well-being at work? We identified the following concepts (see Figure 2.2, orange/ red parts): engagement (vs. burn-out) and stress. We could assess the three underlying dimensions of engagement: energy, in-
volvement and efficacy or absorption. Especially energy (vs. exhaustion) might be an interesting concept to measure and monitor in real-time, as well as the dimension of absorption (e.g. a state like ‘flow’).

Moreover, we found that stress is a normal process and in form of eustress also good for well-being and performance. It cannot be the goal to prevent stress. Rather, employees should be helped to handle distress and prevent negative long term consequences. In SWELL the aim is to improve well-being at work, this means that we conjecture that a comprehensive approach that addresses all facets of stress is probably the most effective. A stressor might or might not lead to the perception of stress in a specific individual. So we could measure the stressor (e.g. work characteristics), as well as the individual’s perception of the stressor (e.g. acute stress). We could also take typical fluctuations over the day into account. In addition, we could analyze long term patterns in which stress is building up, which are even more dangerous. We could therefore measure recovery, e.g. sleep time or the amount of physical activity. Moreover, we could provide means to keep track of (bodily) complaints (e.g. headache, pain in the back or shoulders, experienced lack of motivation, irritability, restlessness etc.). Making employees aware of unhealthy stress patterns with lack of recovery may be important to prevent burn-out.

**Core functions of the system:** Based upon this part of the theoretical framework, we formulated the following core functions for the pervasive well-being system, together with the associated claim:

- **F1:** The SWELL system could collect information about:
  aspects of engagement, work characteristics, acute stress, and long-term stress/recovery.

- **Claim:** This information is useful for data-driven and context-aware coaching.

### 2.4 Causes of work stress

After having described the concepts related to well-being at work, we now turn to models describing underlying causes. We aim to answer our second research question: Which person, work and context conditions can lead to negative stress? We present the four most influential work stress models, which all describe a balance between 2 variables, see Figure 2.5. The basic idea is that work becomes stressful when high demands are combined with: 1) insufficient resources (such as low job control and little social support), 2) little rewards, 3) little recovery,
or 4) an environment that mismatches with personal characteristics. We now outline each model in more detail. Based on each model, we identify aspects that can be addressed by means of technology. (Each identified technology has an identifier for later reference, see Table 2.1 for an overview.)

Figure 2.5: Different work stress models.

2.4.1 Job Demands-Resources Model

The first model can be characterized by a balance between job demands on the one hand and resources on the other hand (see Figure 2.6).

Karasek Jr (1979) developed the initial model called the Job Demands Control (JDC) model. This model states that, on the one side, the combination of high task demands with low control over the execution of tasks can lead to strain. On the other side, the combination of high demands with high control leads to learning and motivation. This means that high demands in itself are not bad, as long as the employee has enough control. Moreover, high demands can even be beneficial for learning and motivation, as long as job control is high.

The model was later later extended by Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Nachreiner, et al. (2001) to the Job Demands-Resources model (JD-R model). Here the more general interplay between job demands and job resources is described (Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Nachreiner, et al., 2001):

- Job demands are aspects of the job that require effort. Examples are: physical workload, time pressure, emotional demands and the physical envi-
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Figure 2.6: Job Demands-Resources model by Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Nachreiner, et al. (2001), and possibilities for technological support.

- Job resources are aspects of the job that help in achieving work goals, reduce demands or stimulate personal growth and development. Examples are: autonomy, job control, social support (from colleagues, supervisor, family, peer groups), feedback, rewards, task variety and role clarity.

The model describes as well a process of health impairment as one of motivation (Demerouti and A. B. Bakker, 2011). Regarding health impairment, “demanding jobs or jobs with chronic job demands (e.g. work overload, emotional demands) exhaust employees’ mental and physical resources and may therefore lead to the depletion of energy (i.e. a state of exhaustion) and to health problems (e.g. general health and repetitive strain injury) (Bakker, Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2003; Demerouti et al., 2000, 2001; Leiter, 1993).” (p.2). So high job demands can lead to reduced health and energy. Having job resources can help employees to cope with high job demands. As Demerouti and A. B. Bakker (2011) state: “[job] resources may buffer the impact of job demands on job strain, including burnout (Bakker, Demerouti, & Euwema, 2005; Bakker et al., 2003b; Xanthopoulou et al., 2007b).” (p.2).

Besides being a buffer against health impairment, job resources also play a role in motivation: “Job resources may play an intrinsic motivational role be-
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cause they foster employees’ growth, learning and development, or they may play an extrinsic motivational role because they are instrumental in achieving work goals.” (p.2). Also task demands play a role in motivation. As Demerouti and A. B. Bakker (2011) state: “There is a need for a challenge (i.e. a demanding condition) in order for job resources to be translated into task enjoyment and work engagement.” (p. 3).

The WEB (Werkstressoren- Energiebronnen-Burnoutmodel) model (A. B. Bakker, W. Schaufeli, and Van Dierendonck, 2000) is another variant of the JD-R model, in which a direct link between demands, resources and the three aspects of burn-out is made: High demands cause exhaustion, whereas a lack of resources can lead to a decreased feeling of competence (inefficacy) and distancing oneself from work (cynicism).

Supporting technology. Based upon the Resources-Demands model, we can address the well-being at work from two sides: We can diminish the demands placed upon knowledge workers or provide additional resources.

Examples for diminishing demands: A typical demand on a knowledge worker is to deal with large amounts of information. We can make technology that can try to diminish information overload by providing information support, for example in the form of filtering context-relevant from irrelevant emails (Technology T01) or by enabling personalized search (T02). Another demanding aspect of the work is task switching. A computer tool could diminish this demand by helping employees to remain focused on the task at hand, e.g. by filtering irrelevant emails (T01 again) or with gamification, motivating employees to stay focused by giving points for less task switching (T03).

Examples for providing resources: A resource that the knowledge worker has is his motivation and self-efficacy. The computer tool can support motivation, e.g. by providing an achievements diary (T04), which is in line with work by Amabile and Kramer (2011) who showed that the feeling of making progress leads to more motivation and better performance. We could also facilitate social support, which is an important resource, e.g. facilitate support by peers by use of a department-wide feedback board (T05). Another resource is a good work-rest balance, with variation in tasks. The system could help to have a balanced workday by providing insights in what gives and costs energy, e.g. by providing an activity and workload overview, promoting better planning (T06). Taking enough recovery breaks could also be traced and supported with technology (T07). Important to take into consideration is keeping the knowledge worker in control and not posing additional demands.
2.4.2 Effort-Reward Imbalance Model

The Effort-Reward Imbalance (ERI) model by Siegrist (2012) can be characterized as a balance between effort on the one side and rewards on the other side. As long as the rewards are in balance with the efforts of the employee there is no problem. An imbalance might occur when the employee’s efforts are higher than his rewards, which might happen for example due to overcommitment. Such an imbalance may result in stress and negative consequences for health.

Supporting technology. Based upon the Effort-Reward Imbalance model, we can address well-being at work by helping employees to match their efforts to the expected rewards. We might for example support realistic goal setting and in this way diminish pressure and disappointments. Insight regarding planned time versus the real time may facilitate better (re)planning and setting more realistic goals (T06 again). Moreover, looking back at ones achievements could help employees to get a better feeling of their productivity (T04 again). Also aspects of gamification might provide employees small motivating rewards, e.g. collecting points for staying focused (T03 again).

2.4.3 Effort-Recovery Model

The Effort-Recovery (E-R) model by Meijman et al. (1998) can be characterized as a balance between effort and recovery, see Figure 2.7.

In their model they describe that job demands and resources lead to negative strain during work. After work, home demands and resources lead to strain reactions when home. The individual can perform activities which can have a positive effect on recovery, leading to a particular psychological and energetic state at bedtime. By means of sleep, additional recovery can be gained and the individual starts the next workday with a certain psychological and energetic state before work. Failing to recover enough from strain can make the experience of work demands the next day higher and the experienced resources lower, leading to even more strain. This process can be a vicious circle. According to Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Geurts, et al. (2009) lack of recovery can “result in an accumulative process developing into chronic load reactions (or ‘allostatic load’ according to McEwen’s (1998) allostatic load theory), such as chronically elevated heart rate, hypertension, chronic fatigue, and persistent sleep problems (Sluiter, Frings-Dresen, Van der Beek, & Meijman, 2001).” (p. 88).

Four important dimensions play a role in recovery (Sonnentag and Fritz, 2007): psychological detachment, relaxation, mastery and control. Psychological detachment from work can bring the psychophysical system back to its normal
state, improving recovery. Relaxation causes decrease in physical activation and more positive affect, also improving recovery. Controlling what activity to perform can improve esteem and efficacy, which might have a positive effect on recovery. Mastery in performing challenging activities can cause improvement of skills, competence and esteem, which also might have a positive effect on recovery. Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Geurts, et al. (2009) describe that “it seems important that people engage in activities that appeal to other systems than already used during work, and that are not (again) stressful.” (p. 88). In Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Geurts, et al. (2009) we further find: “Recovery experience refers to the degree to which the individual perceives that the activities he/she pursues during non-work time helps him/her to restore energy resources (Sonnetag & Natter, 2004).” (p. 91). And further: “In terms of physiological indicators, it means that blood pressure and heart rate are reduced in the evening (Rau, 2006). In terms of psychological indicators, the recovery process during non-work time has to do with less rumination (Cropley et al., 2006), or better well-being before going to bed (Sonnetag, 2001)” (p. 112).

In general, physical activity seems to be a good means for recovery. Research by Norris, D. Carroll, and Cochrane (1992) showed that “in an adolescent population aerobic training does appear to provide some benefits with regard to psychological stress and well-being” (p.64). Hassmen, Koivula, and Uutela (2000) found that “individuals who exercised at least two to three times a week experi-
enced significantly less depression, anger, cynical distrust, and stress than those exercising less frequently or not at all.” (p. 17). Moreover, Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Geurts, et al. (2009) present an overview of research findings regarding recovery indicators and their effects, for example: psychological detachment during social or physical activities has a positive effect on mood; time spent on physical activities improves vigor; sleep quality decreases fatigue; work related activities cause a decrease in well-being.

Supporting technology. Based upon the Effort-Recovery model, we can address well-being at work by making employees aware that recovery during work and non-work time is very important. Interventions could be aimed at taking well-timed breaks during the work day (again T07). Passive, as well as active breaks could be suggested, e.g. relaxation or taking a lunch walk. On the other side, an important aspect of improving well-being at work is also what someone does in his free time. We see that activities after work give potential for recovery. This model is interesting within the SWELL project, as it can combine the domains of well-being at work and at home. Interventions for more well-being could be aimed at better relaxation or detaching from work, e.g. by means of a hobby (T08). Addressing physical fitness could also be a good intervention (T09).

2.4.4 Person-Environment Fit Model

The Person-Environment (P-E) Fit model was initially proposed by French, Rodgers, and Cobb (1974) and describes a fit between person and environment characteristics. A misfit between the person and his environment can lead to strain, with the danger of illness. There can for example be a misfit between personal abilities and environmental demands or between personal needs and environmental supplies (Caplan, 1987). Leiter and Maslach (2003) developed the Areas of Worklife Scale (AWS) around this idea. They say that “the greater the perceived gap between the person and the job, the greater the likelihood of burnout; conversely, the greater the consistency, the greater the likelihood of engagement with work” (p. 101). The AWS has items on 6 aspects: workload, control, reward, community, fairness and values.

Supporting technology. Based upon the Person-Environment Fit model, we can address well-being at work by helping employees realize that performing tasks that fit their personal preference is very important for their well-being. Tasks that give energy and tasks that cost energy could be identified by provid-
ing an overview over tasks and energy levels over the day (again T06). In future, the employee can then try to find work fitting his preferences more.

2.4.5 Conclusions: Addressing causes of work stress

In this section we aimed to answer our second research question: Which personal, work and context conditions can lead to negative stress? We elaborated on several work stress models, that describe how stress in working environments is caused. The different models all have a different focus and complement each other. There are no specific personal, work or context conditions that generally lead to stress. Work becomes stressful when high demands are combined with: 1) insufficient resources, 2) little rewards, 3) little recovery, or 4) an environment that mismatches with personal characteristics. The most useful models for developing pervasive systems are the Job Resources-Demands model and the Effort-Recovery model, which we integrated into our framework (see Figure 2.2, blue parts). The Job Resources-Demands model describes how (environmental) stressors can cause the experience of stress. The Effort-Recovery model describes how the experience of stress can lead to long term stress consequences. We presented several ideas how technology can diminish demands, enhance resources or help with recovery. Table 2.1 provides an overview of identified technologies, the underlying models, and the associated claims.

Note that all models describe work stress in qualitative terms. Our aim is to quantify several aspects by using sensors. Demands could be quantified by measuring work characteristics (e.g. tasks and content worked on). Personal resources could be quantified by measuring the associated acute stress (e.g. physiological stress responses, mental effort). Recovery of the individual could be quantified by measuring long-term stress aspects (e.g. sleep time, physical activity). We elaborate on inferring these aspects from sensor data in the next section.

2.5 Inferring stress and its context

After having described concepts related to well-being at work, and causes of work stress, we now focus on assessing stress and its context. In current practices, most often questionnaires are being used (e.g. Zwieten et al., 2014; Kraan et al., 2000). However, this data collection has several shortcomings: Data is self-reported, suffering from recall bias and subjectivity, and data is only collected once in a year for example. Using sensors overcomes these shortcomings. Real-time measurements in the office provide a more objective measurement of stress-related variables. Moreover, collecting data about stress together with the
Table 2.1: Overview of identified technologies and associated claims.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Possibility for technological support</th>
<th>Underlying theory</th>
<th>Claim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T01</td>
<td>Filtering emails</td>
<td>JD-R Model</td>
<td>Diminishes demands by reducing information overload.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T02</td>
<td>Personalized search</td>
<td>JD-R Model</td>
<td>Diminishes demands by reducing information overload.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T03</td>
<td>Gamification facilitating focus</td>
<td>JD-R Model, ERI model</td>
<td>Diminishes demands by diminishing fragmentation, enhances motivation by means of small rewards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T04</td>
<td>Achievements diary</td>
<td>JD-R Model, ERI Model</td>
<td>Enhances resources or rewards by fostering motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T05</td>
<td>Department-wide feedback board for peer support</td>
<td>JD-R Model</td>
<td>Enhances resources by means of social support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T06</td>
<td>Activity and workload overview for insight</td>
<td>JD-R Model, ERI Model, P-E Fit Model</td>
<td>Provides insight in the balance between demands/ resources, efforts/ rewards or person-environment fit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T07</td>
<td>E-coach for taking enough recovery breaks</td>
<td>JD-R Model, E-R Model</td>
<td>Enhances resources or recovery by taking rest breaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T08</td>
<td>E-coach for relaxation or detaching after work</td>
<td>E-R Model</td>
<td>Enhances recovery by detaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T09</td>
<td>E-coach addressing physical fitness</td>
<td>E-R Model</td>
<td>Enhances recovery by releasing stress with physical activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
context in which it appears can give insights that can more directly be acted upon by an employee. This gives much richer information than annual questionnaires.

Therefore, we now aim to answer our third research question: How can sensors be applied to automatically infer stress and the context in which it appears? We focus on (physically) unobtrusive, relatively cheap sensors that can easily be used in office environments. Following the situated cognitive engineering methodology (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008), we integrate knowledge on technical possibilities here. We also investigate user choices regarding data collection.

Figure 2.8: Overview of the system and its user model, which holds information on the users work context and his well-being. Moreover, information on the private context may be included. The user can decide on not using particular sensors and restrict in which detail data is collected.
2.5.1 Technical possibilities

In the previous sections, we identified several relevant concepts that the system could measure to provide data-driven coaching and context-aware support: work characteristics, acute stress, long-term stress/recovery, and aspects of engagement. In Figure 2.8 we present an overview of the types of information and the sensors that can be used in the pervasive system to infer these aspects.

**Work characteristics.** First of all, we can measure work characteristics. The task (e.g., write report, search information) someone is performing can be inferred from computer interaction data. We present algorithms for real time task inference in Koldijk, van Staaldenin, Neerincx, *et al.* (2012). Moreover, which project someone is working on can be detected by analyzing the content of accessed documents and websites. Algorithms for topic detection are presented in Sappelli (2016). The combination of tasks and topics can provide valuable information on the context in which stress appears. Based upon information on what someone was working on when, we can also infer the amount of task switching, variation in tasks, and the work-rest-balance. Most informative are probably deviations from usual behavior of the specific user.

**Acute stress** With respect to inferring of stress from sensor data, Sharma and Gedeon (2012) provide a compact survey. Often, body sensors are used to measure the physiological stress response directly, e.g., skin conductance (J. Bakker *et al.*, 2012) or heart rate (Hogervorst, Brouwer, and W. K. Vos, 2013). More and more unobtrusive devices are entering the market, like measuring watches, so this might be a potentially interesting measure to use. As a critical side note however, these devices may not be accurate enough to determine the more insightful variable of heart rate variability (HRV). Moreover, many external influences on physiology exists, e.g., drinking coffee or physical activity. Asking the user himself for input on stress may be useful.

There also is potential in using outward characteristics, such as facial expressions, postures or computer interactions as indicators for the user’s mental state. Facial expressions are currently mainly used for inferring emotions, but facial expressions could also show cues to infer other mental states that might be more relevant in a working context. In earlier work, where working conditions were manipulated with stressors, we found that specific facial action units may be indicative of experienced mental effort (Koldijk, Sappelli, Neerincx, *et al.*, 2013). Research by Dinges *et al.* (2005) suggest that facial activity in mouth and eyebrow regions could be used to detect stress. Moreover, Craig *et al.* (2008) looked...
at facial expressions while students worked with an online tutoring system. Association rule mining identified that frustration and confusion were associated with specific facial activity. Mental states are also being estimated from computer interaction data. Results by Vizer, Zhou, and Sears (2009) indicate that stress can produce changes in typing patterns. Finally, Kapoor and Picard (2005) describe work on recognizing interest in students by means of computer interaction and posture. Currently, we are therefore also investigating in how far we can infer stress or experienced mental effort from facial expressions, computer interactions and postures (Koldijk, Sappelli, Neerincx, et al., 2013). Due to individual differences, general models will have to be adapted to the specific user for reliable estimates.

**Long-term stress/ recovery** To measure the more long-term physical, cognitive, emotional and behavioral responses, as well as recovery from stress (see Figure 2.4), it may be interesting to include private aspects. With mobile phone sensors, a rough estimate of sleep time can be provided by the combination of darkness, silence and recharging of the phone battery (see e.g. (Goalie 2015)). Moreover, the amount of physical exercise, which is a good relief for stress, can be measured by means of sensors (e.g. via mobile phone (Goalie 2015), via band (Fitbit 2015)). Moreover, a very rough estimate of sociality can be made, based upon the amount of phone communication. Besides, location information (e.g. GPS) can be useful, e.g. enhance the timing of feedback.

**Aspects of engagement** Besides the aspects already included in Figure 2.8, we have some initial ideas to measure certain aspects of engagement (see Figure 2.3) during work. Based on sensor data, energy (vs. exhaustion) may be a concept that can be inferred, e.g. by looking at someone’s sitting posture, computer interactions, or maybe facial expressions. This could give longitudinal information on the individual strain of an employee. Moreover, we could get a first indication of involvement (vs. cynicism) from textual analysis of email content. The concept of efficacy (vs. inefficacy) however, might probably best be assessed with questions to the knowledge worker. For example, when the longitudinal data shows little energy, the employee might want to fill in some questions on feelings about his efficacy, to be able to give an early warning and provide help in time. Finally, a state of absorption, like ‘flow’, might be detectable based on sensor data. A high focus on the task at hand, might be recognizable based on computer behavior (e.g. focus on one application), typical postures (e.g. leaning forward, sitting still) or facial expressions.
2.5.2 User choices regarding data collection

To estimate the identified states, various sensors are necessary, see Figure 2.8. Applying sensor technology to monitor personal activities most probably raises concerns related to privacy. Therefore, we performed a user study to investigate what the general perception of using various types of information and sensors is.\(^2\) Nine participants tested a sensing and e-coaching prototype for two weeks. In a questionnaire, they were then asked to set the configurations for data collection to be used for own insight and for improving the e-coaching app.

We found that some sensors are in general perceived as more privacy sensitive (e.g. webcam, sound sensor, computer content, digital communication), others as less privacy sensitive (e.g. motion sensors, heart rate, skin conductance). However, preferences regarding data collection are diverse and depend on the goal for which they want to use the system and the trade-offs they make for themselves regarding privacy. The system should therefore be configurable, such that the user can 1) decide which sensors to use, 2) decide in which detail information is extracted from the sensors, and 3) decide to store information in exact or only aggregated form (see Figure 2.8). Users may want to experiment how much functionality they can gain with disclosing certain types of data.

2.5.3 Conclusions: Using sensing and reasoning

In this section we aimed to answer our third research question: How can sensors be applied to automatically infer stress and the context in which it appears? We provide an overview of all possibilities for real-time measurements in Table 2.2. The user study showed that user’s are only interested to collect data that is necessary for supporting their specific goal, so the system should be configurable.

Core functions of the system: We now sum up the identified core functions of the system, together with the associated claims:

- **F1.1:** The SWELL system shall infer relevant information from unobtrusive sensors to provide real-time objective measurements.
  
  **Claim:** Sensors provide real-time information on stress and the context in which it appears, which the employee can directly act upon.

- **F1.2:** The SWELL system shall only collect data that is necessary to support the user’s goal.

\(^2\)We briefly describe the main findings here, for more details we refer to Chapter 7.
2.6 Improving well-being at work

We now have described concepts related to well-being at work, causes that play a role in the experience of stress, and means to assess relevant aspects with sensors. As a next step we aim to find answers to our fourth research question: Which interventions can be provided by means of pervasive technology to help a knowledge worker improve his well-being at work? We describe intervention and behavioral change theory.

- Claim: User’s are only willing to collect information relevant to their personal goal (due to privacy).

Table 2.2: Overview. From left to right: The 3 aspects in the stress chain. For each aspect, several indicative factors can be measured (upper part), and different (technology based) interventions can be provided (lower part).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>Work characteristics</td>
<td>Acute stress</td>
<td>Long-term stress/ recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept &amp; how to infer</td>
<td>Tasks and content worked on: computer activity. Variation in tasks, task switching, work-rest balance: computer activity (also calendar).</td>
<td>Physiological stress responses: skin conductance and heart rate (variability) from measuring watch. Mental effort: infer from facial expressions, posture, computer activity.</td>
<td>Sleep time: mobile phone sensing, e.g. using the combination of silence, darkness and recharging of the phone battery. Physical activity accelerometer, GPS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Address stressors (primary prevention)</td>
<td>Enhance coping (secondary prevention)</td>
<td>Enhance recovery (tertiary prevention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example technology</td>
<td>Providing work support: e.g. filtering emails (T01) and personalized search (T02). Providing insight in the sources of stress: e.g. activity and workload overview (T06).</td>
<td>Helping to improve coping abilities: e.g. gamification for focus (T03) and achievements diary (T04). Fostering support by colleagues: e.g. department-wide feedback for peer support (T05).</td>
<td>Supporting work-rest balance: e.g. e-coach for recovery breaks (T07). Helping to improve recovery after work: e.g. e-coach for detaching after work (T08) and e-coach for physical fitness (T09).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.6.1 Intervention theory

There are different possibilities to address well-being at work and diminish stress. First of all, one can distinguish prevention approaches aimed at different stages in the stress chain (Ivancevich et al. (1990); see Figure 2.2, upper green parts). Primary prevention is aimed at the stressors, e.g. changing the work or work situation, to prevent risks. Secondary prevention is aimed at the (short-term) stress reactions, e.g. helping employees to develop good coping strategies, to handle stress risks and their consequences. Tertiary prevention is aimed at addressing (long-term) stress consequences, e.g. promoting a balanced life style, to recover.

Moreover, interventions can target different areas (see Figure 2.2, lower green parts). Based on literature, we identified four areas: the work itself, personal factors, the working conditions and private circumstances (P. Vos, van Staalduinen, and Koldijk, 2010). To support the employee to reach more well-being, the intervention should be targeted at the problem area. One could, first of all, change the work itself, improve work planning, or get a more focused workflow. Secondly, the intervention can target personal factors. One could enhance self-knowledge (e.g. what causes my stress), or improve active coping. Fourth, the intervention can target working conditions. One can address organizational aspects, social aspects (e.g. support from colleagues), or the work-rest balance. Finally, the intervention can address private circumstances. One can address social aspects (e.g. support from friends), or recovery.

Finally, we can distinguish various types of stress reducing interventions (e.g. Richardson and Rothstein, 2008). The most suitable type of intervention may depend on the employee’s preference: cognitive-behavioral (e.g. coping skills and being more assertive), creativity, exercise, food, journaling, relaxation, social, or time-management/organizational. Note that an intervention can e.g. be social and creative at the same time.

2.6.2 Behavioral change

Until now, we explained what aspects interventions may address to improve well-being at work. However, changing the behavior of an individual may be difficult, especially in case of (bad) habits. Therefore we now consider behavioral change theory (see e.g. (Peters, 2015)).

People may know that particular behavior may be good for them, but still they may sustain their old behavior. Fogg (2002) identified three main hurdles preventing humans to perform the right or healthy behavior: lack of ability, lack of motivation and lack of a well-timed trigger. The interventions should
be designed in a way that they address these hurdles. More specific relevant determinants to address are:

- Regarding the motivation to perform the desired behavior:
  - Risk awareness. An employee could behave in a certain manner because he is not aware of the risks of his current behavior. The system could make employees more aware of health risks in order to initiate behavioral change.
  - Motivation. The employee might be not motivated enough to change something about his behavior. The system could motivate the employee, e.g. by coupling good behavior to collecting points (gamification).
  - Social influences. The behavior of a particular individual is also influenced by his social surrounding. Particular norms might be in place. The system could help employees to realize what realistic norms are and motivate them to listen to their own body.

- Regarding the ability to perform the desired behavior:
  - Skills. The employee might lack important skills. The system could help the employee by providing suggestions (e.g. ideas for short breaks).
  - Supportive environment. A supportive environment has a positive effect on behavioral change. The system could be supportive e.g. by filtering emails to prevent distractions.
  - Self-efficacy. The employee might have the feeling that he is not up to the task at hand. The system could improve self-efficacy e.g. in form of positive, motivating feedback.

- Regarding a well-timed trigger to perform the desired behavior:
  - Attention. The individual might just lack attention to perform the behavior at the appropriate occasion. The system could provide well-timed reminders to action.
  - Behavioral awareness. The employee might not be aware of all his behavior, e.g. he might not be aware of how often he checks his mail or how infrequently he takes breaks. The system could make the employee more aware of his behavior by mirroring his activities to him (feedback).
For someone to successfully change his behavior, the following 3 main aspects should be supported in the system (see Figure 2.9): 1) Monitoring current situation and identifying problems; 2) Setting change goals and planning action; and 3) Taking action and learning new behavior. First, the system supports the knowledge worker in finding areas to address. As starting point the user can do an assessment. Furthermore, the system will provide feedback and insights into current behavior. Then, the system provides change goals, depending on the specific problem that was identified (e.g. diminish stressors, change personal coping, improve recovery). Finally, the system helps the user in reaching his goals by providing (work) support or recommending specific actions to perform. Recommendations will be personalized, which means that the system learns which kind of recommendations are preferred. This process (1-3) is iterative.

Moreover, we identified the most appropriate Behavior Change Techniques (Michie et al., 2008) for the pervasive system, based on the list presented in Korte et al. (2014). These are: feedback, self-monitoring, contextual risk communication, and reminders or cues to action.

2.6.3 Conclusions: Technology based interventions

In this section we aimed to answer our fourth research question: Which interventions can be provided by means of pervasive technology to help a knowledge worker improve his well-being at work? The system can address different stages in the stress chain (see Figure 2.2): the stressor, improving coping and enhancing
We also found several areas to address: the work itself, personal factors, working conditions or private aspects. Based upon this categorization we added some general ideas for technology based interventions to our framework (Figure 2.2, black parts): An intervention focused at the stressor and the work itself, is e.g. providing work support. An intervention focused at the stressor and personal factors, is e.g. providing the knowledge worker insight in the sources of his stress. Furthermore, an intervention focused at coping and personal factors is e.g. helping the employee to improve his coping abilities. An intervention focused at coping and the working conditions, is e.g. fostering the support by colleagues. Finally, an intervention focused at recovery and working conditions, is e.g. supporting a work-rest balance throughout the workday. An intervention focused at recovery and private circumstances, is e.g. helping the employee to improve recovery after work. Based on the general theoretical framework, also further technology supported interventions can be designed. In Figure 2.10 we show how the specific supporting technologies (T) identified in the section on work stress models can be placed into this framework.

In designing a pervasive system to address well-being at work, simply implementing relevant interventions might not be sufficient. The system should support the employee throughout the behavioral change chain: it should help with monitoring the current situation and identifying problems. The user should be able to set change goals and determine the plan of action supported by the system. The system then can help the user to take action and learn new behavior. Also barriers towards changing behavior should be taken in mind. With pervasive technology we could improve the employee’s motivation to change behavior, enhance the ability of knowledge workers to perform the desired behavior, or provide triggers to initiate action.

Core functions of the system: We now sum up the identified core functions of the system, based upon this part of the theoretical framework, together with the associated claims:

- **F2**: The SWELL system shall address 3 different causes of stress: address the stressor (F2.1), coping (F2.2) and recovery (F2.3).

- **Claim**: By providing different types of interventions, different causes of stress can be addressed with the system, making it usable in more situations.

- **F3**: The SWELL system shall foster behavioral change by: helping to monitor the current situation and identifying
problems (F3.1), letting the user set personal goals and enable specific functionality (F3.2), and helping to learn new behavior, by fostering the ability, motivation or trigger to take action (F3.3).

- Claim: By using behavior change theory the system will be more effective in actually bringing about behavioral change regarding well-being at work.

### 2.7 Envisioned system and evaluation of prototypes

Throughout this chapter, we formulated several core functions for the system. We sum them up here. The envisioned pervasive SWELL system supports the knowledge worker to improve well-being at work (OBJ). The SWELL system could collect information about: aspects of engagement, work characteristics, acute stress, and long-term stress/recovery (F1). The SWELL system shall infer relevant information from unobtrusive sensors to provide real-time objective measurements (F1.1). The system only collects data that is necessary to support the user’s goal (F1.2). With respect to behavioral change, the user will start with getting insight in his situation and identifying problems that he wants to address (F3.1). Based on these insights the user can then set personal goals and enable specific desired SWELL functionality (F3.2). In case the environment poses high demands, the user may decide to address some of his stressors (F2.1). In case the user feels overwhelmed by demands placed upon him, he may decide to address some of his coping abilities (F2.2). In case the employee experiences stress symptoms, he may decide to enhance recovery (F2.3). Behavior change techniques are used to foster motivation, ability and triggers to take action (F3.3).

In the next sections we describe first prototypes of different SWELL functionality. Figure 2.10 shows how the prototypes fall into our framework. All systems are aimed at improving well-being at work. Most prototypes make use of sensor information.

- The SWELL Workload Mirror tries to tackle stress in the beginning of the stress chain (e.g. ‘what causes stress?’) with the aim of helping employees to address the stressor itself. It is an implementation of T06 “activity and workload overview” and provides insights regarding stress and the context in which it appears. Based on these insights, the user might want to use one of the other SWELL systems for support.

- The SWELL HappyWorker system tries to tackle stress in the beginning of the stress chain (diminishing demands) with the aim of addressing the
stressor itself. It is an implementation of T02 “personalized search” and helps employees find relevant information.

- The SWELL Fishualization tries to tackle stress in the middle of the stress chain, helping employees to cope with stress. It is an implementation of T05 “department-wide feedback for peer support” and is aimed at fostering awareness and communication about stress at work.

- The SWELL NiceWork app tries to tackle stress in the middle and end of the stress chain. It is an implementation of T07 “e-coach for recovery breaks” and provides interventions aimed at improving coping, and enhancing recovery.

We now describe the prototypes in more detail. We only briefly sum up the main functionality here. Our contribution is describing the prototypes in terms of our general framework. We present feedback that we got on our prototypes by potential end users in small-scale user studies.

![Figure 2.10: SWELL system functionality in our general framework.](image)

2.7.1 Insight in stress sources - SWELL Workload Mirror

We here shortly present the SWELL WorkloadMirror. (For details we refer to the original work presented in Koldijk, Koot, et al. (2014)).

---

*I mainly worked on the SWELL Workload Mirror, the SWELL Fishualization was a cooperation with some colleagues, the SWELL NiceWork app was work of my intern, and the SWELL HappyWorker system was developed by colleagues.*
The SWELL WorkloadMirror provides insights in work behavior and well-being (T06) (see Figure 2.11). How much time did the worker spend on which activities, related to which projects? During which time slots did the worker experience stress? By depicting objective measurement data, the user can relate his stress level to causes. By self-reflection, the employee could become aware of long term patterns, e.g. stress building up due to lack of recovery. He could formulate specific well-being goals to work on with an e-coach.

Regarding our framework, the SWELL WorkloadMirror, which provides insight, is aimed at personal factors. It tries to tackle stress in the beginning of the stress chain (e.g. ‘what causes stress?’) with the aim of helping employees to address the stressor itself (primary prevention). Its main basis is the Job Resources-Demands model; the employee can get insight in what demands cause stress and the importance of resources. It measure work characteristics and acute stress. With respect to behavioral change it helps with monitoring the current situation and identifying problems. The behavioral change techniques ‘feedback’ and ‘self-monitoring’ can increase behavioral awareness and therefore provide a trigger to take action.

Feedback on our ideas. A preliminary qualitative user study in form of a workshop was held with 18 young professionals from the The Hague region who visited TNO. First, the theoretical framework and the general idea of the prototypes were presented to these potential end users. Then, the group was
split and each subgroup was asked to give feedback on one of the prototypes. We asked them to first write down their own feedback and then discuss it with the group, to make a general top 3 of aspects that are top, and a top 3 of aspects that they would change or add.

6 participants (2 female, average age = 33.7) gave feedback on the SWELL Workload Mirror. The aspects that the group liked most were: 1) The system not only gives insight in stress, but also in how you work. 2) The system provides insight which is useful for business planning. 3) You can test yourself: “which effect does it have when I act like this”. Moreover they said that the prototype helps to focus on what gives energy, working more motivated and happy. The system would be preventive (“get insight quickly, otherwise you’re too late”). Finally, models of human behavior could be made based on the data, for research.

When asked what they would want to change or add, the main aspects mentioned were: 1) Getting personalized tips (feedback, suggestions). 2) Keeping it simple (non-experts may misinterpret the data) or personalizing the visualizations (simple vs. complicated). 3) Using gamification and rewards. Moreover, they said that the prototype only causes changes in awareness, not yet in other aspects of behavioral change. The focus should be on improving, instead of feedback on how bad the current situation is. Furthermore, the system currently lacks causal relations between tasks and stress. They also said that it would be interesting to add benchmarking with colleagues. Finally, participants expressed concerns regarding privacy. (Regarding the manner in which feedback is given, Hartsuiker (2015) further investigated feedback with avatars instead of graphs.)

**Evaluation study.** As the SWELL WorkloadMirror may be perceived as rather obtrusive (collecting all kinds of sensor data), we decided to investigate hurdles to use the system. In a session with 11 knowledge workers who took part in a department meeting at TNO, first a presentation of a scenario for the SWELL Workload Mirror was given. Then, the participants were asked to write down all their potential concerns with the system.

In summary the hurdles were the following. Many participants had concerns about who could access their data. Many explicitly mentioned that they would not want the data to be shared with the management. Many participants were also afraid that the system would require effort, which might not outweigh its benefits. About half of the participants mentioned that they would want to know exactly what happens with the data, e.g. what is stored and where. About half of the participants had concerns regarding the performance of the system, e.g.

---

4We briefly describe the main findings here, for more details we refer to Chapter 7.
slowing down the computer. About a third of the participants had doubts about the system, in the sense that they were not sure whether it would solve their problem. About a fourth of the participants had issues regarding the quality, e.g. the reliability of the inferences made by the system. About a fourth mentioned issues regarding their control over the system. Finally, some participants mentioned that they would feel monitored.

Concerns regarding the effort the system would require highlight the important of automatic inferences and smart support, while users also wish to stay in control. A human-in-the-loop approach, combining automatic processing with human interaction seems a good solution. Furthermore, inferences should be reliable, while not slowing the computer down. Solutions can be using simple algorithms, running inference algorithms on a server or just analyzing samples of data. Some users express doubts about the SWELL system, so this solution to more well-being at work may not be suitable for every user. Moreover, we found that many concerns are related to privacy, i.e. the issues of: who can see the data, what will happen with the data, sharing data with the management and the feeling of being watched. As a result, we addressed these privacy concerns in more detail. We performed a privacy impact assessment and investigated how we can apply privacy by design. (For more information on integrating privacy aspects in system design see (Koldijk, Koot, et al., 2014)\(^5\).)

### 2.7.2 Fostering colleague support - SWELL Fishualization

We here shortly present the SWELL Fishualization. (For details we refer to the original work presented in Schavemaker, Boertjes, et al. (2014)\(^6\) and Schavemaker, Koldijk, and Boertjes (2014)).

The SWELL Fishualization is aimed at enabling employees to gain insights into their working habits and encourage social interaction about healthy working, in order to improve well-being at work (T05). It provides a feedback screen in the form of a digital fish tank (see Figure 2.12), which is placed at a central location in the office. The primary sensor is currently a key-logging software that is installed on the user’s computers. It captures key strokes, mouse movements and clicks together with information provided by the operating system: window titles, active applications, application switches, etc. Other sensors could also be coupled to add information on, e.g. heart rate, dominant facial expression or e-mail sentiments. Each fish in the Fishualization represents an individual employee. The speed of horizontal movement of a fish is determined by how fast the corresponding employee is interacting with their computer (number of clicks...
and keystrokes) and the number of changes in direction per time unit represents the number of task or context switches per time unit. The y-position of each fish currently represents the (self-reported) energy level of the corresponding employee. ‘Plants’ at the bottom of the screen represent performed tasks, for example writing e-mail, editing document, browsing, or preparing presentation. The more people work on a task, the larger the plant.

Regarding our framework, the SWELL Fishualization is aimed at enhancing support from colleagues, thus addressing the working conditions. It tries to tackle stress in the middle of the stress chain, helping employees to cope with stress (secondary prevention). Its main basis is the Job Resources-Demands model (providing additional resources). It measures work characteristics and assesses the energy dimension of engagement by means of user input. With respect to behavioral change it helps with monitoring the current situation. Moreover, it fosters the motivation to take action by means of a playful approach and social influences.

Figure 2.12: SWELL Fishualization. This screen is placed in the coffee corner and provides department feedback.

**Feedback on our ideas.** In the workshop described earlier, another subgroup of 6 participants (1 male, average age = 26.8) gave feedback on the SWELL
Fishualization feedback screen. The aspects that the group liked most were: 1) The design, the playful visualization. 2) That it combines several factors (team and individual, overview). 3) It makes curious and there are continuation options (conversation, signal, help). Moreover, they said that it is informal and light, makes the topic negotiable, stimulates to take action, and gives insights to help colleagues.

When asked what they would want to change or add, the main aspects mentioned were: 1) Trends over time (day, week, month). 2) Objectification, measuring relevant aspects. 3) The current system could build pressure (showing that you work hard). 4) Developing the system further as team (topics, focus, form). Moreover, they suggested adding more variables (heart rate, blood pressure, breaks, other applications), a coupling to actions, tips, suggestions, and help to bring about a dialogue (which questions to ask). Furthermore, they said that the prototype could provide positive appreciation or a prize, the possibility to design your own fish, and variations in the visualization (otherwise it becomes boring). Participants were concerned that the system may be confronting, and that it should not be too open (choosing on what you want to share with the team).

Evaluation study. We also evaluated the prototype in a real-world environment. The Fishualization trial at the Media and Network Services group at TNO ran for about 2.5 months (March - May 2014). The Fishualization screen (a large computer display) was placed in the coffee corner. A subset of 10 employees volunteered to couple their computer interactions and subjective input of their energy level to one of the fish. In order to measure the effects of the deployment of the Fishualization, all employees who use the coffee corner were asked to fill in pre- and post-questionnaires on personal awareness of working patterns and well-being at work, group awareness and interactions with colleagues. Furthermore, camera and microphone recordings were used to measure activity at the coffee corner, see Figure 2.13. To ensure privacy, only the number of detected faces, the amount of video motion and the average sound level were deduced and stored (no video or sound was stored). This data collection started 3 weeks before the Fishualization was turned on and continued during the trial, to compare activity in the coffee corner before and after deployment of the Fishualization.

30 employees filled in the pre-questionnaire and 14 employees filled in the post-questionnaire. (The subset of respondents did not differ significantly in their current level of well-being or how content they were about their well-being.) We used independent samples t-tests to compare the pre- and post-test results. A significant effect on the following item was found: “I am aware of
typical patterns in working behavior throughout the day or week (e.g. mailbox on Monday morning, project work after lunch...).” (p = 0.004). Awareness of working patterns was higher in the post-test (M = 4.79, SD = 1.626) than in the pre-test (M = 3.27, SD = 1.530) (scale from 1: ‘not’ to 7: ‘very much’). Moreover, we found a significant effect on the item “I know how I can change my working behavior to gain a better level of well-being (e.g. becoming more productive, reducing stress...).” (p = 0.005). Scores were higher in the post-test (M = 5.14, SD = 1.231) than in the pre-test (M = 3.9, SD = 1.322).

We can conclude that the Fishualization caused more personal awareness on working behavior and its relation with well-being among employees. However, we did not find significant effects on items related to group awareness and interactions with colleagues. In the further development of the Fishualization we should focus on fostering social interaction among colleagues more (e.g. by adding new functionality), as this may be a good buffer against stress. Moreover, most participants were enthusiastic about the Fishualization. A playful manner of feedback turned out to be engaging. Finally, we used sensor technology to quantify activity in the coffee corner, which shows the potential of new technology for experimental evaluation.

2.7.3 Providing tips - SWELL NiceWork e-coach

We here shortly present the SWELL NiceWork e-coaching app. (For details we refer to the original work presented in Wabeke (2014)\textsuperscript{7}).

The SWELL NiceWork app is designed to provide coaching for short recovery breaks (T07). The app provides simple tips, 3 times a day, aimed at promoting well-being at work (see Figure 2.14). Various scientific articles, websites and magazines on well-being at work were reviewed to collect appropriate tips, which resulted in a list of 54 tips. Each tip does not take more than three minutes, and no special materials or specific locations are required. The recommended well-being tips are of different types: cognitive-behavioral, creative, physical exercises, food, journaling, relaxing, social, and time-management.

We found that different people had different preferences for tips (pilot study, in which 26 employees rated their preferences for the 54 tips). Therefore, a recommendation approach was chosen to adapt which tips are given to the specific user. A content-based predictor turned out to not be very accurate. This means that based on characteristics of the tip, such as the type, goal and focus, no clear preference profile could be made. A collaborative-based recommendation approach, however, proved to work well. This means that estimating the preferences for tips by aggregating ratings from peers with a similar rating behavior is

\textsuperscript{7}My contribution: Supervisor of Master thesis internship.
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Figure 2.13: At the start of the working day (10-11) many faces are detected in the coffee corner. At lunch time (12), peaks in audio can be seen. In the afternoon, the coffee corner gets busy from time to time, until 4, when the coffee corner gets empty again. Such sensor recordings can be used to quantify the effect of the SWELL Fishualization: e.g. do people stay longer to watch at the screen, does the amount of audio increase (more people talking).

promising. An android app was implemented to provide well-being tips based on a recommendation engine. After each recommendation, the user can indicate whether he performed the tip and the system learns over time to give better tips.

Regarding our framework, the SWELL NiceWork e-coach is mainly aimed at supporting the work-rest balance. The app provides interventions with various goals: some are aimed at preventing the experience of stress (secondary prevention), and some on recovery from coping with high demands (tertiary prevention). The tips focus on personal factors or the working context. Its main basis is the Effort-Recovery model (focusing on recovery). It does not yet measure anything. The system does assesses whether the user has followed up a tip by means of user input. With respect to behavioral change it helps with taking action and learning new behavior by providing triggers and suggestions.
Feedback on our ideas. In the workshop described earlier, another subgroup of 6 participants (2 female, average age = 29.7) gave feedback on the SWELL NiceWork e-coaching app. The aspects that the group liked most were: 1) That the system adapts to the individual. 2) That the tips are really easy. Moreover, they said that it is a positive solution, which gets people out of their routine, and provides gradual behavioral change. The system has a great variation in tips in an accessible app, which is a relatively cheap solution to the work stress problem.

When asked what they would want to change or add, the main aspect mentioned was: 1) The user should stay in control of the system (e.g. help me today with...). Moreover, they suggested a need driven app (but what are the needs?), more personal advice, adding goals, tips about productivity, good timing of tips, a social community, and a coupling with sensor data. Participants expressed concerns regarding user acceptance, stopping to use the app and its reliability.

Evaluation study. To evaluate the NiceWork app with users, 35 employees tested the e-coach for 2 weeks. The first hypothesis was that knowledge workers have a positive attitude towards the e-coach. This hypothesis was confirmed in the user study. The number of followed-up tips was high (2 out of 3 per day)
and most participants agreed that it is pleasant to receive automatic notifications. The study also showed that three recommendations per day seemed a right amount of suggestions. Moreover, indicating whether a tip was followed-up and asking for a short motivation when a tip was rejected turned out to be a well-design method for providing feedback. Our second hypothesis was that tailored recommendations are followed-up more often compared to randomized suggestions. We did not find strong evidence for this hypothesis. Results show that our recommendation method, which provides tailored suggestions, did not substantially increase the number of tips that were performed compared to a method that provided randomized suggestions.

Furthermore, results show that only a few tips were not followed-up, because the tip was disliked (13%). Instead, tips were mostly rejected, because the moment of recommendation was somehow inappropriate (wrong timing: 46%, tip not relevant: 15%, not at work: 14%). This finding suggests that future e-coaches may increase their effectiveness by recommending tips at appropriate times. Using sensor information to ensure that tips are suggested just-in-time, was the most important personalization method that needed to be further explored. (This was done in Schendel (2015).) Moreover, we demonstrated that technology can be used to investigate the effects of an intervention, i.e. via the app we directly investigated how many interventions were said to be followed up, and we directly asked for reasons for not following up a suggestion.

### 2.7.4 Providing support - SWELL HappyWorker system

We here shortly present the SWELL HappyWorker system. (For details we refer to the original work presented in Sappelli and Verberne (2014) and Sappelli (2016).)

One method for reducing the demands on a knowledge worker is by reducing information overload. The HappyWorker prototype recommends documents and webpages that are relevant to the current project context. The sensor used is computer logging. To enable context recognition, a new networked model was implemented, the CIA model. The prototype provides a screen where the user can see which active project the software has detected in real-time, and he can access recommended documents and webpages. In the list of recommendations, the documents that are most highly activated in the CIA model end up. As alternative, two other approaches to context-aware document recommendation were also implemented (a content-based recommender with contextual pre-filtering (CBR) and a just-in-time information retrieval system (JITIR)).

Regarding our framework, the SWELL HappyWorker system is aimed at providing work support, thus addressing the work itself. It tries to tackle stress
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in the beginning of the stress chain (diminishing demands) with the aim of addressing the stressor itself (primary prevention). Its main basis is the Job Resources-Demands model (diminishing demands). It measures work characteristics. With respect to behavioral change it helps with taking action and learning new behavior by means of a supportive environment.

Figure 2.15: SWELL HappyWorker app, showing: the active project that the software detected and recommended documents.

Evaluation. A technical evaluation of the system was performed. The SWELL dataset was used, in which 25 students wrote reports and prepared presentations. The collected sensor-data from the installed key logger and the file history were used for topic inference. A ground truth topic label was available for each block of computer activity to evaluate the system (labeled by human annotators; e.g. ‘road trip in the USA’, ‘Napoleon’; 8 labels in total; see Sappelli, Verberne, et al. (2014)).

It was found that the new CIA model was effective in classifying the user’s context with an average accuracy of 64.85%. The different context-aware document recommendation methods proved effective in different evaluation tasks. The new CIA model was best at suggesting documents that the user indeed opened later and provided variety in its suggestions. JITIR was best at suggest-
ing documents whose text was later included in documents that the knowledge worker wrote. CBR was best at only suggesting documents relevant to the topic at hand, therefore preventing distractions.

To conclude, it is technically feasible to recognize the knowledge workers’ current working context and to suggest relevant documents to the topic at hand, while requiring little user effort. In future work, user studies should be performed, evaluating the system with knowledge workers at work. The focus should be on the user experience and effects on demands posed upon the knowledge worker. Moreover, the scalability of the algorithms to a real world situation should be investigated.

2.7.5 Conclusions: Evaluation of prototypes

In this section we presented the general SWELL functionality and described four prototypes and their evaluation. (Within the SWELL project also other prototypes were developed and evaluated, e.g. (Bright tr 2015).) To sum up:

- The SWELL Workload Mirror is aimed at providing insights in stress sources. It uses various sensors to give employees feedback. From the evaluation study we gained many valuable insights on potential hurdles to use such a pervasive system. The most important point of attention is the user’s privacy. We are continuing our work on this prototype by taking the insights on user concerns into account, e.g. by applying privacy by design.

- The SWELL Fishualization is aimed at fostering interactions among colleagues. It provides a feedback screen in form of a fish tank. The evaluation study showed us that a playful manner of feedback causes a lot of interest and curiosity among employees. We are continuing our work on this prototype by testing the Fishualization in other companies, adding more types of sensor information and improving the look and feel of the fish tank.

- The SWELL NiceWork e-coach is aimed at providing interventions. It provides simple quick tips that can be performed during work to improve well-being. What the evaluation study showed us is that employees valued the app and on average 2 of 3 tips per day were followed up. The area in which most improvement can be gained is the timing of tips. We are continuing our work on this prototype by doing additional research on appropriate timing of well-being tips.
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The SWELL HappyWorker system is aimed at providing support. It helps the user to find information that is relevant to his current working context. The evaluation study showed us, that the current working topic can be inferred from computer (interaction) data. Moreover, the system can produce relevant content suggestions in real-time. The next step would be to evaluate and develop the HappyWorker system further with potential end users.

In general we can say that we made working implementations of some pervasive technologies for improving well-being at work. Our evaluation until now was mainly aimed at user experience and testing underlying technologies. The evaluation yielded several additional requirements for our system. Moreover, we showed how technology can be used to investigate the effects of an intervention. In further research we should also evaluate whether the prototypes have the expected positive effect on employee’s well-being at work. From our small scale pilot studies we got some first insights, but ideally the systems are evaluated with in a much larger field test.

2.8 Conclusions and Discussion

In this work, we combined stress and intervention theory with knowledge of technological possibilities and input by users, to design a pervasive system that helps knowledge workers to improve well-being at work.

2.8.1 Conclusions

We answered the following research questions:

1) Which concepts are relevant with respect to well-being at work? We found that the relationship that people have with their jobs can be described as a continuum between engagement and burn-out. Engagement is characterized by energy, involvement and efficacy or absorption. Biology describes more short term effects of stress. A stressor causes a particular perception of the stressor in the individual. This can lead to acute physiological stress responses and, on the long run (due to lack of recovery) to long term physical, cognitive, emotional and behavioral stress consequences.

2) Which person, work and context conditions can lead to negative stress? There are no specific personal, work or context conditions that generally lead to stress. Work becomes stressful when high demands are combined with: insufficient resources; little rewards; little recovery; or an environment that mismatches with personal characteristics. The most useful models for developing
technology based interventions are the Job Resources-Demands model and the Effort-Recovery model. We presented several ideas to diminish demands, enhance resources or help with recovery.

3) How can sensors be applied to automatically infer stress and the context in which it appears? We can use technology to sense work characteristics (e.g. tasks and topics worked on), measure acute physiological stress responses in the body (e.g. HRV), or assess cognitive, emotional and behavioral effects of stress (e.g. sleep duration). The user study showed that users are only interested to collect data that is necessary for supporting their specific goal, so the system should be configurable.

4) Which interventions can be provided by means of pervasive technology to help a knowledge worker improve his well-being at work? Either the stressor can be addressed (e.g. work support), the short-term stress reactions (i.e. enhance coping), or long-term stress consequences (e.g. improve recovery). Moreover, different areas can be addressed: the work itself, the working conditions, personal factors or private circumstances. For behavioral change, the system should support the employee to: monitor the current situation and identify problems; set change goals and plan actions; and help the employee to take action and learn new behavior. Suitable behavioral change techniques should be used to address the motivation, ability or trigger to take action (e.g. feedback, self-monitoring, risk communication and reminders to action).

We presented the resulting general framework in which we related several relevant theories. This framework can be used by other researchers to design pervasive systems that address well-being at work.

Finally, we described the envisioned SWELL system, and core functionality that was identified. We also presented some built prototypes. The SWELL Workload Mirror provides an activity and workload overview, designed to find stress sources. The SWELL Fishualization provides department wide feedback for peer support, designed to improve coping. The SWELL NiceWork e-coach provides well-being tips, designed to improve coping or recovery. Last, the SWELL Happy Worker system provides personalized search, designed to support work. All in all, we demonstrated the (technological) feasibility of our ideas. First evaluations with users were positive and provided further insights to refine the systems.

2.8.2 Discussion

The biggest challenge in developing our comprehensive and practical framework was the vast amount of available concepts and models regarding well-being at work. We consulted experts in the field. We finally, had to make choices on what
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concepts and theories to include. Our selection may reflect our specific scoping. We focused on providing a general and simple overview, combining different areas of research.

Another big challenge in this respect was relating concepts of different fields to each other. These concepts differ in their level of abstraction: Organizational Psychology provides the most high-level terms, i.e. the relation between resources vs. demands, or recovery. Biological theories provide more low-level terms, i.e. physiological stress responses in the body. Our aim was to make several of these aspects quantifiable by means of sensors. This means, translating these concepts into even more low-level terms, i.e. a specific variable to infer, the information necessary and specific sensors.

Besides the high-level vs. low-level continuum, there is also a temporal continuum, from short-term stress to developing a burn-out. In traditional approaches with questionnaires, mainly long-term aspects are assessed. Sensing, however, enables real-time measurements in real world work settings. We aimed to translate relevant aspects identified based on theories, into variables that are measurable at the workplace.

The resulting general and pragmatic framework provides a structure to develop pervasive technology for improving well-being at work. We noticed that far more diverse technology based interventions can be developed, than initially assumed. The theoretical foundation gave many different pointers of how well-being at work can be improved: from coaching during work, over fostering social support, to addressing recovery after work. Besides the ideas and prototypes presented here, many more (technological) solutions can be developed based upon this general framework. To mention just a few examples: teaching coping in an online course, building a social network for peer support, or enhancing recovery by letting people play a computer game.

Moreover, we made working implementations of some pervasive technologies for improving well-being at work. Our evaluation until now was mainly aimed at user experience and testing underlying technologies. Further research should evaluate whether the prototypes have the expected positive effect on employee’s well-being at work. From our small scale pilot studies we got some first insights, but ideally the systems are evaluated with in a much larger field test.

As a final note, we need to be cautious to put responsibility for managing work stress at the individual level. Certainly the company and management also play a role. Therefore, an intervention provided one on one at an individual by means of a pervasive system, is ideally part of a larger intervention program. In case many employees struggle with similar problems, a department wide intervention may be more effective. Furthermore, specific problems at work may not be solvable by the employee himself. In this case, the management or
organization may need to be approached.

2.8.3 Identified research challenges and opportunities

All in all, we think a pervasive system aimed at an individual’s abilities to cope with stress and improve well-being at work poses many new opportunities. A system used real-time during work can provide much valuable information on work stress. Moreover, employees can be empowered to self-manage their well-being at work by means of tailored interventions. Throughout our work we encountered several challenges and opportunities for further research in several categories:

1. **Multi-disciplinary, theory and data-driven research and development.** New technology brings new possibilities. The now very abstract models can be more refined to include directly measurable concepts and new types of support. New technology can also be used to directly evaluate the success of an intervention. Sensors can be used to investigate in how far interventions are indeed followed up (e.g. whether users take a break or become physically active after a suggestion by an e-coach). Moreover, the effects of an intervention can be measured (e.g. whether provided information support indeed decreased mental effort and stress). Technical experts and social scientists should aim to work together. It is therefore necessary that the experts understand each others domains well, which is challenging.

2. **Interpreting personal sensor data.** Sensor data is relatively easy to collect, the challenge is making sense of this data. We should investigate which behavior is indicative of stress during work and how these can best be captured by means of unobtrusive sensors. People differ in their (work) behavior, so there is a need to build personalized models. This brings methodological challenges, e.g. how to instantiate a model for a new user.

3. **Relation between measurable aspects and long-term stress consequences.** In future work, the relation between subjective experience based upon our own feelings and objective measures based on objective data should be investigated. Can objective measurements help us with detecting stress? Ideally, a system would be able to give a warning in case it predicts that the current behavioral pattern will cause long-term problems. Therefore, research should be done on how longitudinal patterns in sensor data relate to long-term stress consequences and burn-out.
4. **Combining strengths of human and computer.** Ideally, the strengths of a computer (e.g. being objective or persistent) and the strengths of a human (e.g. being good in interpretation) should be combined. The role of the system and the user should be clear. The most suitable manner for pervasive technology to interact with an employee is a challenging question for human-computer interaction research. Issues of control are important. The system needs to interact in a way that provides support, while not irritating the user.

5. **Privacy.** The success of pervasive systems collecting context data depends on the acceptance by users. A system that collects personal data raises many privacy questions. Therefore, privacy should be integral part of the design process (e.g. doing a Privacy Impact Assessment or implementing Privacy by Design).

6. **Ethics.** Measuring and trying to change the behavior of individuals poses all kinds of ethical questions. Is it acceptable to monitor and change the behavior of an employee? It is difficult to predict how such new pervasive e-coaching systems will be perceived and used (or even misused) when applied in real-world work settings.
Chapter 3

The SWELL knowledge work dataset for stress and user modeling research

This chapter describes the new multimodal SWELL knowledge work (SWELL-KW) dataset for research on stress and user modeling. The dataset was collected in an experiment, in which 25 people performed typical knowledge work (writing reports, making presentations, reading e-mail, searching for information). We manipulated their working conditions with the stressors: email interruptions and time pressure. A varied set of data was recorded: computer logging, facial expression from camera recordings, body postures from a Kinect 3D sensor and heart rate (variability) and skin conductance from body sensors. The dataset is available for access by the scientific community and not only contains raw data, but also preprocessed data and extracted features. Moreover, the participants’ subjective experience on task load, mental effort, emotion and perceived stress was assessed with validated questionnaires as a ground truth. The resulting dataset on working behavior and affect is valuable for several research fields, such as work psychology, user modeling and context aware systems. We use this dataset for our analysis of work behavior and for inferring work stress presented in Chapters 5 and 6.

3.1 Introduction

Nowadays most work involves computer usage and information processing. People that use and produce information as their main task are called knowledge workers. They typically experience all sorts of demands during their work days, such as several tasks that need to be finished before a deadline (high workload, temporal demand). For this they need to combine different information sources, for example from the internet (requiring mental effort). Incoming emails may be an important source of distraction during a task (potentially causing frustration). In case people feel they cannot handle the demands posed upon them, they can experience stress (Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Nachreiner, et al., 2001). Stress is a broad concept referring to psychological and biological processes during emotional and cognitive demanding situations. We follow a pragmatic approach and define stress in terms of: (1) the task load, which poses demands on the worker, (2) the mental effort, which the worker needs to handle a task and (3) the emotional response to a task. In this chapter, we focus on short term effects of stressors that can be measured within a 3 hour work session.

Stress is a well-known experience in our connected environments. Ruff (2002) speaks of ‘hurry sickness’ as “the belief that one must constantly rush to keep pace with time” and ‘plugged in compulsion’ as “the strong need to check mail and the internet to stay in touch”. Mark, Gudith, and Klocke (2008) investigated the cost of interruptions and came to the conclusion that “after only 20 minutes of interrupted performance people reported significantly higher stress, frustration, workload, effort and pressure”. Stress from time to time with enough room for recovery is no problem (Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Geurts, et al., 2009). However, when stress builds up this can be a danger to well-being, in the worst case resulting in burn-out.

In our project SWELL (Smart Reasoning for Well-being at Home and at Work) we aim to develop ICT tools that help knowledge workers to cope with stress and gain more well-being at work (Koldijk, 2012). We want to interpret recordings in the office real-time in terms of stress and the context in which it appears. Based upon this information, we aim to develop coaching software that can help knowledge workers to gain a more healthy work style. Moreover, we want to develop smart information support tools that assist the knowledge worker in handling the large amount of (incoming) information he has to work with. In this way, we extend traditional approaches (e.g. questionnaires or department wide interventions, Koppes et al. (2012) and Kraan et al. (2000)) by empowering individual users to self-manage their own well-being.

http://www.swell-project.net
To be able to develop the ICT tools we envision, research communities like work psychology, user modeling and context aware systems are in need of a good dataset. This dataset should ideally have the following characteristics: Data should be recorded in a realistic office setting. Stressors should be manipulated in a systematic way and subjective experience should be assessed with validated questionnaires, to be able to investigate the effects of stressors. A multimodal set of sensors from different research fields should be used, to enable multidisciplinary research. The focus should lie on sensors that are readily available in office settings, to make the to be developed system usable outside the lab. To our knowledge no such dataset existed.

In this chapter we present a newly collected rich dataset which has these characteristics. Our dataset overcomes three drawbacks that are typically observed in related work:

• Instead of a rather artificial task, participants perform natural office work with systematically manipulated stressors.

• Instead of expensive and/or obtrusive equipment, we decided to combine a variety of sensors that can easily be deployed in real-world office settings.

• Instead of only collecting data for our own use, the dataset has been curated and is archived sustainably by the DANS archive of KNAW at http://persistent-identifier.nl/?identifier=urn:nbn:nl:ui:13-kwrv-3e. In this way the scientific community can use it for benchmarking of techniques and algorithms. Not only raw data is provided, but also data in preprocessed and interpreted form.

With our new dataset, we aim to bring research on psychology and computer science together. With this dataset, research questions from several fields can be answered, for example:

• Work psychology: What effect do stressors like time pressure have on the working behavior of knowledge workers? What is the effect of an incoming email? What effect do stressors have on subjective experience of task load, mental effort, emotion or perceived stress? What is the relation between what people mean when they feel ‘stressed’ and the concepts of arousal, mental effort and valence? Do we see effects of stressors in physiological sensor data?

• User modeling: Can we estimate the mental state or emotion of knowledge workers from unobtrusive sensor data? Do knowledge workers show
particular affective expressions during computer work? Are there typical facial expressions or postures that are indicative of mental effort, high workload or stress?

- Context aware systems: Can we automatically determine the task or topic someone is working on? Is there a relation between stress and the context in which it occurs? Can we filter irrelevant emails? Can we make information retrieval more context aware?

In this chapter we mainly focus on work stress and user modeling. For more details about the data regarding context recognition and information support, we refer to Sappelli, Verberne, et al. (2014).

This chapter is structured as follows. We first present some related work (Section 3.2). We then outline our experimental setup in which the dataset was collected (Section 3.3). We describe the dataset in detail in Section 3.4. Some example analyses are presented in Section 3.5. We finish with a Discussion and Conclusion (Section 3.6 and 3.7).

### 3.2 Related Work

In this section we present some related research on work psychology and user modeling, in which sensor data is used to estimate stress, mental or affective states. We specifically address the type of sensors used, the context in which data has been collected and the kind of inferences that have been made. This gives a theoretical framework for research on our collected dataset.

In work psychology, questionnaires are commonly used to get insight in the general working experiences (e.g. Zapf (1993)). Advances in sensing, as well as the quantified self movement make it possible to extend such an approach with on-site measurements.

Work in the area of affective computing investigates the possibility of inferring stress and emotion from sensor data. Most often, physiological sensors are used and data are collected in experimental environments. In research by Riera et al. (2012), for example, electroencephalography (EEG) and facial electromyography (EMG) data were collected. The authors show that EEG and EMG can be used for monitoring emotion (valence and arousal) and stress. Despite its great potential, we think deploying EEG in a daily office setting is not yet realistic. Other common measurements in stress research are pupil diameter and electrocardiogram (ECG). Mokhayeri, Akbarzadeh-T, and Toosizadeh (2011), for example, collected such data in context of the Stroop color-word (SCW) test. They state that pupil diameter and ECG have great potential for stress detection. However, the question that arises is: can we also make an estimate of
affective and mental states outside the lab? We see some potential for ECG measurements, with the rise of wearable sensors, which are becoming more and more integrated into devices as watches and bracelets. But, besides measuring the physiological stress response directly, we also see great potential in measuring outward characteristics, such as facial expressions, postures or computer interactions as indicators for the user’s state.

In related work, facial expressions are widely used for inferring emotions. The data are often recorded while emotions are induced in participants. The publicly available multimodal dataset described by Soleymani et al. (2012), for example, was collected in context of watching emotion inducing video clips and consists of: face videos, audio signals, eye gaze data and physiological signals (EEG, ECG, GSR, respiration amplitude, skin temperature). Although this dataset is very interesting, emotions in a daily computer work context are probably less intense than the valence or arousal experienced during watching a movie clip. An interesting question is whether people show facial emotions during computer work, and whether their facial expressions are indicative of mental states. Preliminary results by Dinges et al. (2005) suggest that high and low stressor situations could be discriminated based on facial activity in mouth and eyebrow regions.

Regarding postures, Kapoor and Picard (2005) present research in which posture data was collected together with facial expressions and computer information while children solved an educational computer puzzle. Sensors in the chair were used to extract posture features (like leaning back, sitting upright) and activity level (low, medium, high). Posture information yielded the highest unimodal accuracy (80%) for estimating interest (vs. uninterest). Performance was further improved by adding facial expression and computer information. We conclude that posture information and movement are an interesting source for estimating the users’ mental state. We see potential for posture measurements in the office, as with the Kinect recently an affordable 3D camera with skeleton detection has entered the market.

Finally, in some research, stress or emotions are estimated from computer interaction data. Vizer, Zhou, and Sears (2009), for example, investigated the effect of stress on typing patterns. Participants first performed a mentally or physically stressful task (e.g. remembering digits or exercising) and were then asked to write an email. Results indicate that stress can produce changes in typing patterns. This makes computer logging a valuable sensor for user state modeling. We think not only typing patterns, but also more general computer behavior might be indicative of mental states, like the amount of window switching, number of typos or time spent browsing.

Besides inferring stress or particular mental or affective states, the context in
which they appear can be interesting. Computer interactions give rich insight in the user’s current working behavior. Research by Koldijk, van Staalduinen, Neerinckx, et al. (2012) shows that it is possible to infer the task someone is working on from computer interaction data. Moreover, one could add analysis of contents worked on.

To conclude, research from various related fields shows the potential of using sensors for estimating stress, mental and affective states and the context in which they appear. In each field, a particular setup of sensors is used. We decided to combine several of these in our unique dataset: computer interactions, video for facial expressions, Kinect 3D for postures and body sensors for heart rate and skin conductance.

3.3 Data Collection Context

In this section we present the experimental setup that was used to collect data.

3.3.1 Design

In our experiment we manipulated the conditions under which our participants worked:

- Neutral: the participant was allowed to work on the tasks as long as he/she needed. After a maximum of 45 minutes the participant was asked to stop and told that enough data of ‘normal working’ was collected.

- Stressor ‘Time pressure’: the time to finish all tasks was 2/3 of the time the participant needed in the neutral condition (and maximally 30 minutes).

- Stressor ‘Interruptions’: 8 emails were sent to the participant during the task. Some were relevant to one of the tasks, others were irrelevant. Some emails required a reply, others did not. Examples are: “Could you look up when Einstein was born?” or “I found this website with lots of nice pictures for presentations.”.

All participants worked under all 3 conditions. The neutral condition was always the first condition, in order to collect an uninfluenced baseline of normal working. The order of the two stressor conditions was counterbalanced, see Figure 3.1. The within-subject design included relaxation breaks to start each condition in a well-rested state.
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3.3.2 Tasks

The participants performed knowledge worker tasks on a desktop computer in a controlled lab setting. We asked them to write reports and make presentations on predefined topics (in English). We selected 6 topics on which people with various backgrounds could work:

- 3 opinion topics: Experience and opinion about ‘stress at work’, ‘healthy living’ and ‘privacy on the internet’.

- 3 information topics: ‘describe 5 Tourist attractions in Perth (West Australia)’, ‘plan a coast to coast road-trip in the USA’ and ‘write about the life of Napoleon’.

Some detail on what to include in the report was also given. Participants were allowed to look for information on the internet and use documents that we previously stored on the computer. This setting is typical for knowledge work as available information can be combined with the worker’s own input in a coherent way, with the purpose of generating a new information product. During the task the email program Outlook was running and participants were told to make use of information from incoming emails and reply when necessary. In this way, a realistic office work scenario was created.

We wanted to ensure that the participants worked on the tasks seriously. Therefore we told them that it was important to finish all required tasks for receiving the full subject fee. Moreover we told them that they would have to give one of the prepared presentations. After the experiment, we debriefed all participants and informed them that they did not need to give a presentation and would get the full subject fee.

Figure 3.1: Design. For 13 participants order A was used, for 12 participants order B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Block1 Relax</th>
<th>Q Neutral</th>
<th>Block2 Relax</th>
<th>Q Stressor interruptions</th>
<th>Block3 Relax</th>
<th>Q Stressor time pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.3 Procedure

To be able to record stress responses as a result of our experimental manipulations, we instructed the participants to not smoke or drink caffeine 3 hours prior to the experiment, as these are possible confounders. Before the experiment started, the experiment and recordings were explained and all participants signed a consent form to confirm that the recorded data may be used for research purposes. Body sensors were applied and while the experimenter checked the recordings, the participant read the experiment instructions and filled in a general questionnaire.

The experiment was divided into three blocks for the different stressor conditions, each taking approximately one hour. Each of the experimental blocks started with a relaxation phase of about 8 minutes (which is typical for stress research) in which a nature film clip was shown. Then the participants received instructions on the tasks to work on. In each block the participants were provided with 2 of the 6 topics, which were randomly selected from the list, in such a way that always an opinion topic was combined with an information topic. The participants were instructed to write 2 reports, one on each topic, and make 1 presentation on one of the topics (participants could choose the topic). To prevent learning effects, the participants were provided with different topics in every block. In both stressor conditions, participants were provided a count-down clock for showing them the remaining time.

After completion of the tasks, the participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire about the current block. This procedure of relaxation, tasks execution and questionnaire was then repeated for block 2 and 3 (see Figure 3.1). Between the conditions the subjects were allowed a short break and the total experiment took about 3 hours. After the experiment the participants were debriefed.

3.3.4 Apparatus

Participants performed their tasks on a computer (Dell Latitude E6400) with Windows 7 Professional with a 17 inch screen and mouse and keyboard (see Figure 3.2). Office 2010 was installed, which the participants used for email (Outlook), report writing (Word) and making presentations (Powerpoint). As a browser, Internet Explorer was used with Google as default search engine. The start page of Internet Explorer was www.google.nl.

3.3.5 Subjective Ratings

To collect a ground truth of the subjective experience after each block, we used a combination of validated questionnaires. Task load (in terms of mental de-
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Figure 3.2: Experimental set-up.

mand, physical demand, temporal demand, effort, performance and frustration) was determined with the ‘NASA-Task Load Index’ (Hart and Staveland, 1988). Mental effort was assessed with the ‘Rating Scale Mental Effort’ (Zijlstra and van Doorn, 1985). Emotion response (in terms of valence, arousal and dominance) was determined with the ‘Self-Assessment-Manikin Scale’ (Bradley and Lang, 1994). Moreover, we asked participants to report their perceived stress on a visual analog scale from ‘not stressed’ to ‘very stressed’ (10 point scale).

Furthermore, we asked the participant’s to fill in the ‘Internal Control Index’ questionnaire (Duttweiler, 1984). People with an internal locus of control tend to praise or blame themselves, whereas people with an external locus tend to praise or blame external factors. This might be of influence on participants’ stress perception or behavior. Moreover, participants were asked to rate their interest in the topics, as well as how difficult they found it to write a report or make a presentation on a topic on a 7-point Likert scale (from ‘not interesting / difficult’ to ‘very interesting / difficult’).

3.3.6 Sensors

Computer logging. Computer interactions were logged with the key-logging application uLog (version 3.2.5, by Noldus Information Technology), which ran as a background application on the users’ computer.
Video. Video recordings of the participants’ face and upper body were made with a high-resolution USB camera (IDS uEye UI-1490RE, 1152x768) which was positioned below the participants’ monitor. The AVI files from the USB camera were further analyzed using the facial expression analysis software FaceReader (version 5.0.7 RC 4.5 (Beta)). An additional webcam (Philips SPC 900NC, SVGA resolution) was placed above the participants’ monitor.

Kinect 3D. The participants’ body posture was recorded with a Kinect (for Windows, model 1517) depth camera. The camera was placed in front of the participants at a distance of about 2 meters, such that their whole body, including their legs under the desk were visible (see Figure 3.2). Besides 3D depth video, Kinect also recorded normal RGB video. Recordings were made with Kinect Studio (v1.7.0), which resulted in xed-files. From the recorded Kinect data the depth image and information on the skeletal model were extracted using the Windows Kinect SDK (v1.7). We smoothened the data with several predefined filters.

Body sensors. ECG was recorded using a Mobi device (TMSI) with self-adhesive electrodes. The electrodes were placed across the heart, one below the participants’ right collar-bone, the other left below the chest, with a grounding electrode below the left collar-bone. Some preprocessing was programmed into the recording software Portilab2. To record skin conductance, Mobi was used with finger electrodes. These were fixed with Velcro tape around the lower part of the thumb and ring finger of the participant’s non-dominant hand. Recording frequency was 2048 Hz. All signals (ECG and skin conductance, raw and preprocessed) were stored together in S00-files.

Additional Lab Recordings. The lab’s ceiling camera and microphones were used for making recordings of the lab during the whole experiment, as well as a screen capture of the participant’s screen. The video files are encoded in AVI format with a codec specific to the lab’s recording software (GeoVision’s CCS5). Audio is encoded in separate wav-files.

3.3.7 Participants

25 students participated in our experiment, of which 8 were female and 17 male. The average age was 25 (standard deviation 3.25). Most participants were native Dutch. They were interns from TNO and students from Delft University of Technology who were approached by advertising. Since these interns and students are experienced in handling (large amounts of) information for their courses, and often use computers as their most important tool, they are assumed to be representative of knowledge workers. Additionally, they are experienced with the knowledge worker tasks we have chosen: writing reports and preparing
Table 3.1: Our dataset contains data from 25 participants (3 hours each). The listed raw and preprocessed sensor data, as well as a feature dataset (aggregated per minute) will be made available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Available raw &amp; preprocessed data</th>
<th>Available features (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer interactions</td>
<td>uLog output(^c) (i.e. xml-logs of all computer events)</td>
<td>Mouse (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parsed data (i.e. txt-file with timestamped data)</td>
<td>Keyboard (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Applications (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(for details see Table 3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial expressions</td>
<td>FaceReader output(^a) (i.e. txt-logs with facial information)</td>
<td>Head orientation (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parsed data (i.e. txt-file with timestamped data)</td>
<td>Facial movements (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Action Units (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotion (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body postures</td>
<td>Joint coordinates from Kinect SDK (i.e. txt-file with timestamped data)</td>
<td>Distance (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angles of the upper body (i.e. txt-file with timestamped data)</td>
<td>Joint angles (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bone orientations (3x11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(as well as stdv of the above for amount of movement (44))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiology</td>
<td>Data from Mobi(^3) (i.e. S00-files with raw &amp; filtered signals)</td>
<td>Heart rate (variability) (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Skin conductance (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

presentations. The participants received a standard subject fee for their participation in the experiment.

To assess whether the participants worked on the tasks seriously, we checked the quality of the written reports and presentations. As the quality was satisfactory, none of the subjects needed to be excluded from the corpus. Of the participants, 2 were left handed and 8 wore glasses (which could be of concern for the software analyzing facial expressions). Results of our pre-questionnaire showed that none of the participants indicated to have a heart disease or take medicine which could have influenced their heart rate. About half the participants indicated that they were physically active before the experiment as they came by bike. 4 participants indicated that they had experienced stress prior to the experiment. None of the participants smoked, drank caffeine or alcohol 3 hours prior to the experiment. The participants scored on average 3.67 on on the internal control index (scale from 1 to 5, with higher scores indicating more internal control; stdv = 0.29).
Chapter 3. The SWELL knowledge work dataset

3.4 Dataset

In this section we present the public SWELL-KW dataset in more detail. We collected data from the following sensors: computer logging, video, Kinect 3D and body sensors. Handling this data requires expertise in different fields. We preprocessed this data to get an aggregation of computer interactions, extraction of facial expressions, postures, heart rates and skin conductance levels. We finally aggregated this data into features per minute. For an overview of all available data see Table 3.1. We now first describe the available fully preprocessed and aggregated feature data. Then we describe the available raw data and preprocessing.

3.4.1 The Feature Data

The feature dataset contains our completely preprocessed data, aggregated per minute, for all 25 participants. It contains the following features: 12 computer interaction features, 40 facial expression features, 88 body posture features and 3 physiology features as listed in the right column of Table 3.1. The feature dataset is annotated with the conditions under which the data was collected. Per participant three times 6 minutes relaxation data are included, ca. 45 minutes of working under normal conditions, ca. 45 minutes working with email interruptions and ca. 30 minutes working under time pressure.

Moreover, we provide the scores on our questionnaire items as ground truth for the subjective experience in each condition, see Table 6.2. As 25 participants each rated 3 conditions, this yields 75 ratings in total.

3.4.2 The Raw Data and Preprocessing

Besides the completely preprocessed and aggregated data, we also provide some raw data and files resulting from our preprocessing, as listed in the middle column of Table 3.1.

Computer logging. The computer logging software recorded detailed timestamped information in XML format about each computer event. Examples of computer events are mouse clicks, mouse scrolls and application changes. Moreover we parsed the files and printed them in a more intelligible timestamped table format, which will also be made available. Finally, we computed several relevant mouse, keyboard and application characteristics per minute (listed in Table 3.2), which are contained in the feature dataset.

2http://www.noldus.com/human-behavior-research/products/ulog
3http://www.noldus.com/human-behavior-research/products/facereader
Table 3.2: Computer interaction features (aggregated per minute).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>MouseActivity</td>
<td>Number of all MouseEvents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeftClicks</td>
<td>Number of left clicks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MouseWheel</td>
<td>Number of mouse wheel scrolling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>KeyStrokes</td>
<td>Number of all KeyEvents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShortcutKeys</td>
<td>Number of shortcut keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DirectionKeys</td>
<td>Number of direction keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>Number of characters (a-z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CharactersRatio</td>
<td>#characters devided by #keyStrokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ErrorKeys</td>
<td>Number of error keys (Backspace, Delete, Ctrl+Z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ErrorKeyRatio</td>
<td>#errorKeys devided by (#characters + #spaces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>AppChanges</td>
<td>Number of application changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TabfocusChange</td>
<td>Number of tab focus changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facial expressions from video. We do not include the fully recorded videos in our dataset to keep our participants anonymous. Instead, we provide data files with the analysis of facial activation. These were extracted from the video per timeframe using the software FaceReader. The characteristics that are included in the dataset are: quality, estimates on the orientation of the head, some global features of the face such as looking direction and the amount of activation in several facial action units. Moreover, FaceReader provides an estimate of the subjects emotion, which is also available in our dataset. We parsed these files to get a more intelligible timestamped table format, which will also be made available. Besides data per video frame, we also calculated averages per minute for all characteristics (see Table 3.1), which are contained in the feature dataset.

Body postures from Kinect 3D sensor. We do not include the recorded 3D Kinect files in our dataset to keep our participants anonymous. Instead, we provide data files with analysis of the participant’s body posture per timeframe. These were extracted from the 3D Kinect recordings using the Kinect SDK. By fitting the Kinect skeletal model (see Figure 3.3, left), we got coordinates of all body joints per frame. This data will be made available. We further used these joint coordinates to determine joint angles between bones of the upper body, for example the angle between the upper and lower arm. Moreover, we determined bone orientations of the upper body relative to the x, y and z axis (see Figure 3.3, right), for example the angle between the left shoulder and the up
From the depth image the average distance of the user was also determined. Finally, we determined average angles per minute, which are contained in the feature dataset. We also calculated standard deviations for each minute, to determine features that indicate the amount of movement and changes in joint angles. These are also contained in the feature dataset.

**Physiology from body sensors.** We provide raw and preprocessed ECG data. The raw ECG signal was filtered as described in the TMSI manual: First a high pass filter (8Hz) was applied to filter out large fluctuations in the signal. A 15ms second delay was added, together with a delta filter to let the low frequency parts of the signal disappear. To be independent of the direction of the QRS complex (due to morphology of the ECG), we took the absolute signal. Finally, a moving window averager (0.1sec) was added to get the envelope of the signal. This yielded a filtered signal with clear peaks. The raw and preprocessed ECG data will be made available.

We also calculated the heart rate and heart rate variability. Therefore, we processed the filtered data further in Matlab. First of all we applied a peak detection algorithm to the filtered signal. To determine the heart rate, the found

---

5 We use a projection to the plane to distill only variance in one direction.
6 [http://www.tmsi.com](http://www.tmsi.com)
peaks were counted per 1 minute time-frame. Then we calculated the distance between the found peaks (R-R). To determine the heart rate variability we took the root mean square of all these peak distances (RMSSD). Due to some remaining noise in the signal, the peak finding algorithm sometimes failed to accurately detect peaks. Therefore we excluded all 1-minute time frames in which more than one peak distance appeared unusual. We defined an unusual peak distance as a distance larger than 1.2 seconds where probably a peak was missed (or otherwise the HR would be below 50bpm) or a distance smaller than 0.5 seconds where probably an extra peak was detected (or otherwise the HR would be over 120bpm). The resulting heart rate and heart rate variability are contained in the feature dataset.

Moreover, we provide raw skin conductance data. We also calculated the average skin conductance level by averaging the raw signal per minute, which is contained in the feature dataset.

3.5 Example Analyses

In this section we present some research that was done based on our dataset, as an example of its use.\(^7\)

**Work stress.** To find relations between the measured concepts, we performed a correlation analysis on the questionnaire data. We found that perceived stress is moderately related to high task load in terms of mental demand, temporal demand and frustration. Moreover, stress is related to emotion in terms of negative valence and high arousal. For more details on these results, see Koldijk, Sappelli, Neerincx, \textit{et al.} (2013).

To investigate the effect of our stressors on the participants’ subjective experience, we compared the questionnaire ratings of the neutral baseline condition with the time pressure and email interruption conditions (see Table 6.2). Under the stressor time pressure, participants experienced significantly higher temporal demand and higher arousal. The stressor email interruptions yielded reports of more mental effort, more positive valence and more dominance. We found that perceived stress did not differ significantly between the stressor and neutral conditions. Stress might be a too complex concept to measure in a short-termed work task. For more details on our results, see Koldijk, Sappelli, Neerincx, \textit{et al.} (2013). These analyses show the potential of using the dataset for research on the effect of work stressors on experience and behavior.

**User modeling.** We are aiming to develop algorithms that can estimate the level of workload and stress that a knowledge worker is experiencing from sen-

\(^7\)In Chapters 5 and 6 we provide more elaborate analyses.
Table 3.3: Subjective experience data (one rating per block). Average values for the Neutral, Interruption and Time pressure condition in the last 3 columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TaskLoad (NASA-TLX)</td>
<td>MentalDemand (0: low - 10: high)</td>
<td>How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g. thinking, deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching, etc.)?</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhysicalDemand (0: low - 10: high)</td>
<td>How much physical activity was required (e.g. pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc.)?</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TemporalDemand (0: low - 10: high)</td>
<td>How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which the task or task elements occurred?</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort (0: low - 10: high)</td>
<td>How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of performance?</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (0: poor - 10: good)</td>
<td>How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of the task set by the experimenter (or yourself)?</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustration (0: low - 10: high)</td>
<td>How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed and complacent did you feel during the task?</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Effort (RSME)</td>
<td>MentalEffort (0: no - 10: extreme effort)</td>
<td>How high was the mental effort for the tasks you just finished?</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion (SAM)</td>
<td>Valence (1 - 9)</td>
<td>How do you feel at this moment? (unhappy-happy)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal (1 - 9)</td>
<td>How do you feel at this moment? (calm-excited)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance (1 - 9)</td>
<td>How do you feel at this moment? (submissive-dominant)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress (VAS)</td>
<td>Stress (0: not - 10: very stressed)</td>
<td>How stressed do you feel?</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6 Discussion

To our knowledge, our dataset is the first in which a set of unobtrusive sensors from different research fields was used to collect data in a realistic office context, while stressors were manipulated.

In collecting and preprocessing the data, we encountered a number of challenges. First, simulating a realistic work setting and inducing stress was challenging. We do think that we succeeded in simulating a realistic work setting. Some participants noted afterwards, that although they knew that the emails were fake, they felt responsible to reply. We also think we were able to manipulate the working conditions with stressors: the questionnaire data showed that participants’ experience of task load, mental effort and emotion changed in the stressor conditions. Due to our experimental design of always starting with the neutral baseline condition, subjects might have experienced order or fatigue effects. We do, however, think that the relaxation phases helped participants to start each condition in a well-rested state. We did not find significant effects of our working conditions on perceived stress. Real-world stress might be complex, involving worries or thing outside work and stress building up over days. Therefore, a limitation of this dataset is that only short term effects of stres-
sors can be investigated. For longitudinal research on temporal (stress) patterns over days or weeks, we are currently recording the presented sensor suite in a real-world office.

A second challenge was synchronization of all data. Different sensors were recorded via different computers. We synced computer clocks, and most sensors made exact starting timestamps upon hitting the record button. Nevertheless, we cannot guarantee second-precise synchronization among modalities (especially the uEye camera start times may be somewhat unprecise).

Finally, using different sorts of sensors requires multidisciplinary expertise, like knowledge (and software) for processing physiological, image or Kinect data. Our contribution is to provide a dataset that not only contains raw data, but also preprocessed and aggregated data, which makes it easier for other researchers to use the data.

The strength of this dataset is its richness in terms of modalities and its size in terms of the amount of data per participant. Although limited in size of participants (25), initial experiments have shown that the dataset has sufficient power to detect significant differences. With the presented new dataset, automatic inference of a rich set of context information of a user in the office can be studied. It can be used to develop context aware systems to support knowledge workers during their work. Moreover, it provides ample resources for stress and work style related studies.

3.7 Conclusion

We identified the need of a rich dataset and its desired characteristics. In this chapter we described how we collected such a new dataset that overcomes drawbacks common in related work: We used a realistic office setting while stressors were manipulated systematically. We used a varied set of sensors: computer logging, video, Kinect 3D and body sensors. We preprocessed the data and extracted features per minute. The resulting dataset SWELL-KW will be shared with the scientific community. We presented a selection of research questions that could be answered with this dataset. As demonstrated, analyses of the data can yield insights in the effects of stressors at work, or on the relation between subjective ratings and the sensor data. The presented new affective and behavioral dataset is a valuable contribution to research fields like work psychology, user modeling and context aware systems.

The dataset has been curated and is archived sustainably by the DANS archive of KNAW at http://persistent-identifier.nl/?identifier=urn:nbn:nl:ui:13-kwrw-3e. More information on the dataset can be found at http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/SWELL-KW/Dataset.html.
Real-time task recognition based on knowledge workers’ computer activities

In this chapter, we present work on automatic task recognition. Computer interaction data of knowledge workers was logged during their work. For each user different classifiers were trained and compared on their performance on recognizing 12 specified tasks. We found that after only a few hours of training data reasonable classification accuracy can be achieved. There was not one classifier that suited all users best. We conclude that task recognition based on knowledge workers’ computer activities is feasible with little training, although personalization is an important issue.


The research on task recognition was performed during my Master internship. As the topic was relevant for my PhD thesis we decided to put effort in distilling the main findings and making a publication for the European Conference on Cognitive Ergonomics.
4.1 Introduction

Nowadays, many people spend their working days at a computer, coordinating different activities in several projects to create information products. We refer to these people as knowledge workers. Typically, they have to self-manage their work to accomplish all their tasks. Their course of action is not always self-planned but also determined by external causes, like phone calls, mails, information requests, other persons or appointments (Czerwinski, Horvitz, and Wilhite, 2004b), which easily results in a fragmented way of working. So, a good overview of tasks is important for them, but rather difficult to maintain. The goal of our research is to support knowledge workers with tools. This chapter aims at automatic task recognition to provide overviews of tasks performed.

Knowledge workers rely on software for communication, information gathering, document creation and work planning, so a vast collection of digital traces is left behind on their computer. These are available in the form of mouse motion, click events, key presses and active window changes. We use these traces to automatically infer what task a user is currently performing. In this way we automatically create a real-time overview of tasks for the user in an unobtrusive way.

As research has shown, more awareness of one’s own working process can have beneficial effects on the on-task behaviour and adherence to scheduled activities (Richman et al., 1988). A study by Johnson and White (1971) showed that mere self-observation caused a positive change in behaviour. By being able to easily look back at their behaviour, knowledge workers might get a better grip on their work style and improve it. Cognitive load and stress might be decreased.

Some systems that provide overviews of computer activity exist (e.g. Slife\(^2\), RescueTime\(^3\)), but they present low-level data in the form of time spent per application and websites browsed. They require the user to interpret for which task a specific program or website was used. In our research, minimal effort should be required from the user. So we aim at automatic recognition of tasks based on computer activities. We use not only application information, but also typical patterns of behaviour that originate from mouse and keyboard.

In the field of activity recognition, various activities are automatically recognized, for example activities in an adventure game (Albrecht et al., 1997) or computer activities, such as filling in a form or planning a meeting (Rath, Devaurs, and Lindstaedt, 2009). These activities have rather clear structures, involving predefined steps (see Natarajan et al. (2008)). Therefore, often model-based clas-

\(^2\)http://www.slifeweb.com
\(^3\)http://www.rescuetime.com
4.2 Task recognition framework

To recognize knowledge workers’ tasks automatically, a framework is necessary that specifies the mapping from low level computer interaction data to performed tasks. The following components are required to realize this framework:

1. A set of task labels that users intuitively use.
2. A number of useful features obtained from computer interaction data.
3. Different classifiers that map low level activity features to the defined task labels.

These components are described in the next three subsections.

4.2.1 Task Labels

To obtain more knowledge about tasks that knowledge workers typically perform, and which task labels they intuitively use, we developed a questionnaire. In total 47 employees from TNO (Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research) with various backgrounds and different functions completed this online questionnaire. The answers to the questions ‘What tasks do you perform and how do you use your computer to realize this task?’ and ‘Describe a typical working day’ were manually grouped into sets of similar answers. Task categories that clearly arose from the data were email, meeting and planning. These were mentioned by nearly anyone. Depending on the specific role or expertise of the knowledge worker several project tasks were mentioned, such as searching for information, analysing data, making a presentation or writing a report.
Many people also listed phoning, traveling, using social media, coffee breaks, talking with colleagues, doing some private Internet browsing, or having lunch.

The appropriateness of our identified task labels was confirmed by several knowledge workers. We investigated automatic task recognition for those tasks that are performed using a computer: Read mail, Program, Write mail, Write report/ paper, Organize/ archive data, Search information, Plan, Read article/ text, Make presentation, Make overview, Create visualization, Analyse data.

We learned that knowledge workers do not intuitively think in terms of applications to categorize their activities. They have a specific purpose or task in mind, which often requires the use of several applications. The tasks are in focus and the applications used depend on these tasks. Important to note is that some applications, like PowerPoint, are used for different tasks. Therefore task recognition is not a simple one-to-one mapping between an application and a task. Users also switch between different applications while executing one task, which became clear from the descriptions of some respondents. Our recognition model should be robust to this behaviour.

4.2.2 Features

Automatic task recognition requires relevant features. In our research, computer interaction data is used, which should be automatically logged. From this raw data useful features should be extracted, such that the classifier can discriminate between tasks.

We used uLog (software developed by Noldus Information Technology) to log mouse and keyboard actions, as well as the applications used. Thereafter, this raw data was processed to extract relevant features. All these features were calculated for a 5 minute time segment, which we assume to be long enough to average out fluctuations, but fine grained enough not to lose useful information. In this way we calculated for example how often the user clicked within the 5 minute segment, or how much of the time a certain application was in focus within this 5 minute segment.

Mouse features include

- the number of clicks and scrolls within the time frame.

Keyboard features include

- the amount of characters and special keys typed,
- the number of spaces and backspaces.

Application features include
• the application that was mainly in focus during the five minute time frame,
• features for typical applications like Word or Outlook, which indicate what percentage of time these applications were in focus.

Other features used are
• the number of different applications used within the time frame,
• the number of switches between applications,
• the time of the day.

4.2.3 Classifiers

For mapping simple features to higher level tasks, a classifier is used. All features determined for one time segment are provided to a classifier, which assigns a task label to this time segment. As knowledge workers’ tasks do not have a clear predefined structure, which could be modelled, we chose to use several common and rather simple data-based classifiers: KStar, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and Multilayered Perceptron.

For all classifiers we used Weka (Hall et al., 2009) with default settings. To investigate which of the different classification principles is most suitable in our domain, we compared the performance and learning curves of these classifiers.

The reason to use a single time segment for classification is that it simplifies the model, which yields fast task recognition and requires a small number of parameters to be estimated. This seemed a good starting point to us. This model is easier to train, than more complex temporal models, where the label of a segment is also determined by information from previous time segments. Moreover, training a temporal model requires more ground truth labels than our model, and in a real-world setting such a large labelled dataset is difficult to acquire.

4.3 Approach for framework evaluation

To evaluate our task recognition framework, we performed a field study in which data was collected from knowledge workers who were performing their daily job. These workers regularly annotated which task they were performing. This annotated data set was then used for several analyses. We aimed to investigate how good our framework is, in terms of classification performance and learning speed, for recognizing tasks performed by different knowledge workers.
We now explain the tool to collect annotated data in a user friendly way and then describe the method of our user study.

### 4.3.1 Tool For Collecting Annotated Data

For our study, the participants had to annotate their activities with task labels while working at the computer. A simple pop up reminding them to indicate which task they were currently performing was perceived as very annoying. Therefore, we created a more user friendly data annotation tool, which makes the labelling easier by suggesting task labels to the user. Classifiers were trained on the initially collected dataset of our pilot study. These are then used to automatically classify the previous five minutes of user activity. The recognized task label of one of the classifier types is then presented to the user in a small pop-up. The user can look back at the suggested task labels of the previous hour and confirm or correct them (see Figure 4.1). This approach makes it easy to check or correct activity labels whenever the user wished to. After one hour of new data the classifier is retrained to optimally predict suitable task labels for this user.

Besides making labelling of activities easier, we added two types of visualizations to make the use of the program more interesting for the participants. The first visualization depicts the performed tasks as a pie chart (see Figure 4.2). This gives the knowledge workers the possibility to look back and see which kind of tasks they were mainly performing over the days. The second visualization shows the activities of the knowledge workers as a Gantt chart (see Figure 4.3). In this visualization they can easily see the course of activities over the day. Our idea was that presenting users these visualizations gives them insights in their way of working and makes it more important to them to correctly label their activities.

### 4.3.2 Method

The exact method we followed for collecting annotated user data is described in this section.

**Participants** Eleven knowledge workers employed at TNO volunteered to participate in our two week data collection period (10 male, 1 female). All participants typically spent most of their working day at the computer and carried out a diverse set of typical knowledge worker tasks.
4.3. Approach for framework evaluation

Figure 4.1: View to check or correct the automatic labelling.

Materials  The participants worked at their regular work place on their own Windows desktop computer with mouse and keyboard. The logging tool uLog was installed on the machines to capture mouse, keyboard and application activity. The logging files were read out by a Java program and stored in a triple store database (Jena) on a server for further access. Another Java program was used to fetch the current activity data from the database (using SPARQL) and apply various classifiers from the Weka machine learning toolkit in order to suggest a task label to the user.

Procedure  First of all the required software was installed on the participants’ computers and its usage was explained shortly. The knowledge workers were instructed to start up the software at the beginning of the day and work as usual. During their work, the data capturing programs ran without attracting attention. Every five minutes, the recognition program analysed the user’s activity data and suggested a task label to the user in a small pop-up window. All participants used this same setup. They were told to regularly check the suggested task labels and correct them when necessary, either immediately after the pop-up or within one hour via the dashboard view (see Figure 4.1). It was explained to the participants that they could access some simple visualizations of the activities of the days, which were automatically made, via the dashboard whenever they wished to.
Figure 4.2: Dashboard with Pie chart visualization showing amount of spent time per task.

Figure 4.3: Dashboard with Gantt chart visualization presenting tasks performed during the day.
4.4 Analyses and results

The annotated data sets resulting from our field study were used for several analyses. In this section we present the analyses performed and the results obtained, beginning with a check on our chosen task labels and features. In the next subsection, the comparison of different classifiers will be described. Finally specific analyses regarding individual differences between users are presented. For results in full detail see Koldijk (2011).

The data collection phase resulted in eleven datasets, one for each participant. For a reliable ground truth only data with labels explicitly checked by the user were used in our analyses. In Figure 4.4 the amount of checked labels per user can be seen. As user J and B checked too few labels, their data was excluded from further analyses.

![Figure 4.4: Dataset - amount of checked labels per user. (Users ordered on amount of data, users J and B were excluded from further analysis because of too little data.)](image)

### 4.4.1 Task Labels and Features

First of all, we tested whether the defined task labels and the chosen set of features were suitable. Only the main insights are presented here (for more details see Koldijk (2011)). Regarding the task labels we considered confusion matrixes. In general, our task labels seemed appropriate. Typical confusions of tasks were mainly due to some tasks involving other tasks as subtasks (e.g. searching information being part of writing a document). Regarding our chosen features, we analysed their information gain. All our features turned out to be useful. Information about applications turned out to be a good feature among users, whereas mouse and keyboard activity as well as work style (e.g. switching behaviour) are good features on a per user basis.

### 4.4.2 Comparison of Classifiers

Next, we compared the selected classifiers in terms of performance and leaning speed. Details about the analyses and results are presented in the following two subsections.
Performance  We used the Weka machine learning toolkit to train and test several classifiers, in order to answer the question which classifier is best in recognizing tasks. The performance of the classifiers was measured as percentage correctly classified instances. For performance evaluation we applied 10 fold cross-validation. To make the estimate more reliable we ran this whole process ten times and averaged the results over the runs.

Labelling each segment simply as the majority task with Weka’s ZeroR classifier yielded us a baseline accuracy. We compared the performance of the following classifiers: KStar, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes and Multilayered Perceptron. All labelled data of one user at a time was used to train and test a classifier. This was repeated with all nine users’ data sets.

As you can see in Figure 4.5, for each user all tested classifiers performed better than baseline (which was given by ZeroR). It differed per user which classifier achieved the best performance. For example, you see that the Perceptron was clearly best for user A with a final classification accuracy of about 70%, whereas for user I Naive Bayes gave best results with 80% accuracy. For user E KStar slightly won with 75% accuracy.

From our analysis we can conclude that the classification accuracy is reasonably high in this office setting, but it is impossible to say which of the classifiers generally achieves the best performance. The different classifiers use very different principles to discriminate between tasks. There is thus not one principle that clearly works best in this domain. It might depend on the specific work style or characteristics of the user which method is most suitable. We analyse the differences between users in more detail in the section on individual differences.

Learning Curves  As a next step we investigated which classifier is fastest in learning to classify tasks. We simulated the growths of the data set in order to analyse the learning process of the classifiers. The user’s complete data set was first of all split into 10 folds, one of these folds held apart for testing. From the remaining folds data was randomly sampled creating increasingly large training portions. The first training portion contained 3 sampled data instances, the next 6, 9 and 12 instances. From then on the training portion size grew with 6 instances (= half an hour of data). Every classifier was then trained on each of these training portions, always using the fixed test sets to evaluate their performance. We plotted the classifier performances for different data set sizes as learning curves (values again averaged over 10 test folds and 10 runs).

Figure 4.5 plots the learning curves per user. It shows that, in general, the performance of the classifiers was at 80% of its maximum after only about 30 instances, which is only 2.5 hours of training data. The particular form of the learning curves differed per user. For user K, all classifiers learned slowly,
whereas for user E they all learned quickly. For user I, there was a great difference between learning curves, with Naive Bayes quickly achieving a high performance and KStar performing badly, whereas for user K, all curves were mingled up, showing no clear winner in terms of learning speed.

From this analysis we can conclude that the classification is in general learned quickly in this setting, but it is impossible to say which of the classifiers generally learns quickest. Again, specific characteristics of the users seem to influence how fast a model is learned and which classifier is most suitable.

Figure 4.5: Learning curves for the different classifiers, for some selected users. Note: ZeroR provides a baseline.

### 4.4.3 Individual Differences

We saw great variance in both final performance of the classifiers and their learning speed between users. This poses the following questions:

- Where do these performance differences come from, i.e. how do the users differ?
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- Given these individual differences, how does a trained model perform on a new user?

**Differences Between Users** A first aspect we considered are the differences in the users’ tasks. The distribution of tasks that the knowledge workers performed during the data collection period was analysed. Our results show that different users performed a different task mix. Some task combinations may be better distinguishable than others, so this can explain differences in classification performance.

A second aspect we considered is the typical pattern of behaviour of the users. Therefore we analysed the distribution of clicks, typing or other features per user and task. It turned out that even when users were performing the same task their behaviour differed (Koldijk, van Staalduinen, Raaijmakers, et al., 2011). For example user G typed extraordinarily many characters when writing a report and in general clicked more often than other users. Statistical analysis in form of a 12 (tasks) x 9 (users) MANOVA with all features as dependent variables showed a significant effect of task and user on almost all features. This means not only the task, but also the specific users are distinguishable on basis of the measured behaviour. These results hint at different users having a different way of working. They might for example differ in work style, for example thinking a lot and typing a sentence in one go versus quickly typing and retyping things. Or they might differ in mouse use, for example using mainly the keyboard to navigate versus using the mouse to point and click. These individual characteristics also make task recognition more or less easy to learn for various classifiers. From these analyses we can conclude that the task mix of the users and their typical behaviour is very individual. This explains why there is no ‘one classifier suits all’ solution.

**Generalizability of the Classifiers** Analyses thus far indicate that task recognition is very personal. It is thus the question whether a classifier can be trained on a set of user data and effectively be used to classify a new user’s behaviour.

To answer this question we first trained a classifier on the data of user A. We used this trained classifier to classify the test sets of all other users. Our results show that although the trained classifier worked fine on user A’s test set it reached a performance of only 20% on average on other users’ test sets. We can conclude from this that a classifier trained on one user does not work on other users’ data.

Then we tested whether a classifier could become more robust in classifying a new user when it was trained on a mix of several users’ data. The idea was that the classifier would not model specific details of one user, but pick up
general patterns common among users. We created training sets by sampling 30 instances per user of all but one user and trained classifiers upon these data sets. Then we tested its performance on the left out user’s data to test the generalizability of the model. It turned out that the average classification performance was only 20 to 30% in this setting. This is better compared to training on one user’s data, but far from satisfactory. We can conclude from this analysis that also a classifier trained on a mix of users’ data does not generalize well to new users.

4.5 Discussion

Our research showed that task recognition in the domain of real-world knowledge worker activities is possible, but there is no clear recommendation to which type of classifier to use based on classification performance and learning speed. No classifier consistently worked best for all users. So, one might wish to consider other criteria to select the most suitable classifier. In the final application classification should be performed efficiently, without taking too much processing capacity. This makes KStar less suited, as classifying new instances can take long, because the dataset grows. Furthermore, the classifier needs to be regularly retrained in order to keep optimally adapted to the current behaviour of the user. From this perspective, the Perceptron approach seems less suited, because training on new data takes very long. Consequently a Decision Tree or Naive Bayes approach seem most suitable for task recognition in practice.

Furthermore, our research revealed that recognizing tasks on basis of computer activity is personal. Users differ in terms of the tasks they perform and how predictable or difficult their task mix is. Moreover, different users seem to have their own individual way of working. Besides the factors analysed here, other factors might be of influence too. Users might for example have different interpretations of what makes up a specific task and in how precisely they label their activities. Within one user, however, there is a general structure which makes task recognition possible. In general, we can state that a classifier can best be trained for one particular user. When the tool is applied to a new user, we face the so-called cold start problem. This problem can be solved by asking the user what he or she is doing at several moments during one week, thus collecting a representative set of annotated data for this user. As little as 2.5 hours (30 instances) of representative training examples is enough to train a good model. After this week the tool could start to recognize this user’s tasks.

During our research we also gained some practical insights. First, some users reported that it was difficult to remember what exactly they had been doing. Some participants noted that the mere fact that they labelled their data made
them more aware of the tasks they were performing and some mentioned that this made them work more eagerly. So the data collection procedure, although designed to be unobtrusive, might have had some influence on the way of working. Another observation regarding data annotation was that the users were curious and interested in whether the tool would come up with correct labels, especially in the beginning, which motivated them to regularly check the labels. This curiosity and interest could be further exploited, making the annotation and the tool in general fun to use and game-like.

Furthermore, we observed in our experiment that users often think in terms of broader goals, not in terms of the specific methods used. This is in line with the differentiation that Heinze (2003) made (in Tahboub (2006)), describing an intentional level and an activity level. One might regard the more detailed description that the task recognizer comes up with as describing the specific activities performed, including all subtasks. Users agreed that they have actually performed these subtasks, but they themselves describe the tasks they performed during a day at a less detailed level, labelling only their intended main tasks. To capture this hierarchy of task labels one could take a series of subtasks over time to label the sequence with the intended main task label. Temporal models such as Markov models or conditional random fields could be considered for modelling these sequences, like is done in related research (e.g. Natarajan et al. (2008)). In this way, knowledge of tasks in general could be used to improve the classification, e.g. the fact that information seeking is often a subtask for another main task. One might also wish to use more flexible or overlapping time frames in order to find the exact beginning of new tasks. Nevertheless we see no need to make an overly complex model when with a simple model acceptable accuracy can be reached.

Enabling automatic task recognition is a first step of the SWELL project. With a broader view on the context and mental state of the knowledge worker, we aim to provide optimal support to improve well-being at work. Clearly not all work of a knowledge worker can be captured on basis of computer activity, e.g. time spent in meetings, phone calls, talks with colleagues or reading printed documents. To get a more complete view, we intend to make use of other sources of information. For situations when the user is not active on the computer, we can use information from the user’s calendar to fill in gaps. We can also use a camera and microphone to get more information about the user’s current situation, like talking to colleagues. Moreover the mobile phone can be a very valuable source of information with call logs, and built in accelerometers and GPS to infer movement and location of the user. We also intend to infer the

content the user is working on from documents on the computer. Besides that, estimating the mental state of the user is of interest, like the workload and stress level (Koldijk, Neerincx, and Kraaij, 2012). With this information, optimal support and coaching could be provided.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented task recognition based on computer activities in a real-life setting. Our research has shown that task recognition on the basis of PC activity is challenging but feasible.

First, task recognition involves more than a simple one-to-one mapping between an application and a task. This is due to interleaved activities, switches to subtasks and a mix of applications used that determine the task performed by the user.

Second, task recognition is very personal. Different users have different work styles and task mixes. Nevertheless, we saw that on an individual basis, the classifiers we used learn to recognize tasks quite fast, yielding a performance up to 80% which is reasonable high, considering the 12 possible task labels that are used.

Third, unlike other research, in which clearly structured tasks were modelled (see e.g. Natarajan et al. (2008)), our research has shown that task recognition also works for less structured tasks and more spontaneous activity, since our results were obtained using realistic data.

Fourth, comparison of several classifiers revealed that there is not one classifier that clearly works best in this domain.

Finally, since different users show different patterns of behaviour when performing a task, the classification model should be trained for each specific user to yield optimal task recognition. We concluded that no more than 2.5 hours (30 instances) of representative training examples is required to train a good model.
In this chapter, we describe how we applied visual analytics to the SWELL knowledge work dataset, containing information on facial expressions, postures, computer interactions, physiology and subjective experience. The challenge is to interpret this multi-modal low level sensor data. In this work, we alternate between automatic analysis procedures and data visualization. Our aim is twofold: 1) to research the relations of various sensor features with (stress related) mental states, and 2) to develop suitable visualization methods for insight into a large amount of behavioral data. Here we mainly focus on facial expressions, in Chapter 6 we analyze all modalities in more detail. Our most important insight is that people differ a lot in their (stress related) work behavior, which has to be taken into account in the analyses and visualizations.

---

5.1 Introduction

Stress at work is a serious problem, in the worst case leading to burn-out. The goal of the SWELL project (http://www.swell-project.net) is to help employees to detect patterns in work behavior with potential danger to well-being in time. Trends like ‘quantified self’ show a potential of collecting personal sensor data (e.g. heart rate, activity patterns) for health improvement. Vast amounts of data from different sensors can be recorded, yielding a multi-modal, time oriented, and multivariate data set. Interpreting this data in a meaningful way is challenging. In this chapter we describe how we applied visual analytics to a work behavior dataset. We alternated between data analysis to find structures in the data and visualizations to gain insights. This exploratory analysis was aimed at finding relations between work stress and behavior that can be measured with sensors.

Data: We used the multi-modal SWELL-KW dataset (Koldijk, Sappelli, Verberne, et al., 2014), which was collected in an experiment in which 25 people performed typical knowledge work (writing reports, making presentations, reading e-mail, and searching for information) for about 3 hours. We manipulated working conditions. In the neutral condition, participants were instructed to work as they would usually do. In one stressor condition, the participants got email interruptions and in the other stressor condition, participants worked under time pressure. As ground truth, questionnaire ratings of the participants were accessed after each condition for task load, mental effort, emotion and perceived stress. Work behavior data was recorded with various sensors: computer logging, camera, Kinect 3D sensor, and physiological body sensors. For the analyses presented here we used the preprocessed feature dataset, which contained averages per minute for several extracted features regarding: computer interaction, facial expressions, body postures, heart rate (variability) and skin conductance. We also had topic labels for what the participants were working on (Sappelli, Verberne, et al., 2014). The SWELL-KW dataset can thus be described as a multi-modal, time-oriented, and multivariate dataset. The dataset consists of 3000 data entries of 25 different participants (on average 120 data points per participant) and has 150 columns containing different features.

Research question: How can sensor data be used to gain insight into work behavior, specifically related to stress at work?

Contributions: 1) Research into the relations of various sensor features with (stress related) mental states; 2) Focus on differences between users and how to cope with them in data processing and visualization; 3) Towards visualizations for a large amount of behavioral data recorded with sensors.
5.2 Related work

5.2.1 Affective computing

Regarding the relation between stress and sensor data, Sharma and Gedeon (2012) provide a compact survey. Often, body sensors are used to measure the physiological stress response directly (e.g. skin conductance (J. Bakker et al., 2012), heart rate (Hogervorst, Brouwer, and W. K. Vos, 2013)). There also is potential in using outward characteristics, such as facial expressions, postures or computer interactions as indicators for the user’s mental state. Facial expressions are currently mainly used for inferring emotions, but people might also show facial expressions indicative of mental states. Craig et al. (2008) looked at facial expressions while students worked with an online tutoring system. Association rule mining identified that frustration was associated with activity in facial action units 1, 2 (inner and outer brow raiser) and 14 (dimpler); confusion was associated with AU 4 (brow lowerer), 7 (lid tightener) and 12 (lip corner puller). Moreover, preliminary results by Dinges et al. (2005) suggest that high and low stressor situations could be discriminated based on facial activity in mouth and eyebrow regions. Regarding postures, Kapoor and Picard (2005) present research in which posture data was successfully used for estimating interest (vs. uninterest). Mental states are also being estimated from computer interaction data. Results by Vizer, Zhou, and Sears (2009) indicate that stress can produce changes in typing patterns. We think also general human computer behavior, such as task switching or browsing, might be indicative of mental states. In general, the affective computing community often uses (black-box) machine learning algorithms to classify sensor data into mental states (see Sharma and Gedeon (2012)). Often one model is learned over all users. This work is different, as we are interested in finding underlying behavioral patterns related to stress, for individual users. Visualizing behavioral patterns may give users more insight and actionable information than just a stress labeling.

5.2.2 Visual analytics

The structures of our included data set fit well to the survey of Kehrer and Hauser (2013) for the visualization and visual analysis of multi-faceted scientific data. Most relevant are the characterizations for multi-modal, multivariate, and (spatio-) temporal data. From a task-based perspective we borrow concepts from exploratory data analysis. In particular, most relevant classes of techniques are feature selection, visual comparison, and feature relation. In our approach we have to identify and select features relevant to mental states. Regarding human motion analysis, a visual-interactive exploratory search system was presented
in Bernard, Wilhelm, et al. (2013). The results of the data characterization phase give an indication on the complexity of the feature selection and (pre-) processing tasks for respective data sets. A profound overview of feature selection techniques in general is presented in the survey of Guyon and Elisseeff (2003). Well-known examples for the visual-interactive specification and selection of features are the Polaris system (Stolte and Hanrahan, 2000) and approaches presented by Doleisch, Gasser, and Hauser (2003) and May et al. (2011). A visual comparison helps to show differences in behavior related to stress. A taxonomy for information visualization tools that support comparison tasks is provided by Gleicher et al. (2011). They distinguish between juxtaposition, superposition, and explicit encoding. Visual comparison tasks can also be supported through compact representations of multidimensional data with glyph designs. For a recent state-of-the-art report on glyph-based visualization we refer to Borgo et al. (2013). An important step in our approach is the identification of feature relations within our multi-modal data set. Multiple linked views are an important class for supporting the visual-interactive exploration of relations. In addition, superposition-based overview visualizations can support users in revealing relations between multi-modal features. In the approaches of Bernard et al., the users are guided towards interesting relations between clusterings of time series data and attached meta-data attributes (Bernard, Ruppert, M. Scherer, Schreck, et al., 2012; Bernard, Ruppert, M. Scherer, Kohlhammer, et al., 2012). In addition, visual-interactive approaches addressing relation tasks for mixed data sets are presented in Kosara, Bendix, and Hauser (2006), Alsallakh et al. (2012), and Bernard, Steiger, et al. (2014).

5.3 Data analysis and visual analytics

We carried out an iterative process by moving back and forth between data analysis and data visualization. In this process we gained a variety of insights in the nature of the dataset and its challenges, which we then aimed to address in the next iteration. Here we describe this process in detail.

5.3.1 General overview

We started with some general analyses on the dataset (Koldijk, Sappelli, Neerinckx, et al., 2013). A comparison of our working conditions (neutral, stressor email interruptions, stressor time pressure) with t-tests revealed that people showed differences in computer interactions under stressors. However, t-tests did not reveal an increase in experienced stress under stressors. As this result surprised us, we plotted the difference in stress for each participant in a
bar chart. This visualization revealed that for half of the participants perceived stress was higher under a stressor, whereas for a quarter of the participants stress was lower. When comparing conditions with t-tests, simple averages over all participants were taken, which kept such effects hidden. This brings us to our first main insight: Data visualization enabled us to view all 25 individual users and eased the identification of effects within subgroups. To be able to look into the data of individual participants, we implemented a visualization for the SWELL-KW dataset (http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentBrowser/Generic/Gantt_and_Numeric.html). Subjective experience data is displayed in relation to different sorts of data. For sensor data we use line charts to plot specific features over time. We applied machine learning techniques to the computer logging data to infer the current task (Koldijk, van Staaldruinen, Neerincx, et al., 2012). The categorical variables are plotted as Gantt charts (see Fig. 5.1). This is a starting point for giving insight into working behavior. The question that arises is: Are there interesting relations between subjective variables and features measured by the sensors?

![SWELL-KW dataset browser (extract). Topic and task worked on depicted (green: main task, blue: help task), together with the skin conductance level (measure of stress).](https://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentBrowser/Generic/Gantt_and_Numeric.html)
Figure 5.2: Interactive chord diagram of the correlations found in the SWELL-KW dataset. On hovering over a variable, all its connections become highlighted. The following groups of variables are depicted: questionnaire (red), physiology (gray), facial expressions (green) and computer logging (yellow) (posture features omitted for readability).
5.3.2 Relating subjective experience to sensor data

To investigate which subjective experience variable (stress, task load, mental effort, emotion; from questionnaires) is most closely related to measurable sensor data we performed a correlation analysis. For easier interpretability we decided to visualize the 150x150 correlation matrix as a chord diagram (Figure 5.2\(^1\)). On the circle, several variables are depicted. When a correlation stronger than 0.3 was found in the data, a connection is drawn between two variables. In the image, many connections between variables of the same source (same color) can be identified. More interesting for us, however, are connections between subjective variables (red) and the sensors. The most promising relation seems to be the one between mental effort and several features resulting from facial expression analysis (green). The question now is: How can we read someone’s mental effort from facial activity?

We used our dataset browser to plot the facial activity features most strongly correlated with mental effort, expecting to see clear trends, e.g. increase in lid tightening as indicator of increased mental effort. The results were disappointing. In general there is much fluctuation over time in the sensor data. Moreover, we see much variation between users: for some users specific action units are very active, whereas others show no activity in the specific facial region at all. The features with high correlations overall are not really insightful for individual participants. Some of the more ‘extreme’ users had a big influence in the correlation analysis. By using our visualization we were able to reveal individual differences, which need to be addressed. The question that arises is: Can we group participants in their characteristics for further analysis?

5.3.3 Typical user behavior groups

For the identification and comparison of different user groups we applied clustering techniques. Hierarchical clustering was used to reveal the amount of clusters (k) in the data and then k-means clustering was applied. We addressed each sensor separately and found that for each sensor the users were grouped differently. Clustering of computer activity data revealed that users differ in how they work: one group could be described as ‘copy-pasters’ (many special keys, a lot of mouse), the other as writers (many keystrokes). Clustering of facial activity data revealed that one group shows little facial activity, one group shows tight eyes and a loose mouth, whereas the other group shows wide eyes and a tight mouth. Clustering of body movement data revealed that one group

\(^{1}\text{see also} \) http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentAnalysis/CircleCorrelation-noKinect.html
sits rather still with their body and moves the arm a lot, another group moves the entire body, the last group just moves average. As users seem to differ in their general behavior, we normalized the data to make different users comparable: from each value, we subtracted the participant’s average. Thus we are now focusing on difference scores, e.g. how much more than average someone is frowning. The question is: Can we find strong features among all participants with this normalized dataset?

5.3.4 Filtering the set of features

To find the most relevant features (from the available >150 features) to predict mental effort, we decided to apply (information gain based) feature selection to our normalized dataset. Again, we plotted the best features with our dataset browser. But even with the data normalized per user, the best features in general do not seem to give any insights for individual users. The change in behavior still is very individual. We decided to focus on individual users and further explore their facial expressions.\(^2\)

5.3.5 Exploration of facial activity patterns

To investigate whether there are any meaningful patterns in the facial activity of individual users, we used the Acume behavioral data visualization toolkit (McDuff et al., 2011). The tool generates heat maps from facial action unit data and facilitates the comparison of different users and different working conditions. A comparison of users showed large individual differences regarding which facial regions show activity in general. When comparing data within a user, however, differences in facial activity between working conditions become visible. Inspired by the Acume toolkit, we implemented a heat map visualization, which enables us to see patterns in different features in one glance (Figure 5.3). This is an improvement over separate line charts, but to make the data better interpretable we think an avatar displaying the particular facial expressions would be an useful addition.

5.3.6 Details on demand: Visualizing facial activity

To render facial expressions on an avatar (see Figure 5.4) we used the HapFACS tool (Amini and Lisetti, 2013). We added this visualization as a detail-on-demand concept to the heat map visualization\(^3\). In addition to seeing general

\(^2\) In Chapter 6 we analyze all modalities in more detail.

\(^3\) see [http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentBrowser/heatmap/FacialActionUnits2/heatmap3.html](http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentBrowser/heatmap/FacialActionUnits2/heatmap3.html)
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Figure 5.3: A heat map of facial activity data of 2 participants. Different facial regions show changes in activity.

Figure 5.4: HapFACS avatar displaying different facial expressions of one participant while working

patterns in the heat map, the user can hover over a point in time to get a representation of the actual facial expression. Ideally we would want to add an indication of which facial expressions typically refer to high mental effort.

5.3.7 Grouping typical facial expressions

To find typical facial expressions related to high mental effort, we applied a supervised Self-organizing Map (SOM). The SOM takes facial action unit data together with annotations on mental effort and produces a map in which the regions are ordered according to mental effort. Each cell of the SOM contains a typical facial expression, which was visually encoded with a Chernoff face metaphor (Fig. 5.5; alternatively the avatars could be used). As a result, we found several facial expressions typically associated with a high or low mental effort.
Chapter 5. Visual analytics of work behavior data

Figure 5.5: Left: Self organizing map, sorted on mental effort; Right: Facial expressions related to mental efforts.

5.4 Conclusion and future work

In an iterative approach, we used automatic data analysis procedures and visualization techniques in order to answer our research question: How can sensor data be used to gain insight into work behavior, specifically related to stress at work? We found that mental effort seems to be most closely related to facial expression features. Which specific facial action units are most informative differs per user. By clustering we were able to identify several user groups. Even after normalizing our data per user, individual differences remained. By means of a heat map we were able to visualize meaningful patterns in facial activity for an individual user. The visualization was made more insightful by rendering facial expressions on an avatar. Finally, we identified several facial expressions that are typically related to a low or high mental effort. We conclude that facial expressions may be a promising measurable outward characteristic that can be visualized to indicate mental state patterns during work. The benefit of incorporating visual analytics to our problem, instead of a black box machine learning approach, was to gather a deeper understanding of the structures in our data and to gain insights from individual users’ data.

Important lessons learned are: 1) There are many individual differences. People experience stressors differently, people differ in their usual work behavior and people show different outward behavior under stress; 2) Machine learning techniques that build one general model over all users seem not to make sense under these conditions. Models should be trained on individual users or

4In Chapter 6 we analyze the use of all modalities for estimating mental states.
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groups of similar users. 3) A direct mapping from low level sensor data to subjective experience is hard. We rather suggest to first interpret low level data to a higher level e.g. raw computer interactions to tasks, facial action unit activity to meaningful facial expressions.

The presented results can serve as a baseline for a variety of future approaches. In future work, detailed analysis of specific users or user groups should be done, ideally with a dataset containing more labeled data per user. We now mainly focused on facial expressions. The combination of data from different sensors might be interesting to analyze and visualize. The presented analyses and visualizations should be integrated in an interactive visual analytics system. Finally, a user-study should be performed to evaluated whether the resulting visualizations can indeed help employees to detect alarming patterns in work behavior.
Detecting work stress in offices by combining unobtrusive sensors

The focus of this chapter is developing automatic classifiers to infer working conditions and stress related mental states from a multimodal set of sensor data (computer logging, facial expressions, posture and physiology; as described in Chapter 3). We address two methodological and applied machine learning challenges: 1) Detecting work stress using several (physically) unobtrusive sensors, and 2) Taking into account individual differences, as this was an important aspect revealed in Chapter 5. A comparison of several classification approaches showed that, for this dataset, neutral and stressful working conditions can be distinguished with 90% accuracy by means of SVM. Posture yields most valuable information, followed by facial expressions. Furthermore, we found that the subjective variable ‘mental effort’ can be better predicted from sensor data than e.g. ‘perceived stress’. A comparison of several regression approaches showed that mental effort can be predicted best by a decision tree (correlation of 0.82). Facial expressions yield most valuable information, followed by posture. With respect to individual differences, we see that information on the particular participant improves accuracy. So, especially for estimating mental states it makes sense to address individual differences. When we train models on particular subgroups of similar users, (in almost all cases) a specialized model performs equally well or better than a generic model.

This chapter is based on Koldijk, Kraaij & Neerincx. “Detecting work stress in offices by combining unobtrusive sensors”. Submitted to: IEEE Transactions on Affective Computing.
6.1 Introduction

Employees often report the experience of stress at work, which can in the worst case lead to burn-out. Stress is a broad concept referring to psychological and biological processes during emotional and cognitive demanding situations. We follow a pragmatic approach and decompose stress in three factors that can be measured more precisely: (1) the task load, which poses demands on the worker, (2) the mental effort, which the worker needs to handle the task and (3) the emotional response that is raised, in terms of arousal and valence.

In the area of stress research, questionnaires are commonly used to get insight in the general working experiences (e.g. Zapf (1993)), but little is known on the immediate effects of stressors at work. Work in the area of affective computing investigates the possibility of inferring stress and emotion from sensor data (see e.g. Matthews, McDonald, and Trejo (2005)). To investigate the direct effect of different degrees of mental load, typically standardized tasks are used in a lab setting, such as remembering digits. These tasks are very simple and not representative of ‘real’ office work. Furthermore, work on user state modeling is often performed in a process control context, e.g. on naval ships (Neerincx, Kennedie, et al., 2009) or in flight control. Only little work is done on user state modeling in an office context.

In the SWELL project we investigate how unobtrusive and easily available sensors can be used in offices, to detect stress and the context in which it appears in real-time (see Figure 6.1; Koldijk (2012)). Based upon this information, we aim to develop pervasive supporting technology that is optimally adapted to the current working context and mental state of the user. Knowledge workers can then directly act, gaining a more healthy work style and preventing stress.

Figure 6.1: SWELL approach.
building up. Trends like ‘quantified self’ already show the potential of collecting personal sensor data (e.g. heart rate, activity patterns) for health improvement. Personal sensor data is relatively easy to collect nowadays, the challenge is making sense of this data.

The focus of this chapter is on developing automatic classifiers to infer working conditions and stress related mental states from a multimodal set of sensor data: computer logging, facial expressions, posture and physiology. We present related work in Section 6.2. The dataset that we use is presented in Section 6.3. We identified two methodological and applied machine learning challenges, on which we focus our work:

1. **Using several unobtrusive sensors to detect stress in office environments.** We found that state of the art research in stress inference often relies on sophisticated sensors (e.g. eye tracker, body sensors), and/or uses data collected in rather artificial settings. We see possibilities to build human state estimation techniques for use in office environments. We aim to combine information from multiple weak indicator variables based on physically unobtrusive measurements. We address the following research questions: Can we distinguish stressful from non-stressful working conditions, and can we estimate mental states of office workers by using several unobtrusive sensors? Which modeling approaches are most successful? Which modalities/ features provide the most useful information? This helps to configure a minimal sensor set-up for office settings. We address these questions in Section 6.4.

2. **Taking into account individual differences.** We found that, in affective computing, often one generic model is learned for all users. This may work for something universal, as the expression of emotions. However, in earlier work (Koldijk, van Staalduinen, Raaijmakers, et al., 2011; Koldijk, Bernard, et al., 2015), we found that people differ in their (work) behavior: typical behavior of users already differs per person. Moreover, the way in which people express mental effort or stress may differ. This highlights a need to build personalized models for particular users or user groups, instead of one general model. We address the following research questions: How important are individual differences? Can we improve performance by building personalized models for particular user groups? We address these questions in Section 6.5.

Finally, we present our Conclusions and Discussion in Section 6.6.
6.2 Related work

Here we present related work on affective computing, more particularly on using physiology, facial expressions, postures and computer interactions (or preferably a combination of modalities) to infer the user’s mental state, e.g. in terms of stress. We describe the sensors that are used, in which context data is collected, which machine learning approaches are applied, and how individual differences are addressed.

Physiology Most often, body sensors are used to measure the physiological stress response directly. For a general overview of psycho-physiological sensor techniques we refer to Matthews, McDonald, and Trejo (2005). Most studies report on experimental environments, since this new technology is hardly deployed yet in work environments.

In research by Riera et al. (2012), for example, brain imaging (electroencephalography, EEG) and facial electromyography (EMG) data were collected. The authors show that these sensors can be used for monitoring emotion (valence and arousal) and stress. Although its great potential, we think deploying brain imaging in a daily office setting is not yet realistic.

Other common measurements in stress research are pupil diameter and heart rhythm (electrocardiogram, ECG). Mokhayeri, Akbarzadeh-T, and Toosizadeh (2011), for example, collected such data in context of the Stroop color-word test. They state that pupil diameter and ECG have great potential for stress detection.

The question that arises is: can we make an estimate of affective and mental states outside the lab? We see some potential for heart rhythm measurements (ECG) and skin conductance (GSR or EDA), with the rise of wearable sensors, which are becoming more and more integrated into devices as watches and bracelets. J. Bakker et al. (2012) e.g. measured skin conductance of 5 employees during working hours.

Setz et al. (2010) present work in which they use EDA measurements to distinguish cognitive load and stress. 32 participants solved arithmetic tasks on a computer, without (cognitive load condition) or with time pressure and social evaluation (stress condition). To address individual differences, data was also normalized per participant by using a baseline period. However, the non-relative features turned out to work better. Leave-one-person-out cross validation yielded an accuracy of 82% to distinguishing both conditions. The authors ‘suggest the use of non-relative features combined with a linear classification method’ (p.416).

Cinaz et al., 2013 present research in which they used ECG. 3 calibration tasks in a laboratory setting were used to induce low, medium and high workload.
This was used to train models, which were then used on 1 hour data recorded during office work. Data was aggregated over 2 minutes. They find that linear discriminant analysis (LDA) performs best in predicting mental workload (classifying 6 of 7 participants correctly), followed by k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and support vector machines (SVM). Measuring physiological stress reactions by means of EDA and ECG in office settings may thus be feasible.

**Facial expressions** There also is potential in using behavioral cues, such as facial expressions, postures or computer interactions as indicators for the user’s mental state. For an overview of machine understanding of human behavior we refer to the survey by Pantic et al. (2007). In related work, facial expressions are widely used for inferring emotions. The data are often recorded while emotions are induced in participants. The publicly available multimodal dataset described by Soleymani et al. (2012), for example, was collected in context of watching emotion inducing video clips and consists of: face videos, audio signals, eye gaze data and physiological signals (EEG, ECG, GSR, respiration amplitude, skin temperature). Although this dataset is very interesting, emotions in a daily computer work context are probably less intense than the valence or arousal experienced during watching a movie clip.

An interesting question is whether people show facial emotions during computer work, and whether their facial expressions are indicative of mental states. Preliminary results by Dinges et al. (2005) suggest that high and low stressor situations could be discriminated based on facial activity in mouth and eyebrow regions. They applied a Hidden Markov model. They state that their algorithm has ‘potential to discriminate high- from low-stressor performance bouts in 75 - 88% of subjects’.

Moreover, Craig et al. (2008) looked at facial expressions while students worked with an online tutoring system. Association rule mining identified that frustration was associated with activity in facial action units (AU) 1, 2 (inner and outer brow raiser) and 14 (dimpler); confusion was associated with AU 4 (brow lowerer), 7 (lid tightener) and 12 (lip corner puller). So, facial expressions are an interesting modality for detecting mental states.

**Postures** Regarding postures, Kapoor and Picard (2005) present research in which posture data was collected together with facial expressions and computer information while children solved an educational computer puzzle. Sensors in the chair were used to extract posture features (like leaning back, sitting upright) and activity level (low, medium, high). Posture information yielded the highest unimodal accuracy (82.52%) with an SVM for estimating interest (vs. uninterest). Performance was further improved by adding facial expression and
computer information in a multimodal Gaussian Process approach. We conclude that posture information and movement are an interesting source for estimating the users’ mental state. We see potential for posture measurements in the office, as with the Kinect, recently an affordable 3D camera with skeleton detection has entered the market.

**Computer interactions** Finally, in some research, stress or emotions are estimated from computer interaction data. Vizer, Zhou, and Sears (2009) provide an overview of related work, and they present own work on the effect of stress on keystroke and linguistic features. Participants first performed a mentally or physically stressful task (e.g. remembering digits or exercising) and were then asked to write an email. They applied the following classifiers: decision tree, SVM, kNN, AdaBoost and artificial neural networks. They state that ‘These techniques were selected primarily because they have been previously used to analyze keyboard behavior (e.g. kNN), or they have shown good performance across a variety of applications (e.g. SVM)’ (p.878). To address individual differences, data was also normalized per participant by using baseline samples. Results indicate that stress can produce changes in typing patterns. With an accuracy of 75% kNN generated the best results for detecting cognitive stress (based on normalized features). In general, normalization improved the accuracy of all techniques, with an average increase of 13.1%. Vizer, Zhou, and Sears (2009) conclude: ‘individual differences should be taken into consideration when developing techniques to detect stress, especially if cognitive stress is of interest’ (p.879).

In the work by Khan, Brinkman, and Hierons (2008) the user’s mood is inferred from their computer behavior. They aggregated computer activities within a 6 and 10 minute time window around mood ratings, and applied a correlation analysis. For 31% of the 26 participants they found significant correlations between keyboard/ mouse use and valence, and for 27% of the participants they found significant correlations with arousal. They further found that valence can better be predicted for users with more experience and less self-discipline, whereas arousal can better be predicted for users that are more dutiful.

Furthermore, Epp, Lippold, and Mandryk (2011) recognize 15 emotional states based upon keystroke dynamics. For classification they used decision trees as a ‘simple and low-cost solution’ (p. 719). They did not create user specific models due to the large variation in responses per user.

Finally, van Drunen et al. (2009) did research on computer interaction data as indicator of workload and attention. The participants performed a task in which they were asked to search for an item on a website. They found a correlation
between mouse data and heart rate variability. So, computer interactions may also be an interesting modality for detecting mental states.

To conclude, all four modalities have previously been used for mental state inference with some success, although most researchers collected data in a lab setting. Only some report on experiments that are more close to real-world situations. Several machine learning approaches are applied. In most cases, classification is used to distinguish 2 or more states. Sometimes, correlation analysis is performed to assess the strength of a relation. We aim to not only compare different classification approaches, but also apply regression models to make numerical predictions of e.g. mental effort. Several researchers find that individual differences play a role. In the models individual differences are not addressed or addressed by normalizing data per participant based upon a baseline sample. Making models for subgroups of similar users seems to be a new approach.

### 6.3 Dataset

To investigate which preferably physically unobtrusive and readily available sensors are most suitable to infer working conditions and mental states of knowledge workers, a data collection study was performed (Koldijk, Sappelli, Verberne, et al., 2014). We created a realistic knowledge worker setting in which the effects of external stressors on subjective experience of task load, mental effort and emotions, as well as the effects on behavior could be investigated. 25 participants performed knowledge worker tasks, like report writing. To manipulate the experienced task load, we chose two stressors that are relevant in the knowledge worker context: interruptions by incoming emails and time pressure to finish a set of tasks before a deadline.

The following data was captured with sensors: computer interactions via a computer logging tool, facial expressions via a webcam, postures via a Kinect 3D camera and physiology via body sensors. The raw sensor data was preprocessed, yielding the SWELL-KW dataset (for more details see Koldijk, Sappelli, Verberne, et al. (2014)). This dataset contains preprocessed data, aggregated per minute, for all 25 participants. It contains the following features (see Table 6.1): 12 computer interaction features, 40 facial expression features, 88 body posture features and 3 physiology features. Per participant ca. 45 minutes of working under normal conditions were collected, ca. 45 minutes working with email interruptions and ca. 30 minutes working under time pressure. The feature
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dataset is annotated with the conditions under which the data was collected. The possibly chaotic minutes at the very beginning and very end of each condition were removed. The dataset contains 149 features and 2688 instances in total (on average 107 minutes data per participant).

Moreover, the dataset includes a ground truth for subjective experience (see Table 6.2). This was assessed by means of validated questionnaires on task load (NASA-TLX, Hart and Staveland (1988)), mental effort (RSME, Zijlstra and van Doorn (1985)), emotion (SAM, Bradley and Lang (1994)) and perceived stress (own visual analog scale). 25 participants each rated 3 working conditions, which yielded 75 ground truth ratings in total. Note that one rating corresponds to 30-45 minutes of working behavior data. In our dataset therefore, we repeatedly annotated each row of one minute data with the ground truth of that condition. In previous work (Koldijk, Sappelli, Neerincx, et al., 2013) we found that the stressor working conditions indeed affected subjective experience, see Figure 6.2. Therefore, we can use this dataset for user state modeling in stress related terms.

In our work we make the following assumptions: 1) Facial expressions, postures and physiology were reliably inferred from the raw sensor data. 2) Aggregated data over 1 minute yields valuable information. 3) Subjective ratings provide a good ground truth. 4) The subjective rating given to the entire condition can be used as ground truth for each separate minute.

Table 6.1: SWELL-KW feature dataset. Data is preprocessed and aggregated per minute. The dataset contains 149 features and 2688 instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality (#features)</th>
<th>Feature type (#features)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Computer interactions (18) | Mouse (7)  
Keyboard (9)  
Applications (2) |
| Facial expressions (40) | Head orientation (3)  
Facial movements (10)  
Action Units (19)  
Emotion (8) |
| Body postures (88) | Distance (1)  
Joint angles (10)  
Bone orientations (3x11)  
(as well as stdv of the above for amount of movement (44)) |
| Physiology (3) | Heart rate (variability) (2)  
Skin conductance (1) |
Table 6.2: Subjective experience data (3 ratings per participants). Average values for the Neutral, Interruption and Time pressure condition can be found in the last 3 columns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TaskLoad</td>
<td>MentalDemand (0: low - 10: high)</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PhysicalDemand</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TemporalDemand</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Effort</td>
<td>MentalEffort (0: no - 10: extreme effort)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Valence (1: unhappy - 9: happy)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arousal (1: calm - 9: excited)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dominance (1: submissive - 9: dominant)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>Perceived stress (0: not - 10: very stressed)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Bottom part: The stressors affected several aspects of subjective experience. Top part: These aspects of subjective experience correlated with perceived stress. (* significant at the .05-level, ** significant at the .001-level.)

6.4 Using several unobtrusive sensors to detect stress in office environments

In this section, we aim to answer our first main research question: Can we distinguish stressful from non-stressful working conditions, and can we estimate mental states of office workers by using several unobtrusive sensors? To distin-
guish stressful working conditions from neutral ones, we use classification models (Section 6.4.1). Moreover, to estimate mental states, like the amount of mental effort and stress, we use regression models (Section 6.4.2). We compare the performance of several machine learning approaches and also investigate which modalities (computer interactions, facial expressions, posture, physiology) and which particular features are most suitable.

6.4.1 Inferring the working condition

We first investigate whether we can distinguish stressful from non-stressful working conditions, i.e. we try to predict whether a minute of data is from the normal working condition (N, 1028 instances), or from a stressful working condition (T&I, i.e. time pressure (664 instances) or email interruptions (996 instances)).

Comparison of different classifiers

We start with our first subquestions: Which modeling approaches are most successful? We selected the following types of classifiers (we used their implementations in the machine learning toolkit Weka (Hall et al., 2009)):

- Nearest neighbors: IBk (uses euclidean distance, we tested the following number of neighbors: 1, 5, 10, 20), K-star (uses entropic distance)
- Bayesian approaches: Naive Bayes, Bayes Net
- Support vector machines (SVM): LibSVM (we tested the following kernels: linear, polynomial, sigmoid, radial basis function)
- Classification trees: J48 (decision tree), Random Forest
- Artificial neural networks: Multilayer perceptron

(For a comprehensive and concise explanation of the different approaches, we refer to Novak, Mihelj, and Munih (2012)). Based on the presented related work we expect that nearest neighbors, trees and SVM perform well.

As features we always used the entire SWELL-KW dataset with features on 4 modalities: computer interactions, facial expressions, physiology and postures. For nearest neighbor, SVM and neural network we first standardized the features to 0 mean 1 std (as was done in Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006, for Bayes and trees scaling of the features is not necessary). We evaluated our models on accuracy, i.e. the percentage of correctly classified instances. We used 10-fold cross-validation. (This means that the data is randomly split into 10 equally
large folds. 90% of the data (9 folds) is then used for training the model, the remaining fold is used for testing. This is repeated 10 times, and scores are averaged.)

The results for the different classifiers are presented in Table 6.3. In general, a performance of about 90% accuracy can be reached in distinguishing neutral from stressful working conditions based on sensor data, which is high.

Regarding the different classification approaches, we find the following: The Bayesian approaches score only somewhat above baseline (61.7600%): naive Bayes (64.7693%), and Bayes net (69.0848%). This means the data is not well-modeled in terms of chance distributions, which is what we expected. Regarding the nearest neighbor classifiers, KStar does not work well (65.8110%). However, IBk (which uses an euclidean distance measure) reaches a really good performance with 10 neighbors (84.5238%). Looking up nearby data points thus seems to work for this dataset, which was expected. Also as expected, classification trees seem to work on our data: decision tree (78.1994%), and random forest (87.0908%). The advantage of a decision tree approach is that the model is insightful. The artificial neural network also yields a good result: 88.5417%. However, it takes very long to train a neural network model (1 hour in our case). Finally, the best results were obtained with an SVM (using a radial basis function kernel): 90.0298%. That SVM perform well was also found in previous work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE Majority class: Stressful (I&amp;T)</td>
<td>61.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>64.7693%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-star (nearest neighbor with entropic distance)</td>
<td>65.8110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayes Net</td>
<td>69.0848%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J48 (decision tree)</td>
<td>78.1994%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBk (nearest neighbor with euclidean distance), 10 neighbors</td>
<td>84.5238%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>87.0908%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer perceptron (neural network)</td>
<td>88.5417%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LibSVM (support vector machine), radial basis function kernel</td>
<td>90.0298%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Comparison of classifiers. Predict working conditions (N vs. I&T) from 4 modalities (Computer, Facial, Physiology, Posture).

Comparison of different feature sets

Now, we address our second subquestion: Which modalities/ features provide the most useful information? We continued our analyses with the SVM classifier, as this performed best.
First, we tested the following subsets: 1 modality (computer, facial, physiology or posture), a combination of 2 modalities, 3 modalities or all 4 modalities. We hypothesize that combining different modalities improves classification performance. However, for an office setting, excluding sensors to yield a minimal set-up would be preferable.

Our results are presented in Table 6.4. When using only a single modality, posture features yield best performance (83.4077%). When adding a second modality, facial features yield improvements (88.6905%). Only minor improvements can be reached when adding a third modality (physiology: 89.2857% or computer features: 89.1369%), and only a slightly higher accuracy is reached when using all four modalities (90.0298%). So, as expected, combining more than one modality improved performance, although the gains due to additional modalities are modest. In an office setting thus the most important modality to use would be posture, possibly combined with facial information.

We also ran feature selection in Weka\textsuperscript{2}, yielding a subset of the 26 best features for predicting the working condition. This set includes 17 posture features (13 features related to sitting posture, 4 related to body movement), 5 facial expression features (LidTightener, rightEyebrowRaised, Dimpler, looking surprised, and happy), 2 physiological features (heart rate, and skin conductance) and 2 computer interaction features (applicationChanges, and leftClicks). This confirms our hypothesis that features from different modalities can complement each other. With only these 26 features, still a performance of 84.5238% can be reached.

Conclusions

In this section we investigated the research question: Can we distinguish stressful from non-stressful working conditions by using several unobtrusive sensors? We found that a performance of about 90% accuracy can be reached, which is reasonably high. SVM, neural networks and random forest approaches yield the best performance. Also the rather simple nearest neighbor and decision tree approaches seem to provide reasonable accuracy. On the other side, Bayesian approaches seem less suitable for this data. With respect to the most useful modalities we find that posture yields most valuable information to distinguish stressor from non-stressor working conditions. Adding information on facial expressions can further improve performance. Computer interactions and physiology, however, showed no gains, which was unexpected given the presented related work on stress recognition based upon these modalities.

\textsuperscript{2}CfsSubsetEval with BestFirst search
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE: ZeroR (majority class I&amp;T)</td>
<td>61.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 modality (Computer, 18 features)</td>
<td>65.5134%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 modality (Physiology, 3 features)</td>
<td>64.0997%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 modality (Facial, 40 features)</td>
<td>75.4092%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 modality (Posture, 88 features)</td>
<td><strong>83.4077%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Computer &amp; Physiology, 21 features)</td>
<td>67.8943%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Computer &amp; Facial, 58 features)</td>
<td>79.1295%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Facial &amp; Physiology, 43 features)</td>
<td>79.9479%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Posture &amp; Computer, 106 features)</td>
<td>83.7798%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Posture &amp; Physiology, 91 features)</td>
<td>83.7798%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Posture &amp; Facial, 128 features)</td>
<td><strong>88.6905%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Computer &amp; Facial &amp; Physiology, 61 features)</td>
<td>81.2872%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Posture &amp; Computer &amp; Physiology, 109 features)</td>
<td>84.0402%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Posture &amp; Facial &amp; Computer, 146 features)</td>
<td><strong>89.1369%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Posture &amp; Facial &amp; Physiology, 131 features)</td>
<td><strong>89.2857%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 modalities (Computer &amp; Facial &amp; Physiology &amp; Posture, 149)</td>
<td><strong>90.0298%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only 26 best features</td>
<td>84.5238%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: SVM with radial basis function kernel. Comparison of using feature subsets to predict working conditions (N vs. I&T).

6.4.2 Predicting mental states

In the data collection experiment also information of subjective experience was collected after each working condition. We have information on: perceived stress, mental effort, emotion (i.e. valence, arousal, dominance), and task load (i.e. mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, frustration). We address the following question now: Can we estimate mental states of office workers by using several unobtrusive sensors?

Predicting different subjective variables

First of all, we investigated which subjective variable can best be predicted from our sensor data. Our main aim is to infer stress from sensor data. However, other relevant subjective variables may be more directly related to the recorded sensor data.

We used Weka to train linear regression models. For evaluation, we used the correlation between the predicted values and the true values. We also used RMSE (root mean squared error) as measure of error in the predictions. We applied 10-fold cross-validation again. As features we always used the entire SWELL-KW dataset with features on 4 modalities: computer interactions, facial...
expressions, physiology and postures.

The results for predicting different subjective variables from sensor data are presented in Table 6.5. The variable mental effort can best be predicted from our sensor data, yielding a reasonably high correlation of 0.7920 and the lowest RMSE. Other related subjective variables (perceived stress, arousal, frustration, valence, task load and temporal demand) can all be predicted equally well, with a lower correlation of around .7 (and a worse RMSE). This shows that mental effort is easier to read from facial expressions, posture, computer interactions and physiology, than e.g. stress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction variable</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental effort</td>
<td>0.7920</td>
<td>0.6115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td>0.7139</td>
<td>0.7024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal</td>
<td>0.7118</td>
<td>0.7044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>0.7117</td>
<td>0.7048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived stress</td>
<td>0.7105</td>
<td>0.7054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task load</td>
<td>0.6923</td>
<td>0.7241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal demand</td>
<td>0.6552</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Linear regression. Predicting different subjective variables from our 4 modalities (computer, facial, physiology and posture features). Data was standardized to 0 mean 1 std, for fair comparison of RMSE.

**Best features for each of the subjective variables** We also ran feature selection in Weka, to see which set of features is used to predict a specific subjective variable (see Tables 6.6 and 6.7). In general, most often several facial and posture features are selected for predicting mental states, sometimes combined with a physiological feature. It is interesting to see that the algorithm selects different specific features for different subjective variables. These selected features seem to make sense: e.g. skin conductance to predict stress and frustration, or the amount of error keys to predict arousal.

**Comparison of different regression models**

As the variable mental effort seemed to be best predictable from our sensor data we focus on this subjective variable for the remainder of our analyses. We now address our first subquestion again: Which modeling approaches are most successful? We selected the following types of regression models (we used their implementations in the machine learning toolkit Weka):

- Linear regression
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>MentalEffort</th>
<th>Stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facial</td>
<td>sad</td>
<td>surprised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>surprised</td>
<td>Au05_UpperLidRaiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scared</td>
<td>Au06_CheekRaiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rightEyebrowLowered</td>
<td>Au15_LipCornerDepressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gazeDirectionLeft</td>
<td>Au26_JawDrop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au06_CheekRaiser</td>
<td>Au43_EyesClosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au07_LidTightener</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au10_UpperLipRaiser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au17_ChinRaiser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture</td>
<td>2 posture features (leaning, left shoulder)</td>
<td>3 posture features (left shoulder, left wrist, head)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 movement feature (right elbow)</td>
<td>2 movement features (average body movement, right upper arm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiology</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>skin conductance level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Feature selection for the subjective variables stress and mental effort. (CfsSubsetEval with BestFirst, features were standardized to 0 mean and 1 stdv).

- Nearest neighbors: IBk (uses euclidean distance, we tested the following number of neighbors: 1, 5, 10), K-star (uses entropic distance)
- Support vector machine: SMOreg (we tested the following kernels: polynomial, radial basis function)
- Regression trees: REPTree (regression tree, i.e. sample mean at each leaf), M5P (model tree, i.e. function at each leaf)
- Artificial neural networks: Multilayer perceptron

We expected that a simple linear regression or tree approach, or the more complex SVM would work well with our data. As features we always used the entire SWELL-KW dataset with features on 4 modalities: computer interactions, facial expressions, physiology and postures.

The results on predicting mental effort from sensor data are presented in Table 6.8. Several models reach reasonable performance far better than baseline. The simple linear regression model reaches a comparable performance to the more complex support vector machine (correlation of 0.7920 vs. 0.7990; RMSE of 0.6115 vs. 0.6035). Furthermore, a model tree approach seems to work best
**Chapter 6. Detecting work stress in offices by combining unobtrusive sensors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
<th>Frustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facial</td>
<td>angry, scared, zHeadOrientation, rightEyeClosed, leftEyebrowRaised, Au06_CheekRaiser, Au09_NoseWrinkler, Au10_UpperLipRaiser, Au25_LipsPart</td>
<td>(quality), gazeDirectionRight, Au05_UpperLidRaiser, Au09_NoseWrinkler, Au14_Dimpler, Au15_LipCornerDepressor, Au23_LipTightener, Au43_EyesClosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture</td>
<td>6 posture features (head, shoulder center, left shoulder, left upper arm, left wrist, right upper arm), 1 movement feature (right lower arm)</td>
<td>4 posture features (left shoulder, left upper arm, left wrist, right upper arm), 5 movement features (leaning, left upper arm, left wrist, right upper arm, right lower arm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>nErrorKeys</td>
<td>nRightClicked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiology</td>
<td>heart rate variability</td>
<td>skin conductance level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Feature selection for the subjective variables arousal and frustration. (CfsSubsetEval with BestFirst, features were standardized to 0 mean and 1 stdv).

with a correlation between predicted and real mental effort of 0.8221 and the lowest RMSE (0.5739). This is in line with our expectations.

**Comparison of different feature sets**

For its good performance and speed, we decided to continue our analyses with the model tree. We now address our second subquestion again: Which modalities/features provide the most useful information?

We tested the following subsets: 1 modality (computer, facial, physiology or posture), a combination of 2 modalities, 3 modalities or all 4 modalities. We hypothesize that combining different modalities improves classification performance. However, for an office setting, excluding sensors to yield a minimal set-up would be preferable.

Our results are presented in Table 6.9. When using only a single modality, facial features yield the best performance with a correlation between predicted and true values of 0.8091. When adding a second modality, only posture features yield a slight improvement (0.8300). No real improvement is gained when
6.4. Using several unobtrusive sensors to detect stress in office environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZeroR (baseline)</td>
<td>-0.0703</td>
<td>1.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kstar (nearest neighbor with entropic distance)</td>
<td>0.5875</td>
<td>0.9104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBk (nearest neighbor with euclidean distance, 5 neighbors)</td>
<td>0.7330</td>
<td>0.7229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPTree (regression tree)</td>
<td>0.7577</td>
<td>0.6534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron (neural network)</td>
<td>0.7763</td>
<td>0.7064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression</td>
<td>0.7920</td>
<td>0.6115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOreg (SVM), with radial basis function kernel</td>
<td>0.7990</td>
<td>0.6035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5P (model tree)</td>
<td>0.8221</td>
<td>0.5739</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: Comparison of regression models. Predict mental effort from 4 modalities (Computer, Facial, Physiology, Posture). Data was standardized to 0 mean 1 std, for fair comparison of models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASELINE: ZeroR</td>
<td>-0.0637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 modality (Computer, 18 features)</td>
<td>0.1545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 modality (Physiology, 3 features)</td>
<td>0.5715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 modality (Facial, 40 features)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8091</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 modality (Posture, 88 features)</td>
<td>0.5896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Computer &amp; Physiology, 21 features)</td>
<td>0.5527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Computer &amp; Facial, 58 features)</td>
<td>0.8027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Facial &amp; Physiology, 43 features)</td>
<td>0.7891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Posture &amp; Computer, 106 features)</td>
<td>0.6254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 modalities (Posture &amp; Physiology, 91 features)</td>
<td>0.7644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 modalities (Posture &amp; Facial, 128 features)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8300</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Computer &amp; Facial &amp; Physiology, 61 features)</td>
<td>0.7909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Posture &amp; Computer &amp; Physiology, 109 features)</td>
<td>0.7718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Posture &amp; Facial &amp; Computer, 146 features)</td>
<td>0.8182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 modalities (Posture, Facial, Physiology, 131 features)</td>
<td>0.8295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 modalities (Computer, Facial, Physiology, Posture, 149)</td>
<td><strong>0.8309</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Only 25 best features</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8416</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.9: Decision tree (M5P). Comparison of feature subsets to predict mental effort. (* slightly differs from result in Table 6.8, as for the tree here non-standardized features were used.)
adding more modalities. Contrary to our expectations, it seems best to merely use facial features, or just add posture information to predict mental effort.

We also ran feature selection in Weka\textsuperscript{3}, yielding a subset of the 25 best features for predicting mental effort with a model tree. This subset includes 10 facial features (BrowLowerer, UpperLidRaiser, LidTightener, UpperLipRaiser, looking sad, angry, left and right eyebrows lowered, xHeadOrientation, and gazeDirectionLeft), 9 posture features (5 features related to sitting posture, and 4 related to body movement), 2 physiological features (heart rate, and skin conductance), and 4 computer interaction features (right click, double click, direction keys, and error keys). This confirms our hypothesis that features from different modalities can complement each other. With only these 25 features a performance of 0.8416 can be reached, which is slightly better than the best accuracy, which was reached with all 149 features (0.8309). Although for a real-world office setting it might be more interesting to restrict the setup to only facial expressions, which worked well as single modality (0.8091).

**Conclusions**

In this section we investigated the research question: Can we estimate mental states of office workers by using several unobtrusive sensors? First of all, we found that mental effort seems to be the variable that can be best predicted from our sensor data (better than stress, arousal, frustration, valence, task load or temporal demand). A comparison of different regression models showed that a performance of 0.8221 can be reached with a model tree, which is reasonably high. Also linear regression models, or SVMs provide good accuracy. With respect to the most useful modalities we find that facial expressions yield most valuable information to predict mental effort. Adding information on posture can slightly improve performance.

6.5 **Taking into account individual differences**

Until now, we built one generic model over all users. Now, we address our second main research question: How important are individual differences? First we investigate the role of individual differences regarding working conditions (Section 6.5.1), then regarding mental states (Section 6.5.2). Finally, we investigate the performance of models that were built for specific user groups (Section 6.5.3).

\textsuperscript{3}Wrapper for M5P with BestFirst search
6.5. Taking into account individual differences

6.5.1 Individual differences regarding working condition

We start with investigating the role of individual differences in the classification problem, i.e. predicting whether a data point is from the normal working condition, or from a stressful working condition.

**Participant ID as feature** To investigate in how far the models benefit from participant information, we add the participant ID as feature to the dataset. Recall that a SVM predicting stressor vs. non-stressor working conditions based on all 4 modalities reached a performance of 90.0298%. When we add participant ID to the set of features, the SVM reaches a comparable performance: 89.6577%. This means that knowledge on which specific user needs to be classified, yields no valuable information to the model.

We performed feature selection to test the relative importance of the participant ID feature. We find that the participant ID feature has a very low information gain and gain ratio, and is not selected in the subset of best features for predicting the working condition.

As decision trees provide most insight, we decided to also apply this model to our data. When we inspect the built decision tree, we see that participant ID is a feature which occurs relatively late in the tree. It is thus not the case that the model builds different sub-trees for different users. However, it is the case that towards the end of a branch describing particular behavior, a split-point based on the participant can be found. So the same behavior may need to be interpreted differently, depending on the user at hand. This may indicate that different users display stress in different ways.

**Test on unseen user** Furthermore, we investigated how general models perform on new, unseen users. Therefore, we trained a SVM on 24 user’s data and test it on a left out, unseen, user (leave-one-subject-out cross validation). What we see is a drop in performance. It differs per user how bad this drop is. Remember that 10-fold cross-validation yielded a performance of 90.0298%. When testing on an unseen user, the model reaches an average accuracy of only 58.8887%. (Recall that the baseline for our dataset was 61.76%). The worst performance was reached for participant 21, namely 37.5000%. The best performance was reached for participant 2, namely 88.3495%. The standard deviation between performances on different users was with 11.6376%-points relatively high. Whether a model performs well on a new, unseen user may depend on the similarity of the new user to previous users.
Conclusions  With respect to distinguishing stressor from non-stressor working conditions, we see that information on the particular participant does not improve classification accuracy. We also find, that the participant ID is not important enough to be selected as one of the best features for this classification task. In the decision tree, the participant ID only appears late in the branches, helping to interpret the same behavior differently for different users. When we test a generic model on an unseen user, we see a drop in performance. It differs per user how big this drop is. This may depend upon the similarity of the new user to previous users.

6.5.2 Individual differences regarding mental states

We now investigate the role of individual differences in the regression problem, i.e. predicting the amount of mental effort based on sensor data.

Participant ID as feature  To investigate in how far the models benefit from participant information, we add the participant ID as feature to the dataset again. Recall that a decision tree predicting mental effort based on all 4 modalities reached a performance of 0.8221 (RMSE was 0.5739). When we add participant ID to the set of features, the decision tree reaches a higher performance: 0.9410 (RMSE is 0.3383). This means that knowledge on the specific user yields valuable information to the model.

We performed feature selection to test the relative importance of the participant ID feature. We find that the participant ID is selected in the subset of 13 best features for predicting mental effort (besides 9 facial expression and 3 posture features).

When we inspect the built decision tree we see that the participant ID is included in the regression formulas: for groups of users specific weights are added or subtracted.

Test on unseen user  Furthermore, we also investigated how generic models perform on new, unseen users. Therefore, we trained a decision tree model on 24 user’s data and test it on a left out, unseen, user (leave-one-subject-out cross validation). What we see is a drop in performance. Remember that 10-fold cross-validation yielded a performance of 0.8221 (RMSE 0.5739). When testing on an unseen user, the model reaches an average correlation of only 0.0343 (average RMSE: 1.1684). (Recall that the baseline for our dataset was a correlation of -0.0703, with an RMSE of 1.0004). Predicting the mental effort of an unseen user is thus difficult. In terms of correlation, the worst performance was reached for participant 20, namely a negative correlation of -0.4311. The best performance
was reached for participant 5, namely a correlation of 0.7241. The standard
deviation between performances on different users was with 0.2800 reasonably
high. Whether a model performs well on a new, unseen user may depend on
the similarity of the new user to previous users.

Conclusions  With respect to estimating mental states, we see that information
on the particular participant improves the mental effort estimates. The partici-
pant ID is even important enough to be selected as one of the best features for
this regression task. In the regression formulas we see that specific weights are
added or subtracted for groups of users. A general model tested on a new user
does not perform well. This suggests that especially for the task of estimating
mental states it makes sense to address individual differences.

6.5.3 Addressing individual differences

Finally, we investigate how individual difference can be addressed. We test
whether the performance of the regression models for a single modality can be
improved when distinct models are made for groups of similar users.

Clustering of users  In previous work (Koldijk, Bernard, et al., 2015) we clus-
tered users into groups, with respect to their average level of: computer activity,
facial expressions or postures. Hierarchical clustering was used to reveal the
amount of clusters (k) in the data and then k-means clustering was applied. We
addressed each sensor separately and found that for each sensor the users were
grouped differently. This yielded, for each modality, particular groups of similar
users.

Computer activity groups  We found that, based on average computer activ-
ity, 2 groups of users can be discriminated: the ‘writers’ (16 participants (PP),
many keystrokes) and the ‘copy-pasters’ (9 PP, much mouse activity and spe-
cial keys). Recall that the performance of a decision tree with only computer
activity features for predicting mental effort yielded a performance of 0.1545.
When training and validating a model only on the ‘writers’, we find an equal
correlation of 0.1668 for predicting mental effort. When training and validating
a model only on the ‘copy-pasters’, we find a higher correlation of 0.3441.

Furthermore, we applied feature selection to find the features most predictive
of mental effort for both groups. For ‘writers’, the best features to predict mental
effort are: amount of right clicks and scrolling. For ‘copy-pasters’, however, the
best features to predict mental effort are: the amount of dragging, shortcut keys,
application and tabfocus changes, as well as the error key ratio.
Facial action unit groups  We found that, based on average facial action unit activity, 3 groups of users can be discriminated: The ‘not very expressive’ ones (16 PP), the ‘eyes wide & mouth tight’ group (3 PP), and the ‘tight eyes & loose mouth’ group (6 PP). Recall that the performance of a decision tree with only facial features for predicting mental effort yielded a performance of 0.8091. When training and validating a model only on the ‘not very expressive’, we find a slightly worse correlation of 0.7892. When training and validating a model only on the ‘eyes wide & mouth tight’ group, we find an equal correlation of 0.8091. When training and validating a model only on the ‘tight eyes & loose mouth’ group, we find a higher correlation of 0.8742.

Furthermore, we applied feature selection to find the features most predictive of mental effort for both groups. For ‘not very expressive’ users, the best features to predict mental effort include the action units: Dimpler and LipsPart. For ‘eyes wide & mouth tight’ users, the best features to predict mental effort include the action units: LidTightener, UpperLipRaiser, LipCornerPuller and ChinRaiser. For ‘tight eyes & loose mouth’ users, the best features to predict mental effort include the same action units, but additionally also: BrowLowerer, Dimpler, MouthStretch and EyesClosed.

Body movement groups  We found that, based on average body movement, 3 groups of users can be discriminated: the group that ‘sits still & moves right arm’ (5 PP), the group that ‘moves body a lot & wrist less’ (6 PP) and the group that ‘moves average’ (14 PP). Recall that the performance of a decision tree with only posture features for predicting mental effort yielded a performance of 0.5896. When training and validating a model only on the group that ‘sits still & moves right arm’, we find a higher correlation of 0.7564. When training and validating a model only on the group that ‘moves body a lot & wrist less’, we find a higher correlation of 0.8488. When training and validating a model only on the group that ‘moves average’, we find a higher correlation of 0.6917.

Conclusions  When we train models on particular subgroups of similar users, (in almost all cases) a specialized model performs equally well or better than a general model. With respect to computer activity, the model for ‘writers’ performs similar to a general model, whereas a model for ‘copy-pasters’ outperforms our general model. With respect to facial activity, the model for ‘not very expressive’ users performs slightly worse than a general model. However, the model for the ‘eyes wide & mouth tight’ group performs the same as our general model. And the model for the ‘tight eyes & loose mouth’ group really outperforms our general model. Finally, with respect to posture, all models for the sub-groups really outperform our general model. We also find that for differ-
ent user groups, different features are selected. To apply models for subgroups of users in office settings, data of an initialization phase may be necessary to categorize a user into one of the subgroups based upon his average behavior.

6.6 Conclusions and Discussion

In this chapter we investigated different machine learning approaches to infer working conditions and mental states from a multimodal set of sensor data (computer logging, facial expressions, posture and physiology).

We addressed two methodological and applied machine learning challenges: 1) Detecting work stress using several (physically) unobtrusive sensors. We first answered the following research question: Can we distinguish stressful from non-stressful working conditions by using several unobtrusive sensors? We found that a performance of about 90% accuracy can be reached. SVM, neural networks and random forest approaches work best. Also the rather simple nearest neighbor and decision tree approaches seem to provide reasonable accuracy. With respect to the most useful modalities we find that posture yields most valuable information to distinguish stressor from non-stressor working conditions. Adding information on facial expressions further improves performance.

Moreover, we answered the research question: Can we estimate mental states of office workers by using several unobtrusive sensors? Mental effort seems to be the variable that can be best predicted from our sensor data (better than e.g. stress). A comparison of different regression models showed that a performance of 0.8221 can be reached. Model trees yield the best performance. Also linear regression models, or SVMs provide good accuracy. With respect to the most useful modalities we find that facial expressions yield most valuable information to predict mental effort. Adding information on posture can slightly improve performance.

Then, we addressed the second methodological and applied machine learning challenge: 2) taking into account individual differences. We first answered the research question: How important are individual differences? With respect to distinguishing stressor form non-stressor working conditions, we see that information on the participant is not important enough to be selected as one of the best features. In the decision tree, the participant ID only appears late in the branches. When we test a generic model on an unseen user, we see a drop in performance. It differs per user how big this drop is. This may depend upon the similarity of the new user to previous users. With respect to estimating mental states, we see that information on the participant is important enough to be selected as one of the best features. In the regression formulas we see that specific weights are added or subtracted for groups of users. We further find
that a general model tested on a new user does not perform well. This suggests that especially for the task of estimating mental states it makes sense to address individual differences. It should be investigated in future work why individual differences seem to play a bigger role in estimating mental states than in distinguishing neutral from stressor working conditions.

Finally, we answered the research question: Can we improve performance by building personalized models for particular user groups? When we train models on particular subgroups of similar users, (in almost all cases) a specialized model performs equally well or better than a general model. Especially with respect to facial activity, the model for the group ‘tight eyes & loose mouth’ really outperforms our general model. Also, with respect to posture, all models for the sub-groups really outperform our general model. We also find that for different user groups, different features are selected.

We have to note that, a good approach to address individual differences could also be to build models for single users. However, the amount of data we had available per participant here was not enough (only 3 different subjective ratings).

Our work was based on several assumptions, on which we will comment now: 1) Facial expressions, postures and physiology were reliably inferred from the raw sensor data. The data that we used here, was captured in a realistic office setting in an experimental context, which means that the quality of all recordings was high. In a real-world office setting recordings may be more noisy, e.g. facial expression recognition may be less reliable with bad lighting, or when the user is not positioned well in front of the camera. Moreover, specialist equipment for capturing physiology was used here. In real-world settings, devices like smart measuring watches may provide less reliable data.

2) Aggregated data over 1 minute yields valuable information. There are many potential choices on how to handle the aspect of time. Here we chose to aggregate data per minute and classify each minute separately. Alternatively, different time-frames can be considered. Moreover, a model that takes into account relations between time-frames may be suitable. Finally, we have to note that consecutive minutes may be very similar. A random split for cross-validation may thus contain test cases that are very similar to training cases. This effect may be stronger when data of less different participants is used. On the one side, learning from similar examples is exactly what machine learning aims to do. On the other side, we have to note that such very similar minutes may cause high accuracy in evaluation.

3) Subjective ratings provide a good ground truth. There is debate on whether subjective ratings provide a good ground truth. An alternative would be to use e.g. physiology as ground truth for stress. Here we chose to use sub-
jective ratings, because we expected that physiological stress reactions in office setting would not to be very strong.

3) The subjective rating given to the entire condition can be used as ground truth for each separate minute. It may be argued that stress experienced due to time pressure or incoming emails, may become stronger as the deadline comes closer or more emails have interrupted the user. Therefore, one could argue to only use the data from the last part of the condition. As we do not have too much data per participant, however, we decided to include the entire condition. Moreover, behavior may fluctuate over time. Not each minute may include signs of stress, whereas others do. The good accuracy of the classification and regression approaches, however, indicates that not too much noise was introduced into our models in this way.

To conclude, the four modalities were successfully used in an office context. Several classification and regression models were compared to find the most suitable approach. We also investigated which modalities and features were most informative. Besides applying generic models, we investigated the role of individual differences. We showed how models for subgroups of similar users can be made.

We have to note that we did all analyses on one specific dataset, the SWELL-KW dataset. Our results may be dependent on specific characteristics of this dataset. First of all, the participants’ behavior is dependent on the specific tasks we gave them. This may be especially reflected in our computer interaction data: part of the interactions we record are related to the tasks of writing reports and making presentations. Note however, that the tasks themselves stayed the same for all 3 working conditions, the only thing that may have changed due to our stressors is the manner of working. Computer logging can capture, besides task related aspects, general computer interaction characteristics that change under stress, e.g. a faster typing speed or quicker window switching. These may generalize to other office working contexts, and are thus independent of our chosen tasks. Second, the specific stressors we chose, time pressure and email interruptions, may have a specific influence on the participants behavior, like a quicker work pace or more effort to concentrate on the task at hand. This may explain why stress itself was harder to predict from our sensor data. Mental effort may be more closely related to the behavior displayed under these stressors. Finally, the (behavioral) signs of stress may be intertwined with a specific way of working. An interesting question is in how far the results found in our knowledge work context hold for stress detection in general. Throughout our

---

4We also did research on automatic task recognition to investigate the manner of working. A visualization of these results can be seen here: http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/Visualization/ExperimentBrowser/Generic/Gantt_and_Numeric2.html
analyses, the facial expression features proved to be well suited. We think that facial expressions are a rather general expression of mental effort, which holds among different contexts. Moreover, posture features proved suitable. These have a little less generalizability, as the participant’s posture is clearly related to the task of working behind a computer. However, it may be independent of the exact tasks that are performed. All in all, we can conclude that in future work our analyses should be applied to another dataset to prove the generalizability of the findings presented in this paper.

In general, the affective computing community often uses (black-box) machine learning algorithms to classify sensor data into mental states. In this work, we also investigated which behavior (e.g. typical facial activity, leaning forward, sitting still) that can be captured with sensors, is indicative of mental states related to stress. We see potential in building inference models that use an intermediate behavioral layer. This is in line with what S. Scherer et al. (2012) propose. We expect that a model with a more abstract intermediate behavior layer is more robust to individual differences and generalizes better over different users. This should be investigated in future work. In previous work (Koldijk, Bernard, et al., 2015), we e.g. applied a supervised Self-organizing Map (SOM) to find typical facial expressions related to high mental effort, which could be used as intermediate behavior layer. The same analyses could be applied to posture or computer interaction data, to yield more behavioral patterns for a layered model.
Chapter 7

Human-centered development method for effective and privacy-friendly context aware support systems - A case study

This chapter presents an improved human-centered development method, tailored to the design of effective and privacy-friendly context aware support systems. We refined the ‘situated cognitive engineering’ methodology on two aspects: 1) defining the to be sensed ‘context’ during the requirements engineering process, and 2) addressing functional and non-functional requirements coherently. We particularly focus on analyzing user concerns, complementing the analysis with a privacy impact assessment, and suggesting ways to address privacy in CAS. We present a case study: the development of the context aware SWELL system, which collects various contextual information to provide support for well-being at work. We found that users’ data collection preferences are diverse and are based on individual trade-offs regarding privacy. The described human-centered development method supports balanced design decisions and requirements specifications on data collection. The resulting CAS is grounded in theory, takes into account technical possibilities and specifically addresses user concerns regarding data collection and privacy. We therefore recommend this approach for the development of other CAS.

7.1 Introduction

Advances in sensing, the rise of smartphones and mobile internet, together with trends such as ubiquitous user modeling and personalization have led to new possibilities in the area of supporting context-aware systems (CAS) and such applications are now very common. Context-awareness for applications has been broadly defined as the use of environmental elements by applications to personalize their service for the user (Abowd et al., 1999). A simple example is given by a navigation application: you tell the application where you want to go, the explicit data, while the application obtains your current location from the mobile device, which is then the contextual data. Until now, many CAS make use of the users’ external context, like location, temperature, sound, time or surrounding users (Hong, Suh, and Kim, 2009).

From a technological perspective, we can build even richer user models, including the users’ internal context, like mental states or emotions. Porayska-Pomsta et al. (2013) showed that several mental states (stressed, embarrassed, ill-at-ease, bored, focused, hesitant, relieved) can be recognized during job interviews based on social cues sensed by a Kinect 3D camera. Researchers were able to infer personality traits from email messages (Shen, Brdiczka, and Liu, 2013). Moreover, the field of affective computing aims to infer emotions from speech, facial expressions, body movements (Tao and Tan, 2005) or physiological signals like heart rates and skin conductance (Nasoz et al., 2003), which works to a reasonable extend under controlled settings. With new technology, like smart phones and smart watches entering the market, sensor data becomes more and more easy to collect from users. As a result, new possibilities for services arise that take internal context into account, e.g. offering adaptive support to learners (Salmeron-Majadas, Santos, and Boticario, 2013) or providing a personalized music player that responds to affect (Janssen, van den Broek, and Westerink, 2012). In the area of CAS, there has been considerable work in the domains of smart spaces (homes, hospitals, class rooms), tour guides, information systems, communication systems, m-commerce and web services (Hong, Suh, and Kim, 2009).

In this work, our case study is the development of the SWELL\textsuperscript{1} system, a CAS for stress reduction, which is a new domain with interesting challenges around data collection:

The SWELL system provides information about working behavior to help employees self-manage their well-being at work (Koldijk, 2012). Knowledge workers often experience stress building up,

\textsuperscript{1}R&D project; www.commit-nl.nl/projects/swell-smart-reasoning-systems-for-well-being-at-work-and-at-home
which in the worst case results in burn-out (Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Nachreiner, et al., 2001). The SWELL system collects work related behavior data with sensors, which is interpreted in terms of the user’s work context and mental state, to provide personalized feedback and support at work.

New technological possibilities also raise an important question: what do users think about context aware systems that build rich user models? Are they willing to provide their personal data and use this new technology? What are their concerns with these systems? Est et al. (2014) wrote a critical book on ‘intimate technology’, making us aware of potential consequences of new technology that monitors our body and behavior: They state that “the last years, we have given away massive amounts of information about our social life, in exchange for services”; and that “we are now at the point of giving away big amounts of data about our body and well-being.” (translated, p. 65). They state that “intimate technology makes us more transparent for the people around us” (p. 28). They ask: “What do we want that others (like parents, the government, insurance companies, police, employers), do and do not know about us?” (p. 65)

As the scale and application of data collection increase, privacy concerns are rising over the new worlds of possibilities. Privacy has been defined by Van De Garde-Perik et al. (2008) as the “boundary control process in which individuals regulate when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others” (p. 21). There often seems to be a trade-off for users between using a service and their privacy: they can use a better service by providing more context information, often at the cost of losing control over their personal data. Rubinstein (2012) states that “Businesses inevitably collect and use more and more personal data, and while consumers realize many benefits in exchange, there is little doubt that businesses, not consumers, control the market in personal data with their own interests in mind.” (p. 1).

To date, there seems to be no compact and coherent approach to designing CAS, that balance functionality and privacy needs. Insights from different research fields need to be brought together to develop a human-centered CAS. Researchers on stress and burn-out may provide useful human factors knowledge, but may know too little about enabling technology. Researchers on sensing and reasoning develop new state-of-the-art technologies, but might be less focused on user needs, concerns and privacy considerations.

Moreover, research in the field of privacy ranges from papers about privacy legislation, over technical security solutions, to user studies on trust. Ideally, important insights on privacy need to be integrated into CAS design. Researchers
found that different type of privacy concerns exist and they change over time (Anton, Earp, and Young, 2010). Smith, Milberg, and Burke (1996) identified data related dimensions of privacy concerns (collection, errors, secondary use, and unauthorized access to information). Anton, Earp, and Young (2010) conducted two surveys in 2002 and 2008 respectively that investigated the level importance of different privacy concerns. Their results showed that the top concerns remained unchanged over time (trading personal data to third parties, desire to be notified about security measures), although the level of concern of specific concerns changed.

It has been argued that respondents that indicate not to be concerned about privacy may not be well acquainted with possible consequences, or may have a false sense of safety due to misconceptions on their IT understanding level (Flinn and Lumsden, 2005). However, even those that do report privacy concerns usually do not act accordingly (Spiekermann, Grossklags, and Berendt (2001), Acquisti and Gross (2006)): a phenomenon known as the privacy paradox. This might be a consequence of poor understanding of possible risks when using a particular service (Flinn and Lumsden, 2005), or of users bounded rationality (Acquisti, 2004): while the risk of information disclosure may be invisible or spread over time (e.g., identity theft), the benefits of disclosing personal information may be immediate (e.g., convenience of placing orders online). Investigating privacy in CAS following a cognitive engineering method, distinguishes our research from related research in which privacy is often investigated in social networks, user profiling, e-commerce, marketing or mobile location enhanced technologies (Smith, Dinev, and Xu, 2011).

Approach and outline In this work, we refine the situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) approach (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008) on two aspects: (1) defining the context during the requirements engineering process and (2) addressing functional and non-functional requirements coherently.

The research field of requirements engineering aims to bridge the gap between users and technology, by investigating user needs and translating them into system design (e.g. Sutcliffe (2013)). In scenario-based design, for example, stories about how the technology will be used are formulated (‘scenarios’), which promote communication among stakeholders and evoke reflection (J. M. Carroll, 2000). Kaasinen (2003), e.g., used scenario analyses with groups of users to investigate user needs in location aware mobile services, which is similar to the approach we take in our first two user studies. CAS that use context information pose new challenges to requirements engineering. As Bosems and van Sinderen (2014) state: “It is hard to imagine, both for the designer and end-user, all possible relevant contexts and best possible corresponding enriched services.”
As a consequence, new approaches become necessary. Seyff et al. (2008) propose the development of new tools for requirements engineers to enhance the in-situ requirements elicitation process, e.g. by means of an app that recognizes the current context and provides guidance in specifying relevant requirements for this context. This would, however, mean that relevant contexts are defined up front, which is difficult. Most relevant to our design problem seems to be context-driven requirements analysis (Choi, 2007). This approach helps to first identify specific context aware services that users want. From these identified services, then, the contexts that are necessary to be identified are distilled, and finally, suitable sensors and inference methodologies are determined.

The situated Cognitive Engineering method combines user and operational support demands, with human factors knowledge and possibilities of enabling technology (see Figure 7.1). This results in requirements for the system specification, which are then evaluated and further refined. The main focus is investigating how a system applying user modeling can be designed in a way, that takes the user’s privacy concerns into account. In this process, we deploy several complementary analysis, design and test techniques (Note that sCE does not prescribe a specific order in time; the sCE-processes are iterative and can partially take place in parallel).

1. **Addressing human factors knowledge (Section 7.2.1).** Relevant human factors knowledge on stress and interventions is used to identify desired core functions for the CAS.

2. **Assessing enabling technology (Section 7.2.2).** The identified core functions are used to define contexts that the system needs to recognize. By integrating knowledge on technical possibilities, the context attributes and specific sensors are further defined (inspired by Choi (2007)). This results in abstract functional components for the CAS, i.e. its user model, context inference, and the high-level architecture.

3. **Acquiring user and operational support demands (Section 7.3).**

   - In a workshop with potential users, we present the general idea of the CAS, and make an inventory of user needs. This results in a list of (mainly functional) requirements.

   - In a second user study, we present a scenario (J. M. Carroll, 2000), the system and the context information it would collect, and make an

---

2 In this chapter we particularly focus on the user and operational support demands. Our work on stress and intervention theory, and context inference is presented in more detail in Chapters 2 and 6.
inventory of user concerns. As a result, we formulate non-functional requirements.

- As privacy is an important issue, we perform a Privacy Impact Assessment (Wright, 2012) to identify additional privacy requirements. We then shortly present how 8 Privacy Design Strategies (Hoepman, 2014) can be used to address the privacy concerns.

4. Harmonizing functional and non-functional requirements (Section 7.4). We investigate which conflicts exist between our collected functional and non-functional requirements, by means of a Trade-off Analysis (see Sutcliffe (2013)).

5. Evaluating for further refinement (Section 7.5). In a third user study, an implemented prototype is used to investigate opinions on collecting several types of information and using different sensors. In this way, user needs for personalization are identified, as well as corresponding requirements for the user model.

Insights regarding the human-centered development method, the current design rationale of the SWELL ‘CAS for stress reduction’, and the three user studies are presented (Section 7.6). The contribution of our work lies in integrating a variety of methods and techniques for user-centered CAS design, more particularly: analyzing user concerns, complementing the analysis with a privacy impact assessment, and providing techniques to address privacy issues in CAS.

![Figure 7.1: Situated Cognitive Engineering (sCE) methodology for user-centered design of privacy-friendly context-aware systems.](image-url)
7.2 Theoretical and technological foundation

We start with describing the theoretical and technological foundation for our CAS for stress reduction.

7.2.1 Derive core functions from human factors

The aim of the CAS is to help improve well-being at work. To identify desired context aware services, we use relevant human factors theory on work stress and interventions.³

**Human factors theory.** In Figure 7.2 a stress model by Le Fevre, Kolt, and Matheny (2006) is shown. The environment poses a stressor, and depending on characteristics of an individual, this results in a certain perception of stress. As a consequence, stress can be experienced with behavioral, physical and/or psychological outcomes. In order to alter this stress response, three aspects can be addressed: first of all, the stressor itself could be diminished; second, the individual could cope by altering the perception of stress; and finally, someone can recover from the experience of stress.

In Figure 7.2 we show that the ‘CAS for stress reduction’ could provide 3 context aware services, that can be integrated into the general stress model.

‘SWELL Workload Mirror’ First of all, insights can be provided in the general stress process. Thus the first context aware service may be described as ‘SWELL Workload Mirror’, which could give feedback on mental effort or stress from which the user can gain insight into his well-being, e.g. prolonged periods of stress. Moreover, the system could give feedback on the relation between the work context and the associated mental effort or stress, from which the user can gain insight on which tasks or topics are demanding and which way of working decreases well-being. Based on these insights, the user could decide to change his manner of working and set goals for himself. The system could also give insight into sleep duration or physical activity, which are relevant to the employee’s recovery.

³A more elaborate framework on work stress and intervention theory, that was used to develop the SWELL system, is presented in Chapter 2.
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Figure 7.2: Model on stress (Le Fevre, Kolt, and Matheny (2006)) and the associated context aware services for the SWELL system.

‘SWELL NiceWork’ coaching app  Moreover, the employee himself can be helped, either to change his working behavior or to better recover from stress. Thus the second context aware service may be described as ‘SWELL NiceWork’ coaching app (Wabeke, 2014), which could provide tips to help employees change work behavior, e.g. by giving tips on time-management, or by giving advice on recovery, e.g. relaxing exercises. Based upon information on the stress development over time, the ‘SWELL NiceWork’ app could adapt its feedback, e.g. a tip for relaxation may be most appropriate after an extended period of stress. Moreover, taking the user’s current context into account, the system could provide tips at appropriate moments (e.g. when the user ends a task or when he is at a particular location). Finally, also the content of the provided tips could be determined based upon context information (e.g. suggest a physical activity tip against stress when someone has been very inactive).
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‘SWELL HappyWorker’ system  Finally, the work situation can be changed. Thus the third context aware service may be described as ‘SWELL HappyWorker’ system, that could help to diminish stressors by providing work support. In order to provide effective work support it is crucial to understand the current work context. Based on the current working topic, the ‘SWELL HappyWorker’ support system could for example filter irrelevant email notifications, or provide personalized search.

7.2.2 Functional components from enabling technology

After having formulated core functions for the system based on relevant theories, we now consider technological possibilities. The identified core functions are used as starting point to define relevant contexts that the system would need to recognize (inspired by context-driven requirements analysis (Choi, 2007)).

User model  To provide the desired functionality, the system needs information on the current work portfolio (tasks, topics), as well as on the subjective experience of the work (mental effort/energy, stress). Moreover, for recovering from stress, private aspects outside of work may also be interesting to include in the user model (amount of sleep, physical activity, social interactions, the current location). This information is represented in the system’s user model (see Figure 7.3).

Context inference  Ideally, the context information is automatically inferred from sensor data. Following the methodology by Choi (2007) we first identify relevant context attributes and then specific sensors that can be used (see Figure 7.4). In the SWELL project we focus on unobtrusive, relatively cheap sensors that can easily be used in office environments.

Regarding the recognition of work context, we would like to recognize the current task and topic someone works on. We developed algorithms to infer work task (e.g., write report, search information) from several computer interaction features (Koldijk, van Staaldhuinen, Neerinckx, et al., 2012). Moreover, Sappelli (2016) developed algorithms to infer work topics from computer interactions and content information from the user’s computer. To capture relevant data, a computer logger can be used.

As inference of well-being at work is a new domain, we did a literature study on the technical possibilities of inferring stress and related aspects from sensors:
Figure 7.3: Overview of the ‘CAS for stress reduction’ and its user model, which holds information on the users work context, and his well-being. Moreover, information on the private context outside of work may be included. Most important in the design is the aspect of user control (explained later).

**Enabling technology** With respect to inferring stress from sensor data, Sharma and Gedeon (2012) provide a compact survey. Often, body sensors are used to measure the physiological stress response directly, e.g. skin conductance (J. Bakker et al., 2012) or heart rate (Hogervorst, Brouwer, and W. K. Vos, 2013). These can, however, be too obtrusive for the user who would have to wear sensors on his body. There also is potential in using outward characteristics, such as facial expressions, postures or computer interactions as indicators for the user’s mental state. Facial expressions are currently mainly used for inferring emotions, but facial expressions could also show cues to infer other mental states that might be more relevant in a working context. In a study where working conditions were manipulated with stressors, we found that specific facial action units may be indicative
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Research by Dingès et al. (2005) suggest that facial activity in mouth and eyebrow regions could be used to detect stress. Moreover, Craig et al. (2008) looked at facial expressions while students worked with an online tutoring system. Association rule mining identified that frustration and confusion were associated with specific facial activity. Mental states are also being estimated from computer interaction data. Results by Vizer, Zhou, and Sears (2009) indicate that stress can produce changes in typing patterns. Finally, Kapoor and Picard (2005) describe work on recognizing interest in students by means of computer interaction and posture.

Our work on inferring the user’s mental state from sensor data is ongoing (see Koldijk, Sappelli, Neerincx, et al., 2013). To infer the experienced mental effort, we are investigating the use of facial expression data. To capture facial expressions, a camera can be used. Additionally, we are investigating the use of posture information. To capture postures, a Kinect 3D camera can be used. Moreover, to capture stress in the user model, a pop-up may be used to ask the user for self-reports. We are also investigating the use of physiology (heart rate,
skin conductance). To capture physiology body sensors can be used.

Finally, personalization plays an important role. General models will have to be adapted to the specific user to reliably estimate work tasks, topics or mental effort.

![Figure 7.5: High-level architecture. The ‘CAS for stress reduction’ has a layer with various sensors, from which context attributes are extracted and stored. The context inference layer uses the context attributes to infer contexts. This context information is stored in the user model and can be used by several context aware services (terminology according to Choi, 2007).](image)

**High-level architecture**  We now describe the SWELL system as a Context Aware System, see Figure 7.5. It consists of a layer of sensors, a layer of reasoning and an application layer. Next to the CAS system, there is a data layer. The SWELL system uses various sorts of sensors, e.g. computer logging or a webcam, to collect so called primary data (Perera *et al.*, 2014). From the sensor data useful features are extracted, e.g. computer activity or facial expressions. This data is stored and can be used by the reasoning component to infer higher level information or so called secondary data (Perera *et al.*, 2014), e.g. the tasks performed or mental effort. According to Baldauf, Dustdar, and Rosenberg (2007) and Prekop and Burnett (2003) this would be referred to as “internal context data”. The context information about the user is stored in the user model and can be used by an application to provide its context aware service, e.g. presenting the user the ‘SWELL WorkloadMirror’. Other context aware services
can also use the available context information. The ‘SWELL NiceWork’ coaching app could use context information to offer tips to the users. This would be described by Perera et al. (2014) as passive context awareness. The ‘SWELL HappyWorker’ support system could use context information to take action for the user, e.g. hold back irrelevant emails. This would be described by Perera et al. (2014) as active context awareness.

Conclusions on the methodology By applying context-driven requirements analysis (Choi, 2007), we were able to first focus on specifying desired context aware services. Then, we identified the underlying context information that would be necessary to provide the services. As a last step, we determined underlying types of information that would be necessary for context inference, and selected appropriate sensors and algorithms. In this way the functionality of the system is leading. The developer then applies his domain knowledge and expertise in context inference to decide upon the specifics of the underlying system. We think this is in general a very suitable approach for the design of context aware systems.

7.3 User and operational support demands

After having described the theoretical and technological foundation, we now describe the user and operational support demands. We identify user needs, user concerns, and specifically address privacy.

7.3.1 Identify user needs

To get a clear picture on the specific context aware services for the ‘CAS for stress reduction’, we not only considered literature on stress and interventions, but also performed a user study on ‘User needs’.

Method (user study 1)

Design A two hour workshop on user needs was organized. The following aspects were addressed: 1) What should the CAS for stress reduction be able to do? 2) When and how is the system used? 3) Which aspects have to be taken into account when introducing the system? The first question was used to gather functional requirements, the second to gather requirements on the context of use, and the third to identify barriers. The input of the participants was analyzed qualitatively. We structured and summarized all user input and derived requirements.
**Procedure** The workshop started with an introduction in which we shortly explained that the system should support self-management of well-being at work, which means that it should help knowledge workers to observe, judge and change their behavior. For each of the questions described in the Design, a 30 minute time-slot was allocated. For each question, we first presented some ideas from interviews with knowledge workers who had previously dropped out of work because of burn-out (2 female, 3 male; aged between 30 and 50; Vos, 2011). This input was used as starting point for the participants in the workshop. They were then asked to write down their additional ideas individually, imagining the optimal, perfect system, without thinking about technical possibilities and limitations. The sensor that we envisioned to use was at this stage only computer logging. Finally, all ideas were discussed in the group. During the sessions we took notes on the users’ input.

**Participants** Seven people (all knowledge workers, with a technical background; 1 female, 6 male; aged between 25 and 45) participated. The study was run at TNO (Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research), with a staff mainly consisting of researchers, consultants, project leaders and developers. We asked interested colleagues to participate.

**Results**

Users indicated that the system should provide an overview of performed work, preferably in combination with work behavior and the associated subjective experience. This information can then be used by the user to gain insight in work processes. The collected information can also be used to provide services to the user: Information on the user’s context can be used to determine the content and timing of support. Important is the flexibility of the system, e.g. regarding the sensors used and the frequency of feedback. We also identified some important factors to address, e.g. not irritating users and addressing privacy.

**Conclusions**

The derived functional requirements are presented in Table 7.1, and some identified non-functional requirements are included in Table 7.2.

**7.3.2 Identify user concerns**

To further develop a user-friendly context aware system, we set up a second user study to investigate potential hurdles to use the ‘CAS for stress reduction’.
RF01: The system shall give insight in spent time, in terms of activities over the day and topics worked on.
RF02: The system shall provide awareness on working behavior.
RF03: The system shall enable the user to set personal goals.
RF04: The system shall enable good work planning.
RF05: The system shall help finding causes of good / bad work-days.
RF06: The system shall signal deviations and trends.
RF07: The system shall (optionally) support behavior change by giving advice.
RF08: The system shall (optionally) provide norms.
RF09: The system shall (optionally) actively interfere to facilitate a better way of working.
RF10: The system shall provide support at appropriate moments.
RF11: The user shall be able to personally adjust which aspects to monitor.
RF12: The user shall be able to personally adjust how to visualize data.
RF13: The user shall be able to personally adjust how often the system gives feedback.
RF14: The system shall also provide positive feedback.
RF15: The system shall use a funny and playful manner, e.g. a game element.

Table 7.1: Functional requirements for the CAS for stress reduction, resulting from user-study 1 (User needs).

Method (user study 2)

Design A one hour session was organized in which Scenario-based Design (J. M. Carroll, 2000) was used to identify user concerns with the CAS for stress reduction. The input of the participants was analyzed qualitatively. The concerns of all participants were manually clustered into groups of similar concerns. For each type of concern we counted how many participants mentioned this concern.

Procedure The session started with a presentation of a scenario (see also Figure 7.6). Then, the participants were asked to write down all their potential concerns with the system. Their notes were finally collected for further analysis.

SWELL Scenario “Bob is 40 years old and works in an office from 9 to 5, where he performs knowledge work. Since some time now, Bob feels some tension and finds it hard to get work off his mind in the evenings. At the end of his working day he often notices that he has not completed all planned tasks and he feels stressed. Bob decides to use the SWELL system. At the end of his working day he opens the ‘SWELL Workload Mirror’ to look back at his day. He sees an overview of the tasks he performed and content he worked on, combined with information on his subjective energy level. He sees that he worked very fragmented and notices that this probably caused his loss of overview and decline in energy. Bob decides that it would be better for him to stay focused on his planned work and determine a time-slot to do all ad-hoc tasks. He enables a functionality of the SWELL system, which warns him when he makes too many
task switches again. Bob also notices that, in fact, he has done a lot of useful things today and can go home satisfied.”

**Participants** The session was held during a monthly department meeting at TNO. All present colleagues were asked to participate. All eleven colleagues participated (knowledge workers with a technical background; 2 female, 9 male; aged between 25 and 45).  

**Results**

Many participants (7 out of 11) had concerns about who could access their data. Many explicitly mentioned that they would not want the data to be shared with the management. Many participants were also afraid that the system would require effort, which might not outweigh its benefits. About half of the participants (6 of 11) mentioned that they would want to know exactly what happens with the data, e.g. what is stored and where. About half of the participants (5 of 11) had concerns regarding the performance of the system, e.g. slowing down the computer. About a third of the participants (4 of 11) had doubts about

---

4The disadvantage of asking colleagues was that the responses may have been somewhat biased. The advantage, however, was that people from this department were very familiar with the aspect of data processing in general and could provide valuable input.
the system, in the sense that they were not sure whether it would solve their problem. About a fourth of the participants (3 of 11) had issues regarding the quality, e.g. the reliability of the inferences made by the system. About a fourth mentioned issues regarding their control over the system. Finally, 2 participants mentioned that they would feel monitored.

Conclusions and discussion

From all mentioned user concerns we extracted additional non-functional requirements for our ‘CAS for stress reduction’, which can be found in Table 7.2.

Our results on user concerns are comparable to what Knijnenburg and Kobsa (2013b) (see online Appendix) found in their study on user concerns regarding information disclosure in context-aware recommender systems. In line with our finding, they describe that many users were concerned of other uses of the provided information, e.g. for surveillance. However, in their case, users thought that advertisement was the most likely unintended use. Moreover, they also found that users did not want to answer requests that took too much effort. Incorrect inference was also a concern. Contrary to our findings, the users were less interested in what exactly happens with the data, e.g. what is stored and where. This difference may be explained by the fact that our participants had a rather technical background.

Based on the users’ concerns, some balances in the system design need to be found. Concerns regarding the effort the system would require, highlight the important of automatic inferences and smart support, while users also wish to stay in control. A human-in-the-loop approach, combining automatic processing with human interaction seems a good solution. Furthermore, inferences should be reliable, while not slowing the computer down. Solutions can be using CPU and memory efficient algorithms, running inference algorithms on a server or just analyzing samples of data. We will elaborate on these trade-offs in Section 7.4 and will further address them in our user study presented in Section 7.5. Moreover, we found that many concerns are related to privacy, i.e. who can see the data, what will happen with the data, sharing data with the management and the feeling of being watched. We will elaborate on privacy in the next sections. Finally, some users express doubts about the ‘CAS for stress reduction’, so this solution to more well-being at work may not be suitable for every user.

7.3.3 Address privacy

As privacy is an important aspect in CAS that build rich user models, we particularly focus on privacy requirements. We performed a privacy impact assessment
and outline how privacy by design can be used to address privacy concerns.

**Privacy Impact Assessment**

In order to get a better insight in privacy aspects of our ‘CAS for stress reduction’ we performed a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA). As Wright (2012) describes it: “PIAs provide a way to detect potential privacy problems, take precautions and build tailored safeguards before, not after, the organization makes heavy investments in the development of a new technology, service or product.” (p. 54). For more information on PIAs, see e.g. the UK and New Zealand PIA Handbooks (Office (2014); Commissioner (2007)). We used the PIA question catalog by Norea\(^5\). This catalog provides a structured manner to analyze potential privacy risks before implementing a product, service or proposed legislation. As a consequence, the question catalog is very elaborate and has a broad focus, including many questions not relevant to the design of CAS. Moreover, it lacks important questions regarding (sensor) data, inferences and user models. We structured the questions and extracted the topics that were most relevant to the design of CAS. Details are reported in Koldijk, Koot, *et al.* (2014)\(^6\).

The most important privacy considerations for CAS that we identified are: 1) Goal of data collection - Only when users understand what the system does and why the collection of data is necessary, they will be able to take a well informed decision on how to use the system; 2) Type of data - No more data than necessary should be collected and data should be stored in the most aggregated form that is still useful; 3) Data sharing - It is important that the user gives consent and that the data is used in the intended way; 4) Reactions to the system - Reactions to new innovative systems are hard to predict; 5) User control - The user should be in control of the system and the settings; 6) Quality of the data - The data should be up-to-date, correct and complete; 7) Security of the data - Unwanted or unauthorized access of the data should be prevented; 8) Data responsibilities - The more parties are involved, the higher the risk of data getting lost, unclear responsibilities or use of data for other purposes.

We used these PIA results to formulate additional (privacy and security) requirements for the ‘CAS for stress reduction’, see Table 7.2. Note that several aspects that we identified with the PIA were not yet mentioned by users themselves in the previous user studies.

**Conclusions on the methodology** We recommend applying a PIA, besides running user studies, to formulate a complete list of requirements. Being aware

\(^5\)http://www.norea.nl/Norea/Actueel/Nieuws/Presentatie+PIA.aspx
\(^6\)Chapter 8
of these requirements at an early stage of design enables developers to implement privacy into their context aware system. This aids the development of more privacy-friendly CAS. In the next section we provide more detail on Privacy by Design.

Privacy by Design

In this section we present how the outlined privacy aspects can be addressed from the developer’s perspective by using Privacy by Design. Privacy by Design (PbD) seeks to embed privacy and data protection into the design specifications of information technologies, business practices and networked infrastructures (Cavoukian, 2009). Privacy cannot be achieved by implementing some add-on, but is an integral part of the entire system and should be taken into account during design. The new European Data Protection Act will be more strict than the current version and will require applications to be more privacy friendly. Furthermore, we argue that a privacy-friendly system increases end-user trust, which results in higher uptake of the service, generating a positive business case for a privacy-friendly version of the CAS.

Hoepman (2014) describes eight Privacy Design Strategies that can be used in early stages of software development to design a privacy-friendly system. The strategies are derived from Solove’s Taxonomy of Privacy (Solove, 2006) and the EU data protection legislation (EU, 1995), and mapped on the ISO Privacy Principles. The strategies are simple, easy to apply and very helpful in making good design decisions in order to develop a context-aware system that follows current privacy legislation. Details are reported in Koldijk, Koot, et al. (2014)\(^7\). Here we shortly summarize how each of the strategies can be applied to address the privacy requirements in the SWELL case:

- **Inform** - It is important to inform the user about which information is processed, for what purpose, and by which means. In SWELL, we focus in particular on transparency by informing users. Users should know in detail which data is collected, what information is stored in the user model, where it is stored and for which aim the data is used. The purpose limitation should be stressed: The information in the user model is only used for helping the user to reach his well-being goals.

- **Control** - Moreover, it is important to give the user control over the data and what can be done with it. Always Informed Consent (Romanosky et al., 2006) should be used, which means getting permission from the user

\(^7\)Chapter 8
to collect data for a specified purpose. In SWELL, the user will have full control over the data, can view or delete it. Moreover, the user will be able to enable or disable every sensor. We elaborate on the aspect of control in Section 7.5, where we present a user study.

- Minimize - The task of the designer of the system is to minimize the amount of data that the system stores. The SWELL system will only process data that is necessary to provide the functionality that is desired. We address user preferences on data minimization in our user study presented in Section 7.5.

- Aggregate - By applying reasoning, the data can often be aggregated even further. In SWELL, the sensor data will be processed locally on the users’ device. Only summary information, such as topics, average posture or facial expression, will be stored – no keystrokes or video. We address user preferences on data aggregation in our user study presented in Section 7.5.

- Hide - The developer should take care to hide the information, such that the data strictly belongs to the user and cannot be accessed unauthorized. To ensure the security of the data it is a good idea to store data encrypted. In SWELL the data will be hidden from unauthorized access. However, data security is not the focus of this work.

- Separate - By separating the processing or storage of several sources of personal information that belong to the same person, no complete profiles of one person can be made. Data should be processed locally whenever possible, and stored locally if feasible as well. One of the main aims of SWELL is combining different sorts of data into one user model, to provide users insight. We envisioned the use of one central place to store and combine all data. We may want to rethink this architecture and apply data separation. Moreover, storing data locally may have advantages regarding privacy, but also disadvantages for the functionality of the system (e.g. slowing down the device, data not accessible from other locations). We elaborate on such trade-offs in Section 7.4 and also address them in our user study in Section 7.5.

- Enforce and demonstrate - Enforcement of a privacy policy compatible with legal requirements is necessary. Moreover, an organization must be able to demonstrate compliance with its privacy policy. It is important in SWELL to enforce and demonstrate that the system fulfills current legislation around privacy, however, this is not the focus of this work.
In the overview of requirements for the ‘CAS for stress reduction’ (Table 7.2) we added information on which Privacy Design Strategy is used to address each specific requirement.

**Conclusions on the methodology** By applying all 8 Privacy Design Strategies, the CAS can be designed such that privacy concerns are handled in a suitable manner. A paper related to our work is the survey by Toch, Wang, and Cranor (2012) on privacy challenges and technologies to reduce privacy risks. They focus on social-based personalization (e.g. in social networks), behavioral profiling (e.g. for advertising) and location-based personalization. These systems pose different privacy challenges than a CAS for stress reduction does, as described earlier. The technologies described to address these issues are however similar to the ones described here: the use of pseudonyms, storing user profile data locally on the users’ device, aggregation and obfuscation of data, user control and feedback. This highlights their broad applicability.

In Figure 7.7 we integrated the eight privacy design patterns into the CAS view. We find that of the 8 general Privacy Design Strategies described by Hoepman (2014) the strategies ‘minimize’, ‘aggregate’ and ‘control’ are particularly interesting in the view of CAS. When connecting sensors, we cannot only think about minimizing the amount of sensors to be used, but also about aggregating the raw data into a format that is less privacy sensitive. By means of pattern recognition and machine learning we can infer higher level information without the need to store low level data. Processing data on the fly, however, poses interesting new technical challenges, for example: do we apply machine learning locally on the user’s device which may be most privacy friendly, or do we process all data in the cloud which may be more efficient. The principle of ‘control’ suggests that users should be able to make choices on which data is collected and how this data is used. We elaborate on this in Section 7.5. So designing CAS in light of privacy by design poses as well new solutions as new challenges that should be investigated.

We have to note that the final implementation of privacy in the system can be difficult. Incorporating privacy may require a different architecture, which is more complicated than the one simply enabling all desired functionality. This may be an extra burden to developers. Moreover, additional privacy requirements can be contradictory to general functional requirements. We will elaborate on the trade-offs that have to be taken in Section 7.4.
### Chapter 7. Human-centered development of context aware support systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-functional requirements</th>
<th>U1</th>
<th>U2</th>
<th>PIA</th>
<th>PD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSy20: The system should be easy to install.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSy21: The system should work on all work locations computers.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSy22: The system should not slow the computer down.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU23: The system should be easy to use.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU24: The system should not be time consuming.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU25: The system should not provide too many pop-ups/interventions.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU26: The user should be able to turn the system on or off.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU27: The user should be in control of the system.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU28: The user should be in control of the settings (e.g. personally adjust how often the system gives feedback).</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ29: The system should give correct information.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ30: The user should be able to check and correct the data.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP31: The user’s privacy concerns should be adequately addressed:</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system shall process personal data for which the purpose is specific, clearly defined and legitimate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP32: The user should have a clear view on what the system does and how the data is used (transparency).</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP33: The user should have the possibility to delete data.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP34: The data should be used for individual purposes only.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP35: The data should not be shared with the manager.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP36: Others should not have access to your data.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP37: The goal of data collection should be clearly described.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP38: The user must know which data is collected.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP39: The type of collected sensor data should be suitable to fulfill the desired goal.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP40: The user must give permission to collect data, based on a well-informed decision.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP41: Which data is collected and processed will be kept to a minimum to enable required functionality.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP42: The system should provide an alternative means to provide data (e.g. manual user input, in case a user does not want to use a sensor).</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP43: The user should be able to see his own data.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP44: A clear data description should be made.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP45: The user may decide to share the data (user in full control of personal information sharing).</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP46: When the user voluntarily shares data, it should be shared in line with the user’s expectations.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP47: The user must know who (if applicable) will have access to the data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP48: The user should be aware of his privacy settings.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS49: The data should be encrypted.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS50: The data should be stored as locally as possible.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS51: The data should be stored as aggregated as possible.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS52: It should be prevented that different sorts of data can be combined to yield privacy sensitive conclusions.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS53: The system should not store identifiers as full names and email addresses.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS54: The system shall not keep personal data in a form which allows users to be identified for any longer than necessary.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS55: An security plan should be established to prevent unauthorized access.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS6: All involved parties should adhere to the security plan.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Overview of non-functional requirements and the stage in which they were identified: user-studies (U1, U2) and privacy impact assessment (PIA). Note that the PIA helped us to add many additional (privacy and security) requirements, not yet mentioned by the users. The last column denotes how the requirements can be addressed with Privacy by Design (PD) and by which strategy: Inform, Control, Minimize, Aggregate, Hide, Separate, Enforce&Demonstrate.
7.4 Harmonizing all identified requirements

In the first part of this chapter we identified core functions and functional components for the ‘CAS for stress reduction’. We also identified a set of requirements, based upon user needs, user concerns and privacy. As noted in the introduction of this chapter, there is often a trade-off for users between using a service and their privacy. Implementing privacy by design is useful to take away some of the privacy risks. However, some of the privacy and security requirements can be conflicting with requirements on the system’s functionality and usability.

To investigate potential conflicts in our identified requirements, we performed a Trade-off Analysis (see Sutcliffe (2013)). Some examples of conflicting requirements are given in Figure 7.8. The security requirement of preventing the combination of different sorts of data (RS52) is in conflict with the functional requirement of providing insight in working behavior (RF02): this insight might be especially powerful when different sorts of data are presented together (e.g. this content relates to this stress level). Another example of conflicting requirements is, where to process and store data. Processing and storing data locally is beneficial for security (RS50). Processing and storing data on a server means less processing demands for the device (RSy22) and data is available for the user from different locations or devices (RSy21). Moreover, the usability requirements of being easy to use (RU23), not time consuming (RU24) and providing not many pop-ups (RU25) can be contradictory to the usability requirements of being in control of the system (RU27) and the settings (RU28): controlling the...
system and settings may require additional effort and time from the user. To
implement the system, these conflicting requirements need to be harmonized.
In the user study presented in Section 7.5 we asked users to make a choice for
several of these trade-offs.

Besides collecting data for own use, it might also be interesting for the user
to share data with other people in specific contexts. Within the SWELL project,
work on privacy control has been done by Hulsebosch et al. (2013). They present
and evaluate mock-ups, in which the user can select which data will when be
shared with whom and for what reason. They suggest that context information
could be used, to automatically reason about the applicable privacy policy, mak-
ing privacy control less intrusive for the user. Besides a privacy trade-off at an
individual level, there can also be a trade-off at a group or team level: Sharing in-
formation can both violate individual’s team-member privacy and improve team
performance (e.g., by conveying cognitive and affective limits in team-member’s
task performance and opportunities for reallocating his or her tasks). For critical
problems, formalization and simulation can help to establish a well-considered
decision. Harbers, Aydogan, et al. (2014) provide such an approach for the type
and regularity of information sharing between train traffic controllers. This approach complements the privacy by design and requirements analysis presented here, and this combination could bring about sound privacy-sensitive, individual and group, context-aware support systems.

**Conclusions on the methodology** In general, privacy and functionality requirements can cause conflicts. Taking a design decision may entail the weighing of several trade-offs, for which it is hard to decide what the best choice is. Knowing the existing trade-offs is a first important step. In further system design such trade-offs may need to be settled, or, when possible, the user may be left the choice to make this trade-off for him- or herself (see Section 7.5). This could be the decision to either use or not use the entire system. More elegantly, the settings should be flexible enough to accommodate for different users’ (privacy) preferences (Bokhove et al., 2012).

### 7.5 Evaluation for further refinement

Now, we have a first full specification of the CAS for stress reduction, and are aware of conflicting requirements. As a final step, we performed a formative evaluation with a small set of participants who actually used the ‘SWELL NiceWork’ e-coaching app (Wabeke, 2014), for further refinement of the system. The focus is on aspects of user choice and control regarding the collection of data and the use of inferred context information for supporting well-being at work. We differentiate several types of information and sensors, as was done in Klasnja et al. (2009). We focus on the subjective perception of information sensitivity, together with information usage (Adams, 2000).

#### 7.5.1 Method (user study 3)

**Procedure** All participants had previously tested the ‘SWELL NiceWork’ coaching app for two weeks. So they had a feel for an app that provides coaching throughout the workday. This app was not yet context aware, so we invited the participants to test a second smartphone app developed within the SWELL project: the CommonSense Tracker app (see Materials). By using this tracking app for a few days, the participants were able to get an impression and feel for the possibilities of context and activity tracking, since they had access to a personal dashboard which provided various views on the collected user model data. Most participants tested the CommonSense Tracker app for 4-8 days, one participant had used it three weeks and one even one year (started using the app prior to the user study). Participant ‘a’ had no time to test the CommonSense
Tracker app. In a questionnaire, they were then asked to set the configurations for data collection to be used for own insight and for improving the coaching app.

**Materials**  ‘SWELL NiceWork’ coaching app (Wabeke, 2014). – The NiceWork app provides well-being tips to knowledge workers (see Figure 7.9). The system learns from user feedback and adapts the content of the tips to the preferences of the user (by using a recommendation engine). In a previous study we had found that users appreciated the app and followed up 2 (of 3) tips per day (Wabeke, 2014). However, it was found that in many cases where a tip was not followed up, this was due to inappropriate timing. Context awareness could thus improve the NiceWork e-coach.

CommonSense Tracker app\(^8\) – The CommonSense tracker app uses sensors in the smartphone to infer the user’s context in terms of: location, steps, time active, sleep and sociality (see Figure 7.9). The raw data is condensed and interpreted by the app, and uploaded to the personal cloud based data platform. A dashboard is provided, in which the user can see his own data.

**Questionnaire.** The questionnaire had items on: which information would users want to collect for their own insight (in what detail and why); which information they would like to share with the SWELL coaching app (in what detail and why); which sensors may be used to collect data (in what detail and why); how privacy sensitive the user finds each type of information and each sensor and what they are afraid of; and a set of items in which users were asked to select their preference out of two conflicting requirements.

**Design** The main focus of our user study was: which information do users want to collect in a user model (for own insight and for improving the coaching app). Moreover, we asked in what amount of detail they would allow data collection per sensor. The study had a qualitative nature and we asked the users to explain their choices. We also explicitly asked how privacy sensitive users found different sorts of information and different sensor recordings.

We investigated the following types of information: 1) The types already included in the tracking app: location, sleep, steps/ time active and sociality; 2) Other types of information relevant to the user model: work tasks (e.g. write report, email), work topics (e.g. project A, B, C), manner of working (e.g. derived from body posture or facial expressions), mental workload and stress.

We investigated the following sensors: 1) The sensors already included in the tracking app: motion sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope etc.), location detection

---

(GPS, cell network antenna etc.), light sensor, sound sensor and digital communication (calling, text messages etc.); 2) Other types of sensors to enrich the user model: computer interactions (clicks, application changes etc.), computer content (websites, documents), web-cam (facial expressions), Kinect 3D camera (body posture), heart rate sensor and skin conductance sensor (for estimate of stress).

![Figure 7.9: Left: NiceWork app, providing a well-being tip (and asking for user feedback). Right: CommonSense Tracker app, showing the dashboard with collected information on sleep, steps, exercise, sociality and location.](image)

**Participants** Participants from a previous user study with the NiceWork e-coach app were emailed to take part in a short follow-up study. Nine people accepted to participate in this user study (aged between 30 and 50, 4 female, all TNO employees). They received a subject fee. Most participants indicated that they would want help to improve their well-being. The extent of general privacy concerns was mixed among participants.

### 7.5.2 Results

First of all, we asked for reasons to not use the CommonSense Tracker app. Only one user mentioned privacy (uncertainty about ownership of the data). Users were more concerned about battery use, or having no interest in the collected data.

In general, there is a large difference between users, on which information they would want to collect in a user model and in what amount of detail (exact development over the day, coarse development over the day, or only summary...
per day), see Table 7.3. We asked users to explain their choices. We found that the type of information that users want to collect for own insight depends on their personal interests and goals (e.g. regarding behavioral change). The amount of detail depends on the benefit they see.

### Table 7.3: Which information do users want to collect for own insight and in what detail. (Amount of users that chose the option denoted, together with user ids.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of information</th>
<th>exact development over the day</th>
<th>coarse development over the day</th>
<th>only a summary per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>2 (c,g)</td>
<td>2 (a,i)</td>
<td>2 (d,h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (d,h,i)</td>
<td>5 (a,b,c,e,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steps/time active</td>
<td>5 (b,d,g,h,i)</td>
<td>2 (a,c)</td>
<td>1 (e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sociality</td>
<td>1 (b)</td>
<td>4 (a,c,e,i)</td>
<td>1 (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work tasks</td>
<td>3 (c,e,h)</td>
<td>4 (b,d,g)</td>
<td>2 (a,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work topics</td>
<td>3 (c,e,h)</td>
<td>4 (b,d,f,i)</td>
<td>2 (a,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manner of working</td>
<td>3 (c,g,h)</td>
<td>3 (b,e,f)</td>
<td>2 (d,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental workload</td>
<td>4 (c,f,h,i)</td>
<td>4 (b,d,e,g)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stress</td>
<td>5 (c,d,f,h,i)</td>
<td>2 (b,g)</td>
<td>1 (e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Which information do users want to collect for own insight and in what detail. (Amount of users that chose the option denoted, together with user ids.)

In general, there is a difference between users, in which information they consider privacy sensitive (see Table 7.4). As slight trend we see that mental workload and stress is often perceived as privacy sensitive. On the other side, steps/time active is often perceived as less privacy sensitive. Users are mainly concerned of misuse of the data by colleagues, the boss or externals (e.g. insurance companies).

### Table 7.4: How privacy sensitive the users consider each type of information. (Note: due to a technical issue responses for participants ‘a’ and ‘g’ on ‘a little sensitive’ and ‘not very sensitive’ were not properly recorded.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of information</th>
<th>very sensitive</th>
<th>a little sensitive</th>
<th>neutral</th>
<th>not very sensitive</th>
<th>not sensitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>4 (b,c,e,f)</td>
<td>2 (d,h)</td>
<td>3 (d,h)</td>
<td>1 (j)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>2 (g,h)</td>
<td>2 (d,c)</td>
<td>3 (b,e,i)</td>
<td>1 (f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steps/time active</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (a,h)</td>
<td>6 (b,c,d,e,f,i)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sociality</td>
<td>3 (b,g,i)</td>
<td>1 (c)</td>
<td>3 (d,e,h)</td>
<td>1 (f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work tasks</td>
<td>2 (b,i)</td>
<td>4 (c,d,e,h)</td>
<td>1 (g)</td>
<td>1 (f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work topics</td>
<td>3 (b,e,h)</td>
<td>3 (c,f,i)</td>
<td>1 (d)</td>
<td>2 (e,f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manner of working</td>
<td>3 (a,b,g)</td>
<td>3 (c,i,h)</td>
<td>1 (d)</td>
<td>2 (e,f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental workload</td>
<td>6 (a,b,d,g,h,i)</td>
<td>1 (c)</td>
<td>1 (e)</td>
<td>1 (f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stress</td>
<td>6 (a,b,d,g,h,i)</td>
<td>2 (c,e)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (f)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: How privacy sensitive the users consider each type of information. (Note: due to a technical issue responses for participants ‘a’ and ‘g’ on ‘a little sensitive’ and ‘not very sensitive’ were not properly recorded.)

In the current set-up the collected user model data is only available for own insight in the CommonSense tracker app. We asked the participants whether they would want to share the collected information for use in the NiceWork e-coach app. We explained per type of information how this could improve the content and timing of provided tips. All participants, except participant
'a' (who had not used the tracking app) wanted to connect the CommonSense Tracker app to the NiceWork app. In general, there is again much difference between users, which information they would want to share with the NiceWork e-coach app. Again, we asked users to explain their choices. We identified several different strategies. Some people stated that they want to share everything they collect with the e-coach. Their rationale behind this is that privacy should be warranted and then all data would be safe. Other people stated that they would only want to share data which is relevant to their personal goal, or that is necessary for the e-coach to work well.

In general, there is much difference between users, which sensor data they would want to use, see Table 7.5. Again, we asked users to explain their choices. Some people based their decision to collect sensor data on the sensitivity of the particular sensor. Some people based their decisions on a trade-off between usefulness of the data for their personal goal, and how sensitive they find the data. Other users stated that the most important factor for their decision is whether privacy is handled adequately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Real-time measurements</th>
<th>Sampling measurements</th>
<th>Analyze measurements immediately and use only extracted/aggregated data</th>
<th>not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>motion sensors</td>
<td>8 (b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location detection</td>
<td>3 (d,e,i)</td>
<td>3 (c,g,h)</td>
<td>2 (a,f)</td>
<td>1 (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light sensor</td>
<td>3 (e,f,h)</td>
<td>3 (c,d,g)</td>
<td>2 (b,i)</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound sensor</td>
<td>2 (e,f)</td>
<td>2 (c,h)</td>
<td>3 (b,d,i)</td>
<td>2 (a,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digital communication</td>
<td>2 (e,f)</td>
<td>1 (h)</td>
<td>3 (b,c,d)</td>
<td>3 (a,g,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer interactions</td>
<td>3 (e,f,h)</td>
<td>1 (d)</td>
<td>3 (b,c,i)</td>
<td>2 (a,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer content</td>
<td>1 (e)</td>
<td>1 (h)</td>
<td>5 (b,c,d,f,i)</td>
<td>2 (a,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>webcam</td>
<td>2 (e,f)</td>
<td>2 (d,h)</td>
<td>2 (b,c)</td>
<td>3 (a,g,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinect 3D camera</td>
<td>3 (d,f,g)</td>
<td>2 (e,h)</td>
<td>3 (b,c,i)</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hart rate sensor</td>
<td>5 (b,d,e,f,g)</td>
<td>2 (c,h)</td>
<td>1 (i)</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin conductance sensor</td>
<td>4 (d,e,f,g)</td>
<td>3 (b,c,h)</td>
<td>1 (i)</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.5: Which sensors may be used to collect data and in what detail. (Amount of users that chose the option denoted, together with user IDs.)

In general, we find that many sensors are perceived as very privacy sensitive (see Table 7.6). Only the motion sensor is experienced as less privacy sensitive, which is in line with the fact that participants judge information on steps/ time active as not very sensitive. The body sensors for collecting heart rate and skin conductance are generally perceived as neutral or only little concerning. In general, many participants express a strong concern for the webcam, sound sensor, computer content and digital communication. Still there is variation between users regarding the exact privacy sensitivity of each sensor. We asked users again to explain what they are afraid of. Users are mainly concerned of misuse of the data, privacy and being controlled and judged.
Table 7.6: How privacy sensitive the users consider each sensor. (Note: due to a technical issue responses for participants ‘a’ and ‘g’ on ‘a little sensitive’ and ‘not very sensitive’ were not properly recorded.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>no concern</th>
<th>little concern</th>
<th>neutral</th>
<th>light concern</th>
<th>strong concern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>motion sensors</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
<td>5 (c,b,d,f,i)</td>
<td>2 (e,h)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location detection</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (i)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (c,d,h)</td>
<td>4 (a,b,e,f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light sensor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (c,d,e,f,h)</td>
<td>1 (i)</td>
<td>1 (b)</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sound sensor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (c,f)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (b,d)</td>
<td>5 (a,e,g,h,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digital communication</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (f)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (c,d)</td>
<td>6 (a,b,e,g,h,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer interactions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (f,d)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (c,h)</td>
<td>5 (a,b,e,g,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer content</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (d)</td>
<td>2 (c,i)</td>
<td>6 (a,b,e,f,g,h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>webcam</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (f)</td>
<td>2 (c,d)</td>
<td>6 (a,b,e,g,h,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinect 3D camera</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (c,f)</td>
<td>2 (d,i)</td>
<td>1 (h)</td>
<td>3 (a,b,e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hart rate sensor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (b,c,d,f)</td>
<td>2 (e,h)</td>
<td>1 (i)</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin conductance sensor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6 (b,c,d,e,f,h)</td>
<td>1 (i)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also asked participants to explicitly choose their preferences for a list of conflicting requirements (identified in Section 7.4). In summary, we can say that different users make different choices in the trade-offs presented to them. For desired functionality the users are willing to hand in a bit privacy or do extra effort. There are no options that all users prefer in general, but we see some trends (see Table 7.7). Most users prefer full control over the system over a system that is as simple as possible. Most users like the idea of combining different types of data for more insight. Most users prefer to store data on a server (such that it is accessible from different locations). For the other settings, choices are more mixed. We also asked the users to explain their choices, i.e. which choices were easy to make, which difficult and why. What makes decisions difficult is the fact that time and knowledge are necessary to take good decisions. A participant suggested to take over settings from ‘power users’ who have delved into various trade-offs. Moreover, some users noted that the system may also change over time, e.g. from a learning period in the beginning to more automation, or from detailed support to providing overviews. We can conclude that not only the setting should be flexible enough to account for different user’s preferences, but the system also should account for changes in preferences over time.

### 7.5.3 Conclusions and discussion

What this user study showed us is, that users are very different with respect to the choices they make regarding data collection for a user model. With respect to subjective perception of information sensitivity, we found that some sensors are in general perceived as more privacy sensitive (e.g. webcam, sound sensor, computer content, digital communication), others as less privacy sensitive (e.g. webcam, sound sensor, computer content, digital communication), others as less privacy sensitive (e.g.


7.5. Evaluation for further refinement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OptionA</th>
<th>#users (IDs)</th>
<th>Vs. OptionB</th>
<th>#users (IDs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full control over the system and all settings.</td>
<td>7 (a,b,c,e,f,h,i)</td>
<td>A system as simple as possible (settings only require additional effort).</td>
<td>2 (d,g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different types of information are combined for more insight (e.g. sleep and manner of working).</td>
<td>8 (a,b,c,d,e,f,h,i)</td>
<td>Different types of information are kept separate (because of privacy).</td>
<td>1 (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information in the system is exact (costs battery or speed of the system).</td>
<td>6 (a,c,f,g,h,i)</td>
<td>The information in the system gives a rough estimate.</td>
<td>3 (b,d,e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect information by means of pop-ups.</td>
<td>3 (c,d,g)</td>
<td>Do not disturb (but system works worse).</td>
<td>6 (a,b,e,f,h,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store data on a server (data is then accessible from different locations).</td>
<td>7 (a,b,c,d,f,g,h)</td>
<td>Store data only locally.</td>
<td>2 (e,j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process data on a server.</td>
<td>6 (a,c,d,f,g,h)</td>
<td>Process data locally (costs battery or speed of the system).</td>
<td>3 (b,e,i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system provides automatic support.</td>
<td>3 (a,b,h,i)</td>
<td>Choosing when the system provides support.</td>
<td>5 (c,d,e,f,g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.7: Users expressed their preference among several trade-offs (left item vs. right item). (Amount of users that chose the option denoted, together with user ids).

motion sensors, heart rate, skin conductance). However, preferences regarding data collection are diverse and depend on the goal for which they want to use the system and the trade-offs they make for themselves regarding privacy. Someone interested in physical activity will be more willing to collect detailed data on movement, whereas someone interested in stress will be interested in collecting work related data.

Our results on user choices and control are also comparable to what Knijnenburg and Kobsa (2013b) (see online Appendix) found in interviews on information disclosure in context-aware recommender systems. They describe that users consider privacy when deciding what requests to answer. The benefits of disclosure are an important factor in deciding to disclose information (as was also found in our study). Users liked to have the option to choose what to disclose. Many users liked to be able to change their disclosure after seeing actual system performance. This may be something also holding true for our system. Moreover, they report that some users dealt with privacy concerns by providing less detailed information, as was found here. Finally, they describe that users’ decision depends on the company that provides the system. This is an aspect we did not investigate.

Managing information privacy seems a balancing act between people’s internal conflicting requirements. The perception of privacy is based on a cost-benefit analysis, i.e. a privacy calculus (Laufer and Wolfe, 1977). The individual differences in trade-offs may be due to the fact that users have different values. By
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addressing values in the requirements engineering process systematically (Harbers, Detweiler, and Neerincx, 2015), sound personalization requirements may be derived and added to the current requirements baseline.

Knijnenburg and Kobsa (2013a) state that “in a privacy-minded design [...] users are free to decide for themselves what data they want to disclose about themselves.”. However, such decisions are complex and burdensome. In their work they investigate the cognitive processes involved in the users’ “privacy calculus”. They present a model showing how personal characteristics lead to a certain perception of a system (e.g. perceived privacy threats), which lead to a certain user experience, which in turn results in users disclosing more or less demographic information and/or context information. Knijnenburg and Kobsa (2013a) also present work on helping users with information disclosure decisions. They investigated whether different types of justifications for data collection (e.g. recommendations will be better, X% of the users allowed us to use the data) would increase the users’ willingness to share demographic and contextual information. They found that the justification for data collection should be adapted to the specific user type (high/low disclosure tendency, male/female) and goal (high demographic disclosure, high context disclosure and/or high satisfaction with the system). In Rainie (2005) respondents expressed their need for easy-to-use technological tools that would provide users with a sense of control, or at least insight in how their information is treated. Several other empirical studies have confirmed that a lower perceived control of personal information release is associated with more privacy concerns (Xu (2007), Hoadley et al. (2010), Dinev et al. (2013)).

As a final note, actual behavior might deviate from stated attitudes and intentions (Smith, Dinev, and Xu, 2011). We therefore think that letting users try out an e-coach and tracking app for several days gave them an impression on the possibilities of e-coaching and a feeling for being tracked. Based on these experiences we think the participants were able to give a considerate answer on our questions regarding their data collection choices. We presented the choices as settings, rather than opinion questions, in order to push users to actually think of how they configure the system they use.

A limitation of this study is the small number of participants. As participants voluntarily registered to using the coaching and tracking app, the sample may be biased. Moreover, participants were highly educated and had a technical background, which may have led to these particular results. Nevertheless, even in this small group we see a great diversity of preferences, which may be representative in general.
7.5.4 Refinement of the user model

Regarding the design of the ‘CAS for stress reduction’, we can now refine the user model, such that it takes into account the privacy wishes of the users (see Figure 7.3). The most important reason for users to collect data (in detail) is for their personal goal or benefit. Only information necessary for the particular goal of the user should be collected. The user should be able to specify his or her goal in the system. The system should then provide information on which information would have to be collected and which sensors should preferably be switched on. The user is in control of which sensor he actually switches on or off. In case he or she does not want to use a particular sensor, alternatives should be provided, e.g. making a more rough estimate based on other data, or providing the opportunity for manual input. The user may control whether he wants real-time data collection or just sampling of data. The algorithms should account for this. Most robust, we think, is to design the algorithms in a way that data over several minutes is aggregated and analyzed. In the real-time setting the user model contains detailed information on the development over the day. In case the user chooses to only sample data, the user model contains a coarse development over the day. This is also in line with the privacy design strategies ‘minimize’ and ‘aggregate’. The system should minimize the data that is collected and aggregate the data to a level that is suitable for the goal. Moreover, the importance of the privacy strategy ‘control’ is highlighted. The user should be able to control which data is collected. Users will probably not be willing to collect just all data, when they have only interest in specific goals.

Regarding the trade-off analysis we see that users differ in the choices they make for themselves. Ideally, the designer of the system should thus not make choices, but let the user select the option that is most appropriate for him or her. In case a user decides that the sensor data should be analyzed and aggregated right away, this may have to be done on the users’ device, otherwise using a server may be more efficient. The user model may be stored locally on the user’s device (more privacy friendly) or on a server (better for functionality). Depending on the amount of information available in the user model, the system can provide specific functionality and personalization. This requires flexibility in the personalization algorithms. Probably it is good to define certain default functionality, for example a general method to provide coaching without any context information (e.g. 3 tips a day at fixed time slots). The timing can then be improved in case additional information is available, e.g. based on the users location, stress level or current task. The more information is available, the better the personalization may work. Probably in the beginning users will want to experiment how much functionality they can gain with disclosing certain
types of data.

7.6 Conclusions and Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a case study on the user-centered design of a context aware support system. We now present the main conclusions and discussion on the human-centered development method, the current design rationale, and our user studies.

7.6.1 Human-centered development method

The contribution of this work is providing a human-centered development method for context aware support systems. In our work, we refined the situated Cognitive Engineering methodology (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008) to combine knowledge on human factors and enabling technology, with user and operational support demands, to specify a design rationale. We applied several complementary design methodologies to define core functions and functional components, as well as a set of requirements for the CAS, which were then further refined in an evaluation study. In our approach, we particularly focused on analyzing user concerns, complementing the analysis with a privacy impact assessment, and suggesting ways to address privacy in CAS. Combining these methods helps to address privacy concerns as an integral part in the design of context aware systems. We recommend this approach for the design of other CAS, in particular:

1. Addressing human factors knowledge. By using relevant domain knowledge, theory-based core functions for the CAS can be defined. A stress-model was constructed (mainly based on stress theory of Le Fevre, Kolt, and Matheny (2006)), from which the following 3 core functions were derived: 1) provide insights in the general stress process; 2) help the employee to change working behavior or recover from stress; and 3) change the work situation by means of work support (see Figure 7.2). The theory indicated that also aspects outside of work may be worth considering.

2. Assessing enabling technology. Context-driven requirements analysis (Choi, 2007) helps to a) start with thinking about desired services, b) from there investigating the types of context necessary, and c) finally deciding on the specific inference algorithms and sensors to be used. In this way, CAS design is driven by desired functionality. This results in abstract functional components for the CAS. We defined a high-level architecture (Figure 7.5)
with a user model (Figure 7.3) and context inference mechanisms (Figure 7.4). This provides a technical basis for further research and development.

3. **Acquiring user and operational support demands** (Section 7.3).

   - **User needs.** A workshop with potential users is a helpful means to find desired functionality. This resulted in 15 functional requirements (see Table 7.1).

   - **User concerns.** When a first full system design is specified, users should specifically be asked about hurdles to use the system, e.g. by means of participatory Scenario-Based Design (J. M. Carroll, 2000). This yielded additional (non-functional) system, usability, quality, privacy and security requirements (see Table 7.2).

   - **Privacy.** A Privacy Impact Assessment (Wright, 2012) helps to specifically formulate privacy requirements. We identified several privacy requirements that were not mentioned by users themselves. 8 Privacy Design Strategies (Hoepman, 2014) should be applied, to address the privacy requirements. We integrated these into the high-level architecture (see Figure 7.7).

4. **Harmonizing functional and non-functional requirements.** A Trade-off Analysis (see Sutcliffe (2013)) helps to identify requirements that are contradictory (see Table 7.8). In further system design such trade-offs may need to be settled, or, when possible, the user may be left the choice to make this trade-off for him- or herself.

5. **Evaluating for further refinement.** A formative evaluation with an implemented prototype helps to investigate which sensors and context inference users find acceptable, and what kind of trade-offs they make for themselves regarding data collection and privacy. We found individual differences (presented in Table 7.7). Based on these insights, additional requirements can be formulated and the user model can be refined (see Figure 7.3).

Particularly, the combination of these methodologies yielded several important design decisions for our use case. First of all, the defined services for the ‘CAS for stress reduction’ were as well desired by users, as grounded in theory. The user input in particular gave interesting ideas for the CAS, whereas the theory proved helpful to pin-point in which way particular services address the stress problem. Second of all, context-driven requirements analysis helped us to distinguish between context information for the user model, relevant context
attributes and sensors. In the evaluation study, we particularly asked users on their opinion on several types of information and several sensors. As users seem to be interested in several types of information (e.g. work tasks, topics, mental workload), but judge certain types of sensor information as privacy sensitive (e.g. computer interactions, computer content, webcam), we should investigate the use of alternative sensors or process data locally. Third of all, the user study on user concerns confirmed that privacy is an important issue in a ‘CAS for stress reduction’. In the evaluation study with a prototype system, we were able to further pin-point which information and sensors are perceived as most sensitive. Finally, the trade-off analysis helped us to identify which (privacy and functional) requirements are conflicting. The evaluation study revealed, that there are no preferences for these trade-offs in general. Ideally, the system should be flexible enough to account for different user’s (privacy) preferences.

We have to note that our CAS for stress reduction is still in development and several presented user studies were rather small scale. Ideally a prototype entailing more functionality should be evaluated with a larger and more diverse user group. User’s actual usage behavior should be studied, to evaluate the privacy-friendly CAS design.

### 7.6.2 User studies

Finally, our user studies yielded general insights on concerns and data collection choices in CAS. With respect to user concerns, we found that many concerns are related to privacy, i.e. who can see the data, what will happen with the data, sharing data with other parties, and the feeling of being watched. Moreover, concerns regarding the effort the system would require, highlight the importance of automatic inferences and smart support, while users also wish to stay in control. Combining automatic processing with human interaction seems a good solution. Furthermore, inferences should be reliable, without any negative effects on the interactive response time of the PC. Solutions can be using CPU and memory efficient algorithms, running inference algorithms on a server or analyzing samples of data.

With respect to subjective perception of information sensitivity, we found that some sensors are in general perceived as more privacy sensitive (e.g. webcam, sound sensor, computer content, digital communication), others as less privacy sensitive (e.g. motion sensors, heart rate, skin conductance). However, preferences regarding data collection are diverse and depend on the goal for which users want to use the system and the trade-offs they make for themselves regarding privacy. With respect to privacy-friendly user modeling, the user should be able to specify his goal in the system, and the system should
then provide information on which information would have to be collected and which sensors should preferably be switched on. Users may want to experiment how much functionality they can gain with disclosing certain types of data.

As a limitation, we have to note that several user studies were performed with users with a technical background. This may have led to different demands and concerns as compared to asking users from other backgrounds. Furthermore, the system is developed and evaluated with users in the Netherlands, a country with decent labor laws, which had an influence on the outcomes of our study. In other settings, employees might be less willing to use a context aware system for stress reduction.
Privacy and user trust in context-aware systems

Context-aware systems (CAS) that collect personal information are a general trend. This leads to several privacy considerations, which we focus on in this chapter. We present as use-case the SWELL system and address privacy from two perspectives: 1) the development point of view, in which we describe how to apply ‘privacy by design’, and 2) a user study, in which we found that providing detailed information on data collection and privacy by design had a positive effect on trust in our CAS. We also found that the attitude towards using our CAS was related to personal motivation, and not related to perceived privacy and trust in our system. This may stress the importance of implementing privacy by design to protect the privacy of the user.

8.1 Introduction

In this research we want to investigate how to address privacy in CAS and whether information on privacy has a positive impact on users’ trust and attitude towards using the system. In Shin (2010) they found that in social networks, privacy and security had an effect on the user’s trust in a system and the attitude towards the system, which in turn influenced the intention to use the system. An overview paper (Smith, Dinev, and Xu, 2011) outlines that firms can build trust by implementing fair information practices, communicating a privacy policy explicitly and/or using privacy notices and seals of approval.

We first analyze which privacy aspects are of particular interest in CAS by doing a Privacy Impact Assessment. We make use of a use-case called SWELL, in which work related behavior data is collected with sensors, to provide personalized feedback and support for well-being at work. As the collected data may include rather personal information (e.g. content worked on or facial expressions), interesting privacy aspects arise. This domain distinguishes our research from related research in which privacy is often investigated in context of social networks, user profiling, e-commerce, marketing or mobile location enhanced technologies (Smith, Dinev, and Xu, 2011). We then outline how Privacy by Design (Cavoukian, 2012) can be applied in CAS, resulting in some simple guidelines for developing privacy-friendly CAS. There are many papers on principles for privacy by design, but empirical studies are sparse. Therefore we performed a user study to investigate the effects of privacy by design on users. Our method is similar to the one used in a study on privacy concerns in location-based mobile services (Barkhuus and Dey, 2003): users were presented our envisioned system and were asked to give ratings. Our hypothesis is that when users have access to detailed information on data collection and privacy by design, the transparency of the system is higher and users have less privacy concerns and more trust in the system. As a consequence, we hypothesize, they have a more positive attitude towards using the CAS.

In the remainder of this chapter we first introduce our use-case (Section 8.2). Then we present important privacy aspects (Section 8.3). In Section 8.4, we describe how privacy by design can be applied. We then present results of our user study (Section 8.5). We end with a Discussion (Section 8.6) and Conclusion (Section 8.7).
8.2 Context aware system use-case: SWELL

In this section we present a use-case from the project SWELL\(^1\) to apply our analyses regarding privacy to. The SWELL system makes use of a variety of contextual sensors, which makes it interesting for analyzing associated privacy issues. We first outline the CAS and then present a scenario.

**SWELL Workload Mirror.** The SWELL Workload Mirror is a CAS under current development that provides information about working behavior to help employees reach more well-being at work (Koldijk, 2012). Knowledge workers often experience stress building up, which in the worst case results in burn-out. We think that helping knowledge workers to become more aware of what makes them feel stressed, can help them handle and avoid stress. The SWELL system senses data about an user’s environment with unobtrusive sensors, combined with occasional self-reporting by the user. Smart reasoning algorithms extract the recent context and mental state from this data. The system is aimed at helping users to reach their well-being goals by providing information, feedback and support.

**SWELL scenario.** Bob is 40 years old and works in an office from 9 to 5, where he performs knowledge work. Since some time now, Bob feels some tension and finds it hard to get work off his mind in the evenings. At the end of

\(^1\)http://www.swell-project.net
his working day he often notices that he has not completed all planned tasks and he feels stressed. Bob decides to use the SWELL system (see Figure 8.1). At the end of his working day he opens the SWELL Workload Mirror to look back at his day. He sees an overview of the tasks he performed and content he worked on, combined with information on his subjective energy level. He notices that he worked very fragmented which probably caused his loss of overview and decline in energy. Bob decides that it would be better for him to stay focused on his planned work and determine a timeslot to do all ad-hoc tasks. He enables a functionality of the SWELL tool, which warns him when he makes too many task switches again. Bob also notices that, in fact, he has done a lot of useful things today and can go home satisfied.

8.3 Privacy aspects

To analyse the potential privacy risks around collecting personal data with the SWELL system, we performed a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)\(^2\). As Wright (2012) describes it: “PIAs provide a way to detect potential privacy problems, take precautions and build tailored safeguards before, not after, the organisation makes heavy investments in the development of a new technology, service or product.” (p. 54). We went through the PIA question catalogue and in this section we present the resulting main privacy considerations and provide the most important PIA suggestions to build a privacy-friendly CAS.

- **Goal of data collection:** We found that it is very important to clearly describe the goal for which the data is collected. Only when users understand what the system does and why the collection of data is necessary, they will be able to take a well informed decision on how to use the system.

- **Type of data:** The PIA highlighted that the type of data should be suitable to fulfil the goal. Do not collect more data than necessary. Be aware that the combination of different sorts of data can be even more privacy sensitive. Store data as aggregated as possible, for example only store summaries of facial expressions instead of video. Time limit the storage of personal data. This prevents function creep, i.e. using the data for other purposes. In any case, identifiers such as full names and email-addresses should be avoided where possible.

- **Reactions to the system:** In the PIA it was pointed out that you should be aware that reactions to new innovative systems are hard to predict. The

\(^2\)Also reported in Chapter 7.
data that you want to collect can be sensitive, for example when you collect data on geo-location or work performance. Prevent reputational damage. The right story and suitable introduction will be essential to make the tool a success. There is a risk that people involved do not want to participate. For users who do not want to use e.g. a camera an alternative means to get the necessary information should be provided, e.g. let users input their mood themselves.

- **User control:** In the PIA it was recommended to let the user be in control of the system and the settings. You should tell the user which data is collected and (if applicable) who will have access to this data. Their permission should be given based on a free and well informed decision. Giving information on what is done with the data also contributes to transparency and evokes trust. Users have the right to see their own data and may request removal of data.

- **Quality of the data:** The PIA highlighted that it is important to pay attention to the quality of the data. The data should be up-to-date, correct and complete. Depending on the sensor, the data can be more accurate (e.g. computer logging) or less accurate (e.g. facial expressions from video analysis). You can reach better quality by for example letting the user check, correct or update the data. Be aware of consequences of using wrong data.

- **Security of the data:** Security of the data is a must. In the PIA it was recommended to set up a data security plan to establish which security actions are taken to guarantee suitable protection of the data. Prevent unwanted or unauthorized access of the data. Take the sensitivity of your specific data into account.

- **Data responsibilities:** The PIA pointed out that the more parties are involved, the higher the risk of data getting lost, unclear responsibilities or use of data for other purposes. Take care that all parties handle the data carefully. Make a clear data description and a clear description of tasks and responsibilities. Make clear who has to take the measures necessary to prevent risks.

- **Data sharing:** We found that in case of data sharing, you should take care that the user gives consent and that the data is used in the intended way. Data can be shared in several ways. First of all data may be shared between users, when it is the wish of the specific user to share data for a personal goal or benefit. Second of all, data may be shared for improving the system, e.g. to train underlying models with all users’ data. Thorough
analysis should be done whether no personal information could leak in this way. Finally, it may be interesting to share collected datasets with the research community. When data is distributed you should describe the data well and take care that the distribution of data is in line with the expectations of the users involved. Make a clear data description document. Pay attention to purpose limitation and risks resulting from combining data from different sources.

Being aware of these points of interest at an early stage of design should enable developers to implement privacy into their context aware system.

8.4 Privacy by Design

In this section we present how the outlined privacy aspects for the SWELL use-case can be addressed from the developers perspective by using Privacy by Design (Cavoukian, 2012). We describe how 8 Privacy Design Strategies (Hoepman, 2014) can be applied to develop a context aware system that follows current privacy legislation. We also give some tips on specific Privacy Design Patterns that can be used to implement each strategy. For a more elaborate description and specific references refer to Bodea et al. (2013).

- First of all it is important to INFORM the user about the goal of the system and the data that will be collected for this aim. You should always use Informed Consent, which means that you get permission from the user to collect data for a specified purpose. You can also provide the user a Privacy Dashboard, such that the user has an overview over his privacy settings.

- Moreover, it is important to give the user CONTROL over the data and what is done with it. There are different ways to let users feel in control. Information helps users to understand the system and power allows them to decide which data is collected, how it is used and with whom shared. Offering Privacy Choices helps to give them a feeling of control and a system that is easy to use also increases the perceived control.

- The task of the designer of the system is it to MINIMIZE the amount of data that the system stores. This can be accomplished by selecting only the most relevant features (e.g. storing facial expression features instead of raw video recordings). In any case it is a good idea to only use Pseudonyms as identifiers, instead of storing data together with the users’ real names. Furthermore, take care of good Anonymization. Even when
you do not store the user’s name, the unique combination of e.g. age and GPS location can make a user of the system identifiable. Prevent having identifiable entries and use k-anonymity. This means making at least k entries identical, for example by aggregating "age = 22" to "age = 20 to 30".

- By applying reasoning the data can often be AGGREGATED even further. Instead of detailed features, inferred information can be stored (e.g. whether someone experienced stress or not, instead of all facial expressions). You can for example Aggregate Data over Time, e.g. the main application of the last 5 minutes or the main facial expression. This also lessons the amount of data the system has to handle. Moreover you can also Blur Personal Data. This means you provide personal data only in a detail that is necessary and blur the rest, e.g. store location information not as a coordinates, but as a city name.

- The developer should take care to HIDE personal information, such that the data strictly belongs to the user and cannot be seen by others. When a user or application wants to access the data, Authentication should be used to ensure that no unauthorized access to the data takes place. To ensure the security of the data it is a good idea to Store Data Encrypted. You should encrypt the data locally on the users device and then send it over a secure connection to the cloud for storage. When the aim is to publish (parts of) the data one could apply Sampling. Instead of releasing all data a sample is drawn for releasing on the (public) cloud.

- Moreover it might be useful to SEPARATE different sorts of data. Storing data from different individuals at separate locations is called Horizontal Data Separation, while storing features in separated locations is called Vertical Data Separation. When handling privacy sensitive data it is also good to apply Decentralization and store (parts of the) data only locally, on the user’s device.

- The system should be able to ENFORCE and DEMONSTRATE that it fulfils current legislation around privacy. You might want to use Sticky Policies, especially when sharing data. This means that you store alongside with your data its privacy policy for handling this data. In this way you prevent wrong use by 3rd parties.

By applying these 8 Privacy Design Strategies in the development of a CAS the resulting system will be privacy-friendly by design, adhering to current legislation.
8.5 User perspective: Evaluation study

Now we have seen how privacy can be addressed in the development of a CAS, we want to evaluate what effect giving information on privacy by design has on users. Our hypothesis is that when users are better informed about the data collection and privacy by design, the transparency of the system is higher and users have less privacy concerns and more trust in the system. As a consequence they have a more positive attitude towards using the system (see Figure 8.2 for our expected model). We also think personal characteristics play an important role. General privacy concerns might have an influence on perceived privacy and trust in a new system. Personal motivation might have an influence on attitudes towards use of the system. In the remainder of this section we outline how we tested our hypotheses in a user study with a mock-up of our SWELL tool.

8.5.1 Method

Participants 124 people participated in our user study, 60% male, with an average age of 38 (SD = 10.6). Colleagues from other TNO departments (technical and behavioural sciences) were invited as participants, as they are knowledge workers and potential users of the SWELL tool to improve well-being at work. On a scale from 1-7 our participants scored on average slightly positive on well-being (4.7, SD = 1.2) and slightly positive on the item ‘I want help to improve well-being’ (Motivation) (4.9, SD = 1.7). Moreover, they scored on average neutral on Privacy concerns (4.1, SD = 1.5).

Design We manipulated whether the participants did or did not get extra information on data collection and privacy by design. Our experiment had thus a between-subject design and our independent variable is ‘privacy information’ (no, yes).

Procedure An email was sent out to various TNO departments. By clicking a link, the participant was randomly assigned to the condition with or without privacy information and shown a website. On this website, first a short presentation was shown, either with or without slides on privacy. Both groups were then asked to fill in the same questionnaire.

Materials Presentation. The first 7 slides were the same for both groups and presented a scenario for the SWELL Workload Mirror (see Section 8.2). Both groups were told that the goal of the SWELL tool is to support self-management
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Figure 8.2: Expected model. We manipulated whether participants had access to extra Privacy Information. Our 3 dependent variables are Transparency of the SWELL tool, attitudes regarding Privacy and Trust, and Intention to Use the SWELL tool. We expect that also personal characteristics (Privacy concerns and Motivation) play a role.

Figure 8.3: Mock-up of the access rights dialogue. Left: Control condition, right: Privacy condition.
of stress and that the users could enable or disable functionalities as they wish, such that the SWELL tool optimally supports them with functionality that they desire (e.g. sharing information with others).

The privacy group got to see extended information on the data that the system would collect (see Figure 8.3). Moreover, an additional slide gave them the following information on privacy by design:

- **Purpose limitation**: The collected data is only used for giving yourself insights to enable self-management.
- **Control**: You can enable or disable the computer logging, camera or Kinect sensors.
- **Data minimization**: The tool only processes data that is necessary to provide the functionality that you desire, e.g. the tool will use document content only when you want an overview of topics worked on.
- **Data aggregation**: The sensor data is processed locally on your device. Only summary information, such as topics, average posture or facial expression, is stored - no keystrokes or video.
- **Adequate protection**: Your data is hidden from unauthorized access.
- **Data subjects right**: You have full control over your data, can view or delete it.

**Questionnaire.** The questionnaire had items on the following main categories: transparency of the SWELL tool, perceived privacy and trust, and attitudes towards use of the SWELL tool (see Figure 8.4, items partly adapted from Shin (2010)). Besides these main items of interest, we added some items on personal characteristics. We used 7-point Likert scales (1 = ‘not’ to 7 = ‘very much’).

**Dependent variables** To determine the main underlying concepts of the questionnaire items, we performed a factor analysis (PCA, see Figure 8.4). We found 3 main underlying components, which represent: ‘Transparency’, ‘Privacy/Trust’ and ‘Attitude towards Use’. To test the reliability of each scale, we calculated Cronbach’s alpha (coefficient of internal consistency) for each set of items. As for all 3 scales alpha was high enough (> .6), we computed sum scores of the sets of items and averaged them to yield 3 main dependent variables.
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8.5.2 Results

Personal characteristics  As we think personal characteristics may have an important influence on our dependent variables, we calculated Pearson correlations to check for these dependencies. We found a significant moderate correlation between Privacy Concerns in general and perceived Privacy/Trust (r = -.548, p < .001). People in general have many privacy concerns tend to score low on perceived privacy and trust regarding the SWELL tool. Furthermore, we found a significant weak correlation between the level of well-being and the desire to improve well-being (r = -.337, p < .001), as well as a significant moderate correlation between the desire to improve well-being and Attitude towards Use of the SWELL tool (r = .457, p < .001). This means that people with low well-being want to improve well-being more, and people who want to improve well-being more have a more positive attitudes towards using the SWELL tool. In the remaining analyses we will use these personal characteristics as covariates.
Effects of privacy information  We were interested in whether giving extra information on data collection and privacy by design would have a positive impact on Transparency of the SWELL tool, attitudes regarding Privacy and Trust, and finally on Attitude towards Use of the SWELL tool (see Figure 8.2 for our expected model). Therefore, we performed an ANOVA with privacy information (yes, no) as between-subject factor and Privacy/Trust as dependent variable, using the personal characteristic Privacy Concerns as covariate. We found a significant effect of privacy information on Privacy/Trust (p = .049). As expected, privacy information had a positive effect on attitudes regarding privacy and trust in the SWELL tool (avg(control) = 3.85 vs. avg(privacy) = 4.24, see Figure 8.5). Moreover, we performed an ANOVA with privacy information (yes, no) as between-subject factor and Attitude towards Use as dependent variable, using the personal characteristic Motivation as covariate. We did not find a significant effect of privacy information on Attitude towards Use (p = .616, avg(control) = 4.03 vs. avg(privacy) = 4.16). We also did not find a significant effect of privacy information on Transparency (p = .332, avg(control) = 4.64 vs. avg(privacy) = 4.86).

To further investigate the relationships between our 3 dependent variables we calculated Pearson correlations. We found a significant weak correlation between Transparency and Privacy/Trust (r = .282, p = .001), meaning that a high score in transparency is slightly related to a high score in privacy and trust. We did neither find a meaningful correlation between Transparency and Attitude to-
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Our first hypothesis was that when users have access to detailed information on data collection and privacy by design, they have less privacy concerns and more trust in the system. This hypothesis was confirmed in our user study. So, to build trust in your CAS it is a good idea to communicate information about data collection to the user and to address privacy.

Our second hypothesis was that the consequence of more trust would be that users would have a more positive attitude towards using the CAS. This hypothesis was not supported by our data. We found that users base their attitude and intention to use the system mostly on the added value it has for them, and privacy and trust considerations might not be obvious or important enough to be taken into account. This has previously been found and termed the ‘privacy paradox’: people disclose personal information despite their privacy concerns (Compañó and Lusoli, 2010). We might see the consequences of this when users mindlessly accept all access rights in order to use a desired app. ‘Privacy calculus’ states that consumers weigh the risks against the benefits of disclosing information (Smith, Dinev, and Xu, 2011). As far as users might be underestimating the risks, Rubinstein (2012) suggests that responsibility for correct data usage should shift towards companies and away from users, who are often left in the dark after consenting to something they may not have read in full detail or understanding. Research has also shown that although people desire full control over their data, they favor technical and other supply-side solutions (‘control paradox’ (Compañó and Lusoli, 2010)). Therefore we think it is important to implement privacy by design to adequately protect the privacy of the users.

In April 2016 the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, EU (2016)) was adopted, which will enter into application in May 2018. Its primary objective is to give users back control over their data and unifying the regulations
within the EU. The regulation explicitly states that Privacy by Design is required, ensuring that data protection is designed into the system. It also states that Data Protection Impact Assessments need to be conducted when specific risks occur. Our research is thus a step towards these new requirements. Non appliance results in a fine up to 20.000.000 Euro or up to 4% of the annual turnover.

We want to note that due to our methodology (using a presentation to outline the system and a questionnaire to assess the users’ attitudes) only first insights can be gained. Ideally, users should be asked to really install the CAS to do a more thorough analysis on the relation between perceived privacy and actual use of the system, which might deviate from stated attitudes and intentions, as pointed out by Smith, Dinev, and Xu (2011).

8.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we addressed privacy and user trust in context aware systems (CAS), based on our SWELL use-case. As our SWELL system is a typical CAS in which context data is collected to provide the user with a service, the insights gained are also applicable to other CAS. In the first part of this chapter, we found by means of a Privacy Impact Assessment the following important privacy aspects to address in CAS: Goal of data collection, Type of data, Reactions to the system, User control, Quality of the data, Security of the data, Data responsibilities and Data sharing. We outlined how these issues can be addressed from the developers side by presenting guidelines for Privacy by Design, which can be found in section 8.4.

In the second part of this chapter we presented a user study, in which we found that privacy information had a positive effect on perceived privacy and trust in our system. We also found that the attitude towards using our system was related to personal motivation, and not related to perceived privacy and trust. Therefore we think it is important to implement privacy by design to adequately protect the privacy of the users in context aware systems.
In this thesis, we investigated how to design a pervasive context aware support system aimed at improving well-being at work. We took a human-centered development approach, in which we applied the situated Cognitive Engineering method to combine theory on work stress with technological possibilities, taking in mind input on user needs. This thesis was therefore divided into three parts: 1) Theory, 2) Technology, and 3) Users. We now present our conclusions on these three aspects. We end this thesis with a reflection.

9.1 Theory: Work stress and interventions

The general objective of the system is to improve well-being at work. In the first part of our research, we delved into work stress and intervention theory. We formulated an answer to our first research question: RQ1 ‘Which concepts are relevant with respect to well-being at work?’ We identified the concepts ‘stress’ (Selye, 1956) and ‘engagement’ (Maslach and Leiter, 2008). An (environmental) stressor can cause a particular perception of the stressor in the individual. This can lead to acute physiological stress responses and, in the long run (due to lack of recovery) to long-term physical, cognitive, emotional and behavioral stress consequences. Engagement (opposite of burn-out) describes a more long-term state, and is measured along three dimensions: energy, involvement and efficacy (or alternatively: absorption).

We also answered our second research question: RQ2 ‘Which person, work and context conditions can lead to negative stress?’ There are no specific personal, work or context conditions that generally lead to stress. Work becomes stressful when high demands are combined with: insufficient resources; little rewards; little recovery; or an environment that mismatches with personal characteris-
tics. We identified the Job Resources-Demands model (Demerouti, A. B. Bakker, Nachreiner, et al., 2001) and the Effort-Recovery model (Meijman et al., 1998) as most useful models for developing technology-based interventions.

Moreover, we answered our third research question: RQ3 ‘How can sensors be applied to automatically infer stress and the context in which it appears?’ Based on theory, we identified three different aspects that can be quantified: a) Characteristics of the work itself can be measured, e.g. work tasks or topics; b) acute stress can be measured, e.g. heart rate variability; and c) long term effects of stress or recovery can be measured, e.g. sleep or physical activity. In Section 9.2 we present in more detail how sensor data can be used for recognizing tasks, giving insight in work behavior related to stress, and automatically estimating mental states.

Finally, we answered our fourth research question: RQ4 ‘Which interventions can be provided by means of pervasive technology to help a knowledge worker improve his well-being at work?’ In general, three stress prevention approaches are distinguished, aimed at different stages in the stress chain (Ivancevich et al., 1990). Technology can thus either address the stressor (e.g. by providing work support), address short-term stress reactions (e.g. by enhancing coping), or address long-term stress consequences (e.g. helping to improve recovery). Suitable behavioral change techniques (Michie et al., 2008) should be used to address the motivation, ability or trigger to take action (e.g. self-monitoring and reminders to action).

Based upon these insights, we created a comprehensive and practical framework, which relates concepts from various stress and intervention theories, and integrates possibilities for real-time sensor based measurements and interventions with context aware support systems. This framework provides a structure to develop pervasive technology for improving well-being at work grounded in theory.

We used this framework to derive requirements for pervasive well-being technology and presented four prototypes that were implemented: The SWELL Workload Mirror provides an activity and workload overview, designed to find stress sources. The SWELL Fishualization provides department wide feedback for peer support, designed to improve coping. The SWELL NiceWork e-coach provides well-being tips, designed to improve coping or recovery. Last, the SWELL Happy Worker system provides personalized search, designed to support work. Evaluation studies showed that potential end users are positive about the prototypes.

Finally, we provided six key research challenges that were identified in the area of pervasive systems for well-being: a) To develop context aware support systems, multi-disciplinary, theory and data-driven research and development
is necessary. b) Sensor data is relatively easy to collect, the challenge is making sense of this data. c) Research should be done on how longitudinal patterns in sensor data relate to long-term stress consequences and burn-out. d) The most suitable manner for pervasive technology to interact with an employee is a challenging question for human-computer interaction research. e) A system that collects personal data raises privacy concerns, which need to be addressed. f) Measuring and trying to change the behavior of individuals poses ethical questions. This thesis focused on addressing research challenges a) multi-disciplinary research, b) sensor data interpretation and e) privacy.

Conclusions and future challenges/ opportunities

In general, we can say that new technologies bring new possibilities. The rather abstract models can be operationalized to include directly measurable concepts: work characteristics (e.g. task and content worked on), acute stress (e.g. heart rate variability and skin conductance), or long-term stress/ recovery (e.g. sleep time and physical activity). Also new types of support are possible, e.g. providing work support by filtering emails, fostering support by colleagues with a department-wide feedback board, or supporting a work-rest balance with an e-coach. New technology can also be used to directly evaluate the effect that an intervention has on these concepts. Sensors can be used to investigate in how far interventions are indeed followed up (e.g. whether users take a break or become physically active after a suggestion by an e-coach). Moreover, the effects of an intervention can be measured (e.g. whether provided information support indeed decreased mental effort and stress).

In their paper on technology for well-being, IJsselsteijn et al. (2006) state that using technology for improving well-being has many advantages, e.g. its persistence or objectiveness, the possibility to provide just-in-time notifications with relevant, actionable information or their supportive and motivating role. Ideally, the strengths of the technology and the strengths of the human should be combined. In this sense, the SWELL Workload Mirror can provide an objective overview, whereas the user can interpret the data in order to find causes of stress. The SWELL NiceWork e-coach can be persistent in providing well-being tips just-in-time, and the user can take action and feel supported to change his behavior. However, the role of the system and the user should be clear. The user should for example feel in control of the technology, and the system should provide support, while not irritating the user. The most suitable manner to interact with an employee during work is a challenging question for human-computer interaction research.

To conclude, technical experts and social scientists should aim to work to-
gether. It is therefore necessary that the experts understand each others domains well. This thesis provides a starting point to create links between these worlds.

9.2 Technology: Inferring working context and mental states

In the second part of our research, we investigated technological possibilities of inferring the user’s current working context and mental state from unobtrusive sensors (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Dataset. First of all, to develop algorithms for inferring working context and mental states, we were in need of a good dataset. We presented our data collection experiment, which overcomes drawbacks that are typically observed in related studies (Chapter 3). Instead of a rather artificial task, 25 people performed typical knowledge work (i.e. writing reports, making presentations, reading e-mail, searching for information), while their working conditions were manipulated with realistic stressors (email interruptions, time pressure). Instead of expensive and/or obtrusive equipment, we used a varied set of (unobtrusive and easily available) sensors: computer logging, video, Kinect 3D and body sensors. We preprocessed the collected sensor data and extracted features per minute: computer interactions, facial expression, body postures, and physiology (heart rate (variability) and skin conductance). The resulting affective and behavioral SWELL-KW dataset is shared with the scientific community in raw and preprocessed form (archived sustainably at DANS: https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/datasets/id/easy-dataset:58624). This dataset has similarities to the publicly available multimodal dataset described by Soleymani et al. (2012), which was collected in context of watching emotion inducing video clips and consists of: face videos, audio signals, eye gaze data and physiological signals (EEG, ECG, GSR, respiration amplitude, skin temperature). We demonstrated that analyses of the SWELL-KW dataset yield insights in the effects of stressors at work: Under time pressure, participants experienced significantly higher temporal demand and higher arousal. Email interruptions yielded reports of more mental effort, more positive valence and more dominance. We also found relations between subjective ratings and the sensor data: Explorative correlation analysis showed moderate correlations between mental effort and several facial features. The dataset is therefore a valuable contribution to research fields like work psychology, user modeling and context aware systems.

Task recognition. Furthermore, we investigated the following research question: RQ5 ‘Can knowledge workers’ tasks be recognized based upon computer interactions?’ (Chapter 4). We used real-world office worker data. What we found
is that task recognition must take into account personal factors, as individual users have different work styles and task mixes. Nevertheless, our experiments demonstrated that on an individual basis, tasks can be recognized with an accuracy of up to 80%, which is reasonably high, considering 12 possible task labels. Since different users show different patterns of behavior when performing a task, the classification model should be trained for each specific user to yield optimal task recognition. We found that no more than 2.5 hours (30 instances) of representative training examples is required to train a good model for this task. Unlike other research, in which clearly structured tasks were modeled (see e.g. Natarajan et al. (2008)), our research has shown that task recognition also works for less structured tasks and more spontaneous activity.

Visual analytics. Moreover, we described how we applied visual analytics to the SWELL-KW work behavior dataset (Chapter 5). We addressed the research question: RQ6 ‘How can sensor data be used to gain insight into work behavior, specifically related to stress at work?’ We found that mental effort seems to be most closely related to facial expression features. There are, however, many individual differences. By means of a heat map we were able to visualize meaningful patterns in facial activity for an individual user. The visualization was made more insightful by rendering facial expressions on an avatar. Finally, we identified several facial expressions that are typically related to a low or high mental effort. We conclude that facial expressions may be a promising measurable outward characteristic that can be visualized to indicate mental state patterns during work. The benefit of incorporating visual analytics to our problem, instead of a black box machine learning approach, was to gather a deeper understanding of the structures in our data and to gain insights from individual users’ data. To our knowledge this type of analysis has not been applied before on multimodal recordings of naturalistic work behavior data.

Detecting stress. Finally, we present work on detecting stress in offices (Chapter 6). In our work, we addressed two methodological and applied machine learning challenges: a) Detecting work stress using several (physically) unobtrusive sensors, and b) Taking into account individual differences. We answered our research question: RQ7 ‘Can we distinguish stressful from non-stressful working conditions, and can we estimate mental states of office workers by using several unobtrusive sensors?’ A comparison of several classification approaches showed that neutral and stressful working conditions can be distinguished with about 90% accuracy. Posture yields most valuable information, followed by facial expressions and physiology. Furthermore, we found that the subjective variable ‘mental effort’ can better be predicted from sensor data than e.g. ‘perceived stress’. A
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Comparison of several regression approaches showed that mental effort can best be predicted by a model tree (correlation of 0.82). Facial expressions yield most valuable information, followed by posture.

Instead of only measuring physiological stress reactions (Matthews, McDo- nald, and Trejo, 2005), focusing on behavioral cues like facial expressions or postures (Pantic et al., 2007), or merely using computer interaction data (Vizer, Zhou, and Sears, 2009), we investigated features from different modalities to find the strongest indicators of the users’ mental state.

We also answered our research question: RQ8 ‘How important are individual differences?’ With respect to estimating mental states, we see that information on the participant is important enough to be selected as one of the best features. We further find that a general model tested on a new user does not perform well. This suggests that especially for the task of estimating mental states it makes sense to address individual differences. When we train models on particular subgroups of similar users, (in almost all cases) a specialized model performs equally well or better than a general model.

Conclusions and future challenges/ opportunities

In general, we can say that sensor data is relatively easy to collect, the challenge is making sense of this data. People differ in their (work) behavior, so there is a need to build personalized models. This brings methodological challenges that need to be addressed, e.g. how to instantiate a model for a new user. Ideally, a system should be able to give a warning, in case it predicts that the current behavioral pattern will cause long-term problems, like burn-out. Therefore, research should be done on patterns in sensor data over time and how they relate to long-term stress building up. Finally, the relation between objective measures based on sensor data, and subjective experience based upon our own feelings should be investigated.

9.3 Users: Needs and concerns

In the third part of our research, we investigated human-centered design for effective and user-friendly context aware support systems (Chapters 7 and 8). We addressed the following research question: RQ9 ‘How can we refine the ‘situated cognitive engineering’ methodology (Neerincx and Lindenberg, 2008) on two aspects: a) defining the context during the requirements engineering process, and b) addressing functional and non-functional requirements coherently?’ We combined several complementary design methodologies. In this way, we were able to define core functions and functional components, as well as a set of requirements for the
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context aware system (CAS), which were then further refined in user study. In our approach, we particularly focused on analyzing user concerns, complementing the analysis with a Privacy Impact Assessment (Wright, 2012), and suggesting ways to address privacy in CAS. Combining these methods helps to address privacy concerns as an integral part in the design of context aware systems. In April 2016 the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, EU (2016)) was adopted, which explicitly states that Privacy by Design is required and that Data Protection Impact Assessments need to be conducted when specific risks occur. Our research is thus a step towards these new requirements.

Moreover, we presented work on privacy and user trust in context aware systems (Chapter 8). We first answered the research question: RQ10 ‘How should privacy be addressed in the design of CAS?’ We performed a Privacy Impact Assessment (Wright, 2012) and outlined how Privacy Design Strategies (Hoepman, 2014) can be applied to address the identified privacy issues in CAS.1 The strategies ‘minimize’, ‘aggregate’ and ‘control’ are particularly interesting in the view of CAS and pose interesting new opportunities and challenges. We also presented a user study, in which we addressed the research question: RQ11 ‘What effect does information on privacy by design have on users?’ Our first hypothesis was: a) ‘When users have access to detailed information on data collection and privacy by design, they have less privacy concerns and more trust in the system’. This hypothesis was confirmed in our user study. So, to build trust, it is a good idea to communicate information about data collection to the user and to address privacy. Our second hypothesis was: b) ‘Users have a more positive attitude towards using the CAS, as a consequence of increased trust in the system.’ This hypothesis was not supported by our data. We found that users base their attitude and intention to use the system mostly on the added value it has for them, and privacy and trust considerations might not be obvious or important enough to be taken into account. This has previously been found and termed the ‘privacy paradox’ (Compañó and Lusoli, 2010): people disclose personal information despite their privacy concerns. Therefore, it is important to implement privacy by design to adequately protect the privacy of the users in context aware systems.

Future challenge/ opportunities

In general, we can say that the success of pervasive systems collecting context data depends on the acceptance by users. A system that collects personal data raises many privacy questions. Therefore, privacy should be integral part of the design process (e.g. doing a Privacy Impact Assessment or implementing

1This work was also presented in summarized form in Chapter 7
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Privacy by Design). Currently, legislation around data protection is changing. The consequences for the architecture and functionality of CAS should be investigated. Moreover, measuring and trying to change the behavior of individuals poses all kinds of ethical questions. Is it acceptable to monitor and change the behavior of an employee? It is difficult to predict how such new pervasive e-coaching systems will be perceived and used (or even misused) when applied in real-world work settings.

9.4 Reflection

We now present a reflection on the research challenges that we aimed to address, and the limitations of our work. Then, we reflect on the domain challenge of addressing work stress, and provide an outlook for the future.

9.4.1 Addressed research challenges and limitations

With this thesis, we contributed to a better understanding of how theoretical (work stress) models can be operationalized, and how sensors can be used to infer context aspects (relevant to work stress). Moreover, we contributed to a better understanding of how theoretical and technological insights can be combined with input on user needs and concerns, to build effective, innovative and user-friendly support systems. More specifically, we addressed the identified challenges in the following three research areas:

1. Behavioral/Social Sciences and Occupational Health: We extended existing theoretical work stress models with new technological operationalizations.

2. Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence: We demonstrated the potential of several sensors to infer relevant aspects of the user’s current working context.

3. User-oriented Design and Requirements Engineering: We showed how to harmonize functional requirements and privacy requirements in the design of context aware systems.

Regarding our theoretical framework, the biggest challenge was the vast amount of available concepts and models regarding well-being at work. We had to make choices on what concepts and theories to include. Our selection may reflect our specific scoping. We focused on providing a general and simple overview, combining different areas of research.
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Regarding data collection, we have to note that simulating a realistic work setting and inducing stress was challenging. Real-world stress is complex, and may involve worries or things outside work and stress building up over days. Therefore, a limitation of our collected dataset is that only short term effects of stressors can be investigated. Regarding task recognition, clearly not all work of a knowledge worker can be captured on basis of computer activity, e.g. time spent in meetings, phone calls, talks with colleagues or reading printed documents. Regarding visual analytics, a user-study should be performed to evaluate whether the resulting visualizations can indeed help employees to detect alarming patterns in work behavior. Regarding detecting stress, the data that we used here, was captured in a realistic office setting in an experimental context, which means that the quality of all recordings was high. In a real-world office setting, recordings may be more noisy.

Regarding the human-centered design method, we have to note that several user studies were rather small scale. Ideally a prototype entailing more functionality should be evaluated with a larger and more diverse user group. Moreover, the system is developed and evaluated with users in the Netherlands, a country with decent labor laws, which may have had an influence on the outcomes of our study. Regarding our user study on trust, we have to note that due to our methodology (using a presentation to outline the system and a questionnaire to assess the users’ attitudes) only first insights can be gained. Ideally, users should be asked to really install the CAS to do a more thorough analysis on the relation between perceived privacy and actual use of the system, which might deviate from stated attitudes and intentions.

9.4.2 Support technology to manage stress at work

In this thesis we aimed to address work stress by means of new pervasive (sensing) technologies. The part on work stress theories showed us that there are many possible ways in which technology can support employees to address work stress. Our work on technical possibilities showed that interpreting real-world sensor data in terms of mental states is still challenging, e.g. due to individual differences. The part on user needs showed us, that privacy is currently an important concern of users. Taking all these insights together, I personally think that, to address work stress within the next few years, we should aim for rather simple, but effective technical solutions. Regarding the challenges in sensor data interpretation and the feasibility of collecting data from users who are concerned about privacy, I would rather not suggest to aim for sophisticated user models. I expect that combining simple forms of context recognition with an e-coach designed in a smart way and specific user input can certainly help
people, like Bob from the Introduction, to reflect on their behavior and provide support for coping with work stress.

However, it is hard to make predictions for the future. At the start of this project, 4 years ago, I was concerned that many interesting aspects related to stress could not be measured in the real-world or that no-one would want to measure e.g. his body signals during work. Time showed me that trends in technology are entering the consumer market very quickly, with Kinects and smart watches being used. What at the start of the project was done only by some enthusiast quantified-selfers, is now done by my own family: tracking activity by measuring steps, and using this to improve health. Maybe this is a current trend, which will subside when users got those self-insights and start focusing on something else again that is more interesting. Or the hype continues, and people become more and more interested in new sensing devices, gadgets and tracking more and more aspects of their lives. I could imagine many big companies being interested in measuring not only how people interact with their services, but also how people feel or think. It is still questionable in how far consumers are interested enough in new sophisticated services, in change for personal data. I personally expect that most people won’t refuse something that makes life easier. The interested reader is referred to the fiction novel ‘Free to fall’ by L. Miller (2015):

“What if there was an app that told you who to date, what songs to listen to, what coffee to order, what to do with your life - an app that was guaranteed to ensure your complete and utter happiness? What if you never had to fail or make a wrong choice? What if you never had to fall?”

This fictitious app builds sophisticated user models and optimizes an entire populations’ lives. Who would not want a perfect life? Well, as you might figure, it is questionable whether this turns out well.
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Summary

Many people experience stress at work. In this thesis, we investigated how new technologies, for example sensors and apps, can be used to help people cope better with stress.

To start, we looked at several relevant work stress theories. We found that the term ‘stress’ is used for different things. At the workplace there can be different stressors (e.g. task demands, interruptions, time pressure). These can, dependent on the characteristics of the person, lead to the perception of stress. This can cause acute stress reactions, e.g. a change in heart rhythm. Without relaxation and recovery, stress can build up and cause long-term effects, such as head aches, being irritated, and in the worst case burn-out (which is characterized by exhaustion, cynicism and low self-efficacy). There are no general causes that always lead to stress. Work is experienced as stressful, when there is a disbalance between high task demands on the one side and on the other side: too little resources, too few rewards, too little recovery, or an environment that does not fit the person.

We investigated how new technologies can be used to improve well-being at work. We figured out that sensors could be used to measure aspects of the work itself (e.g. the tasks and topics worked on), to measure acute stress (e.g. heart rate variability), or to measure long-term effects of stress and recovery (e.g. sleep or amount of physical activity). Computer systems could be used to address stressors (e.g. providing support during work), to address acute stress (e.g. helping to better cope with stress), or to address long-term stress consequences (e.g. helping to relax and recover). Ideally, the system uses behavioral change techniques to motivate the user, improve his skills, or provide a reminder.

Moreover, we investigated how we can use sensors in the office to measure stress and the context in which it appears. To start, we set up an experiment, in which 25 people were asked to write reports and make presentations, while we manipulated their working conditions with stressors: in one condition they worked as they would usually do, in one condition we sent them many emails,
and in one condition we gave them time pressure. After each condition, we let the participants fill in questionnaires to assess how stressed they were, what their task load was, how high their mental effort was, and what their emotion was. While they were working, we collected data with several sensors. Computer interactions were recorded with a computer logger, facial expressions were recorded with a web-cam, body postures were recorded with a Kinect, and physiology (heart rate and skin conductance as signs of stress) was recorded with body sensors.

Then, we investigated whether we can use computer interactions to estimate which task someone is performing (e.g. writing a report, making an overview, making a planning). We found that people work very differently. So it is best to make a model per person. With only 30 examples (ca. 2.5 hours of working data), we were able to make a model that can recognize 12 different tasks with an accuracy of 80%.

Moreover, we investigated whether we can use sensor data to provide insight in work behavior, related to stress. Therefore, we combined data visualization techniques with data analysis (called ‘Visual Analytics’). We found a relation between mental effort and facial expressions. Therefore, we made a visualization to show patterns in facial expressions over time, and added an avatar. There were individual differences regarding the way someone exactly looked. We also investigated which facial expressions are typically associated with a high and low mental effort. Using data visualization methods gave us many new insights into our dataset.

Finally, we investigated whether we can make an automatic stress estimate. First of all, we tested whether we can determine if a data point is from a neutral working condition, or a working condition with stressors. Our model was able to distinguish the working conditions with an accuracy of 90%. Body postures gave the most useful information, followed by facial expressions. Secondly, we investigated which subjective variable can best be predicted. We found that, based upon sensor data, mental effort can be estimated with an accuracy (correlation) of 0.84. Facial expressions gave the most useful information, followed by postures. Finally, we investigated in how far individual differences play a role. Especially for predicting mental effort, models benefit from information about the participant. We trained models on subgroups of users that are similar, and those models almost always outperformed general models.

In our research, we also paid attention to the end user. We extended an existing development method, to find all requirements for a context aware support system. A good design is based upon insights from theories, as well as possibilities of the technology, and requirements from the end user. We especially focused on possible concerns of users, in particular regarding privacy, and how
these can be addressed in the design. Besides asking the users themselves, we performed a so called Privacy Impact Assessment, to find all privacy issues that play a role in our system. Furthermore, we looked at Privacy by Design, in which privacy-friendly choices, e.g. regarding data collection, are already made in the design process.

As a last thing, we evaluated with users, what the effect of Privacy by Design is on trust in the system, and the intention to use it. The people that got information on Privacy by Design had less privacy concerns and more trust in the system. The intention to use the system, however, depended mainly on how useful they found it, and was unrelated to privacy concerns. This ‘privacy paradox’ was also found in previous research. To address the user’s privacy, it is therefore important to apply privacy by design.

All in all we can say that in this research we successfully combined 3 perspectives - work stress theory, sensor technology and user needs - to find ways to support employees to cope better with stress.
Samenvatting

Veel mensen hebben last van stress op het werk. In dit proefschrift hebben we onderzocht hoe nieuwe technologieën, bv. sensoren en apps, ingezet kunnen worden om mensen te helpen beter met stress om te gaan.


We hebben gekeken naar **hoe nieuwe technologieën ingezet kunnen worden** om het welzijn op het werk te verbeteren. We hebben gevonden dat sensoren gebruikt zouden kunnen worden om eigenschappen van het werk zelf te meten (bv. het soort taken en onderwerpen), om acute stress te meten (bv. hartslag variabiliteit) of om lange termijn effecten van stress en herstel te meten (bv. slaap of mate van fysieke activiteit). Computersystemen zouden kunnen ingezet worden om stressoren aan te pakken (bv. ondersteuning tijdens het werk bieden), acute stress aan te pakken (bv. helpen beter met stress om te gaan) of lange termijn stress-consequenties aan te pakken (bv. helpen bij ontspanning en herstel). Idealiter gebruikt het systeem gedragsveranderingstechnieken om de gebruiker te motiveren zijn vaardigheden te verbeteren of een herinnering te geven.

Verder hebben we gekeken hoe **sensoren op de werkplek** ingezet kunnen
worden om stress en de context waarin stress optreedt te meten. We hebben om te beginnen een experiment opgezet, waarin we 25 mensen hebben gevraagd om verslagen te schrijven en presentaties te maken, terwijl wij de werkomstandigheden hebben gemanipuleerd met stressoren: we hebben ze in een experimentele conditie gewoon laten werken, in een andere conditie hebben we ze heel veel e-mails gestuurd en in een conditie hebben we ze onder tijdsdruk gezet. Na elke conditie hebben we de deelnemers d.m.v. vragenlijsten gevraagd, hoe gestrest ze waren, wat hun taaklast was, hoe hoog hun mentale inspanning was en wat hun emotie was. Terwijl ze aan het werk waren, hebben we data verzameld d.m.v. verschillende sensoren. Computerinteracties hebben we opgenomen met een computer logger, gezichtsuitdrukkingen hebben we opgenomen met een webcam, lichaamshoudingen hebben we opgenomen met een Kinect, en fysiologie (hartslag en huidgeleiding als teken van stress) hebben we opgenomen met lichaamssensoren.

Vervolgens hebben we onderzocht of we op basis van computerinteracties een inschatting kunnen maken van welke taak iemand aan het uitvoeren is (bv. een verslag schrijven, een overzicht maken, een planning maken). We kwamen erachter dat mensen erg verschillend werken. Het is dus het beste om per persoon een model te maken. We waren in staat om met maar 30 voorbeelden (ca. 2.5 uur werkdruk) een model te maken dat met 80% nauwkeurigheid 12 verschillende taken kon onderscheiden.

Verder hebben we onderzocht of we met sensordata inzicht kunnen bieden in werkgedrag, gerelateerd aan stress. Hiervoor hebben we data visualisatie methoden gecombineerd met data analyse (‘Visual Analytics’ genoemd). We hebben een samenhang gevonden tussen mentale inspanning en gezichtsuitdrukkingen. Daarom hebben we een visualisatie gemaakt om patronen in gezichtsuitdrukkingen over de tijd te visualiseren, en een avatar toegevoegd om specifieke gezichtsuitdrukkingen te tonen. Er waren individuele verschillen in hoe iemand precies kijkt. We hebben ook onderzocht welke typische gezichtsuitdrukkingen voorkwamen bij een hoge en lage mentale werklast. Het gebruiken van data visualisatie methoden heeft ons veel nieuwe inzichten gegeven in de dataset.

We hebben onderzocht of we automatisch een stress-inschatting kunnen maken. Eerst hebben we gekeken of we kunnen herkennen dat een datapunt uit de gewone werkconditie komt, of uit een werkconditie met stressoren. Lichaamshouding gaf de meeste informatie, gevolgd door gezichtsuitdrukkingen. Daarna hebben we gekeken welke subjectieve variabele we het best kunnen voorspellen. Het bleek dat op basis van sensordata de mentale inspanning met een nauwkeurigheid (correlatie) van .84 voorspeld kan
worden. Gezichtsuitdrukkingen geven hier de meeste informatie, gevolgd door lichaamshouding. Ook hebben we gekeken in hoeverre individuele verschillen een rol spelen. Vooral bij het voorspellen van mentale inspanning blijken modellen veel baat te hebben bij informatie over de proefpersoon. We hebben modellen getraind op subgroepen van gebruikers die op elkaar leken, en die modellen werkten eigenlijk altijd beter dan de generieke modellen.

In ons onderzoek hebben we ook aandacht besteed aan de eindgebruiker. We hebben een bestaande ontwikkelmethode uitgebreid om op een systematische manier alle eisen aan het systeem in kaart te brengen. Een goed ontwerp neemt zowel inzichten vanuit de theorie mee, als ook de mogelijkheden van de technologie en eisen vanuit de eindgebruiker. We hebben vooral gekeken naar mogelijke bezwaren van de eindgebruiker, vooral rondom privacy, en hoe we die konden plaatsen in het ontwerp. Behalve de gebruikers zelf te vragen naar bezwaren, hebben we een zogenaamd Privacy Impact Assessment uitgevoerd, om de privacy issues in ons systeem in kaart te brengen. Verder hebben we gekeken naar Privacy by Design, waarbij in het systeemontwerp al privacy-vriendelijke keuzes werden gemaakt, bv. rondom datacollectie.

Als laatste hebben we met gebruikers geëvalueerd, wat het effect van informatie over Privacy by Design is op het vertrouwen in het systeem en het gebruik van het systeem. De mensen die informatie over Privacy by Design kregen, hadden minder privacy-bezwaren en meer vertrouwen in het systeem. De intentie om het systeem te gebruiken was echter vooral afhankelijk van hoe nuttig mensen het systeem vonden en stond los van privacy-bezwaren. Deze ‘privacy-paradox’ is eerder gevonden in ander onderzoek. Om de privacy van de gebruiker te beschermen, is het daarom belangrijk om privacy by design toe te passen in het ontwerp.

Samenvattend kunnen we zeggen dat we in dit onderzoek 3 perspectieven succesvol gecombineerd hebben - werkstress theorie, sensor technologie en gebruikerseisen - om manieren te vinden om werknemers te ondersteunen beter met stress om te gaan.
Zusammenfassung

Viele Menschen erleben Stress am Arbeitsplatz. In dieser Doktorarbeit haben wir untersucht, wie neue Technologien, z.B. Sensoren und Apps, verwendet werden können, um Menschen zu helfen besser mit Stress umzugehen.


Wir haben untersucht, wie neue Technologien eingesetzt werden können, um das Wohlbefinden am Arbeitsplatz zu verbessern. Wir haben herausgefunden, dass Sensoren eingesetzt werden könnten, um Eigenschaften der Arbeit selbst zu messen (z.B. Art oder Inhalt der Tätigkeit), um akuten Stress zu messen (z.B. Herzschlagvariabilität) oder um Langzeiteffekte von Stress und Erholung zu messen (z.B. Schlaf oder Ausmaß an körperlicher Aktivität). Unterstützende Computersysteme könnten sich auf Stressoren richten (z.B. Unterstützung während der Arbeit bieten), auf akuten Stress (z.B. helfen besser mit Stress umzugehen) oder auf Langzeitkonsequenzen (z.B. helfen bei Entspannung und Erholung). Im Idealfall benutzt das System Verhaltensveränderungstechniken, um den Benutzer zu motivieren, seine Fähigkeiten zu verbessern oder eine Erinnerung zu bieten.

Als nächstes haben wir untersucht, ob wir basierend auf Computerinteraktionen einschätzen können, welche Art der Tätigkeit jemand gerade ausführt (z.B. einen Bericht schreiben, eine Übersicht machen, einen Zeitplan machen). Wir haben herausgefunden, dass Menschen sehr verschieden arbeiten. Es ist also am besten, pro Person ein Modell zu machen. Wir waren in der Lage mit nur 30 Beispielen (2.5 Stunden Arbeitsdaten) ein Modell zu machen, dass mit 80% Genauigkeit 12 verschiedene Tätigkeiten unterscheiden kann.


Weiterhin haben wir untersucht, ob wir automatisch eine Stresseinschätzung machen können. Als erstes haben wir geschaut, ob wir erkennen können, ob ein Datenpunkt aus der normale Experimentalbedingung stammt oder aus der Experimentalbedingung mit Stressoren. Unser Modell konnte mit
90% Genauigkeit die Experimentalbedingungen unterscheiden. Körperhaltung war am informativsten, gefolgt von Mimik. Zweitens haben wir geschaut, welche subjektive Variable wir am besten vorhersagen können. Wir haben herausgefunden, dass basierend auf Sensordaten, die mentale Anstrengung mit einer Genauigkeit (Korrelation) von .84 eingeschätzt werden kann. Mimik war am informativsten, gefolgt von Körperhaltung. Schließlich haben wir geschaut, inwiefern individuelle Unterschiede eine Rolle spielen. Vor allem beim Einschätzen der mentalen Anstrengung erwiesen sich Informationen über die Versuchsperson als nützlich. Wir haben Modelle für Teilgruppen der Benutzer, die einander ähnlich sind, gemacht und diese Modelle funktionierten eigentlich immer besser als generische Modelle.


Zuletzt haben wir mit Endnutzern evaluiert, was der Effekt von Informationen über Privacy by Design ist, auf das Vertrauen ins System und die Intention das System zu nutzen. Die Leute, die Informationen über Privacy by Design bekommen haben, hatten weniger Bedenken hinsichtlich der Privatsphäre und mehr Vertrauen ins System. Die Intention, das System zu nutzen, war aber hauptsächlich abhängig davon, wie nützlich sie das System fanden und unabhängig von Bedenken hinsichtlich der Privatsphäre. Dieses ‘privacy paradox’ ist auch in vorgehenden Forschungen gefunden worden. Um die Privatsphäre der Endnutzer zu schützen, ist es daher wichtig, Privacy by Design beim Entwurf anzuwenden.

Zusammenfassend können wir sagen, dass wir in dieser Forschungsarbeit 3 Perspektiven erfolgreich kombiniert haben - Arbeitsstresstheorie, Sensortechnologie und Nutzeranforderungen - um Wege zu finden, Mitarbeiter zu unterstützen, Stress besser zu bewältigen.
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